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In view of the difficulty
in the expression of
autonomic nervous system (ANS) activity in the
body primarily due to the involvement of a wide
variety of physiological

Scienes, 8. H. U. Varanasi U. P.

made

to find

quantitative
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test data

of autonomically

was

mediat-

ed responses in 106 human subjects, which constituted the basis fOT the isolation of autonomic factor.
From the normative data, it was possible to derive a
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'Normative Regression Equation (NRE) which could
be employed for determining the functional activity
of ANS in terms of autonomic factor scores called
estimates of autonomic balance (A). The equation
was composed of a battery of seven weighted tests
and they in order of their regression coefficients
(beta weights) were:
(1) Salivary output (SO),
(2) Wiastolic blood pressure (OBP), (3) Heart rate
(HR), (4) Pupillary diameter (PO), (5) Respiratory
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rate (RR), (6) Volar skin resistance (V5R)
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and

(7)

Palmar skin resistance (PSR). The equation is (A)
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where A is the estimated score for autonomic

factor

and the letter T following
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each beta weight

standard score for the tests shown
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Gastric
Relaxation
Elicited
by Non - Medullated Vagal Afferents
in the Rat
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and superscript 'a' on
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were reflected.

indicates that these tests
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It was noted that the obtained NRE in the present study is similar to the one's obtained previ-

Intragastric pressure (lGP) as an index of gastric motor activitv was used to investigate the gas_
tric inhibitory response elicited by phenyldiguanide
(POG) in the rats under urethane anaesthesia. The
minimum dose of right atrial phenyldiguanide required to elicit a detectable change in IGP was determined (1.11 +0.17 ug I Kg)
and
a
non linear
(Sigmoid) relationship was observed between logdose and the response. In order to find out the origin
of chemosensitive afferents the drug (POG) was injected into dili"erent sites of the circulatory system
i, e.. right atrium, left ve~tricle, towards the carotid
sinus and towards the abdominal aorta and the
resulting changes in IGP were analysed. Bilateral
vagotomy and intra pericardial application of local
anaesthetic (Xvlocaine) either markedly diminished
or abolished the gastric inhibitory response. Prostaglandin synthetase inhibitor (indomethacin)
markedly attenuated the gastric relaxation elicited by
POG suggesting the role of endogenous prostaglan
-dins in mediation of POG induced
tion.
It was concluded

that

gastric

relaxa-

phenyldiguanide

could

elicit gastric relaxation by activating the chemosensitive non-medullated
vagal afferents arising
from the lung (Type-J receptor) and heart (chemosensitive
C-fibres). Such reflex response may
account to certain extent, poorly understood nonspecific gastrointestinal symptoms such as nausea,
anorexia,
abdomina I distention
and discomfort
associated with

cardio-respiratory

diseases.
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Reflexes on Chemical
Stimulation
minal Serosal Receptors
in Dogs
Nilima Shankar, V. Radhakrishnan,

of

Abdo-

Investigations
have revealed a significant
increase in withdrawal
reflex time to nociceptive
stimulation in the contralatetallimb
following electroacupuncture
stimulation
(EA).
Underlying
mechanism of this effect is not clear. The present

S. Datta

and

K. N. Sharma

Department of Physiology. UCMS. New
110029

Delhi

In adult anaesthetized dogs, application of chemicals (1 % potassium chloride, 1% oxalic acid,
1 % ammonium oxalate, 1 M ammonium chloride,
1OOmM citric acid, 200;ug% bradykinin) on the
sero 81 surfeco of stomach and small intestine produced a significant
rise in systolic and diastolic
blood pressures and an insignificant rise in heart
rate. The respiratory response was biphasic with
an initial apnoea followed by a tachypnoea. The
short latency of the response and the blockade of
the response by a prior serosal application of procaine, suggest a neural reflex in the mediation of
these responses.
Interruption of vagal afferents by a bilateral
cervical vagotomy did not modify the cardiovascular and respiratory responses evoked from the gut.
But a spinal section at the level of Ts abolished the
responses totally, suggesting that the afferent pathway is mainly via the sympathetics.
As after administration of tolazoJine (1-3 mglkg,
i. v.). an alpha-adrenergic receptor blocking
drug,
the blood pressure responses were abolished (95
-96%),
the efferent pressor response has been
thought to be by increased sympathetic vasocon-

study was undertaken to find out the effect of EA
on evoked potentials recorded from the nerve to
gastrocnemius
muscle on stimulation
of main
sciatic trunk. In frogs anaesthetized with urethane
(200 mgs/100 gm body weight), sciatic nerve was
exposed up to its muscle branches.

Basically

period of 0.8 to 1 msec,

on Nociceptive

Neena Bhattacharya.,
M. Makhija.,
K. N. Searma & A. Bhattacharya

R. Kanaka.

Department of Physiology, University Col/ege of
Medical Sciencesand Safdarjung Hospital, Ring
Road, New Delhi 110029,

u

duration

of 1 to 2 msec

and amplitude
varying between 0.1 to 2.5 mV
while, the other response had a latent period of
4·8 msecs, duration of 2-4 msec and amplitude of
20 to 60 uV. The second response also had a higher
threshold of excitability.

EA

was

given

on

the

opposite limb at points corresponding to Zusanl]
and Kunlun in human beings. Parameters of EA
were fixed at 2 Hz, voltage varying between 0.5 to
2 V ( enough to evoke a small muscle twitch
in
toes and lower limb) and duration of 20 min. Following EA the first response in most of the cases
showed a slight decrease in amplitude and in about
30% of the cases a faciltation was seen. By comparison, a total

depression of 2nd

response

found to occur after EA. According

to

the

duction velocity (5-10 m/sec} as well as the

was
conres-

ponse pattern, the second response seems to arise
in A fibres. The possible pathway, the underlying
mechanisms and the significance of this depression
will be discussed.
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Effects
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Kanaka .• K. N. Sharma., O. P. Tandon

and

S. Dua-Sharma*

4

r
li

types of responses were recorded: one had a latent

strictor tone.
As the heart rate responses were not affected
by cervical vagotomy, it is highly unlikely that they
are mediated via vagal efferents. Sympathetic efferents to the heart may be playing a major role in
these heart rate changes.

c

Department of Physiology, University Col/ege of
Medical Sciences, New Delhi-110029 & * M. S.
Ramaiah Medical Col/ege, Bangalore-560054.
Unit discharges were studied from isolated
Strands of peripheral cut end of sciatic nerve inf
spinal frogs before and after injection of 5
ul 010% formaldehyde or turpentine given intramus
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cularv into the gastrocnemius muscle. These units
responded to a wide range of mechanical stimuli
like pressure, extension. inward and outward
rotation of the hind limb. Occasionally the same unit
responded to more than one type of stimulus. The
average frequency of firing of the spontaneous
units was 4.83 Hz before injection. and the various
mechanical stimuli caused a high frequency burst
of activity lasting for an average of 3.8 sec followed by a slow adaptation lasting for about 26.0
sec. Immediately after injection the spontaneous
units either showed an increase ( average 10Hz)
or decrease ( average 2.15 Hz). In units showing
increased discharge. high frequency bursts could be
obtained at varying intervals of 10 min or so but by
45 min to 1 hr the firing rate decreased below the
pre-injection level though the pattern of slow
adaptation to mechanical stimulus was maintained.
The non-spontaneous units responding to deep
pressure continued to show enhanced activity
lasting for severalseconds without decrement.After
injection. however the frequency of firing was
abolished. When the search probe was moved to
an adjoining point in the same receptor field. an
occasional firing of few impulses could be elicited.
It would appear that the pain producing substances used in the present study may be modulating
he mechanoceptor activity •
6
Viscero- Vascular Reflexes associated
Gut Distension : Role of Sympathetic.
B, N. Koley, Rupali
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Mukherjee

with

and J. Koley.

Electrophysiology Unit, Department of Physiology.
University Col/ege of Science and Technology,
Calcutta University 92, A. P. C. Road, Calcutta
700009 •
Cardiovascular changes associated with gut
distension have been reported by many. but the
mechanism for such cardiovascular changes are
~till not clear though involvement of svmpathoadrenal system has been reported. Present investigation has been undertaken to study the actual
mechanism for such cardiovascular changes.
Experiments were carried out on chloralosed
( 75 mg/Kg body weight i. v.) in cats of either sex

Conference. 1984

weighing 2 - 2.5 Kgs. Trachea. femoral vein and
artery were cannulated. Animals were kept under
artificial respiration with air enriched with 02.
Intestinal loop was isolated surgically keeping the
blood and nerve supply intact. A latex balloon was
introduced and fixed in the jejunum to distend. The
blood pressure and distension pressure were recorded through pressure transducer. Spinal cord
was sectioned at C7 - C8 level. Spleen volume
was recorded by Plethysmography. Bilateral adrenal
vein ligation, vagi and splanchnic nerves transection were performed. Drugs were introduced
intravenously. Sympathetic activity was studied
from peripheral sympathetic nerve by single fibre
technique.
Distension of jejunum with 10-20 ml of fluid
having vagosympathetic nerve intact, always
produced rise of blood pressurealong with increase
of splenic contraction as evidenced from decrease
of spleen volume. In such animals, after bilatera,
occlusion of adrenal vein or removal of adrenaI
gland, similar responsewas observed but of lesser
degree. Spinal animal ( C7 - CB ). showed greater
response in comparison to that in intact. Phentolamine (2.5 mg/Kg.) treatment abolished such
pressure responses and instead caused vasodepression along with relaxation of spleen. Administration of hexamethonium (1 mg/Kg.)
and
guanethidine sulphate (15 mg/Kg.)
abolished
the pressure responses and splenic movement.
Postganglionic sympathetic activities from the
cardiac sympathetic nerves and splenic sympathetic nerve were found to be increased.
From these studies. it may be concluded that.
gut distension causes cardiovascular changes
which are presumably associated with sympathetic activation.
7
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Afferents
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The behavioural reactivity of the visceral receptors and their afferents in 'the caudal sympathetic nerve (part of synsacralsympathetic chain) of
domestic duck were studied using electrophysiological technique to examine their involvement in
different physiological functions. In total. 114
single unit activities were recorded from the
caudal symphathetic nerve of duck. Receptors
were classified according to location: in the anal
sphincter (32 units). in the mucous membrane of
the cloaca (45 units). at the branching point of the
blood vessels over the rectum and adjacent
mesentery (10 units). at the base of the feather
follicles in and around the vent (17units). and in
the ventral and lateral lower abdominal wall
muscle (10 units).
Both the spontaneous and non-spontaneous
receptors responded to mechanical stimuli;
average frequency of discharge of non-spontaneous units being much higher. Most of these
receptors were of the rapidly - adapting tvpeOnly some raceptors in the abdominal muscle
layer. and sphincter and mucous membrane of
hind gut were of the slowly - adapting type.
Some of the latter responded to intraluminal
distension pressure. except for responses to
succinylcholine chloride by receptors in the abdominal wall muscles and some units in the external
anal sphincter. Mechanosensitive receptorswere
not responsive to chemical stimuli. Conduction
velocity of caudal sympathetic afferent fibres
ranged from 2. 5 to 45 m/sec.

8
Tremor - A Pacemakar Phenomenon or a
Resonance Problem? A Cybernetical Approach
F. O. Velho

lnstitut Iuer Biomedizin and Ergonomie T. U. V.
Bayern. Westendatr. 199.8Munchen21.W. Germany
Every physiological reflex arc can be simulated by a technical control loop. The response
of the peripheral motor reflex arc to a tendon tap
can be explained by means of the responseof its
cybernetical model to a perturbation.
(m.

An antagonistic muscle pair in humans
interosseus dorsalis IV and m. abductor

Pharmac

digiti V) was studied through asynchronical
stimulation of independent groups of its motor
units and a control model for the oscillatory movements of human fingers was derivated.
The stability of. this non-linear, peripheral
model was determined by the "theory of harmonicaI
oscillations".
In addition, the model of the
peripheral neuro-muscular system was implemented
to take into account the known supraspinal motor
pathways (long loop reflexes).
The results of the stability considerations of
this cvhernetlcal model lead to the following
conclusions:
1. In the peripheral human motor reflex arc,
resonance oscillations with a frequency
. ,
between 8 and 12/sec can arise under
certain conditions.
2. Taking into account supraspinal thalamic
pathways, resonance oscillations in the
range between 6 to B/sec can surge in
the model.
3. Under consideration of transcortical motor
pathways in addition to the thalamic ones
oscillation frequencies in the range of
4 to 6/sec can arise in the model.
These results support the assumption of an
oscillatory genesis of tremor, which can be a.
result of instability in the motor reflex arcs possibly
due to a hyperacitvity of the gama - system.
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Sensorimotor
Changes following lesion
Mid-dorsal Caudate
Nucleus in Rats.
V, K. Mulgaonker

of

and M.G. Gogate

Department of Physiology, Goa Medical Col/ege
Bembotim
Sensorimotor changes in rats were studied
under two main headings namely ;1. Orientation tests which include whisker touchsnout probe, olfaction and somaesthesis
and
2. Limb use tests which include catalepsy,
forelimb support, forelimb placement, climbing
grid, limbs withdrawal and wooden probe tests.
The study was carried out on 20 rats out Of
which effects of mid-dorsal caudatal lesion on
sensorimotor change were studied on 13 rats while~
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the remaining 7 rats were treated as sham series.
Scoring was done during all the tests.
It was observed that there was overall reduction of scores after mid-dorsal caudatal lesion on
sensorimotor responses. The reduction of limbs
usetests score showed a marked statistical singnificance (P.LO.001) but the reduction in orientation
tests scores did not show any such significance.
Thus mid-dorsal caudatal nucleus appearsto
be heterogenous in the mediation of sensorimotor
orientation - the sensory' component not being
much affected as compared to the motor function
after electrolytic lesion.
10
Influence of species Variation on the Cardiore
-spiratory
Reflexes arising from the Gut
Serosa
Nilima Shankar. V. Radhakrishnan. S. Datta and
K. N. Sharma
Department of Physiology. UCMS. New
110029

Delhi

Changes in the cardiorespiratory responses
following
chemical (1 M ammonium chloride.
100 mM citric acid and 200 ug % bradykinin)
application on the serosa of stomach and small
intestine in rats. dogs and cats were studied. The
experiments have revealed a definite influence of
species variation in the nature of the responses
produced and in the latency.
In rats. following chemical application. the
systolic blood pressure(SBP) and diastolic blood
pressure (DBP) showed a significant fall (16-28%
and 17-29% respectively). whereas the heart rate
(HR) was not affected in most of the cases.though
in a few.
bradycardia was noted. A marked
suppression of respiration was observed in the
form of an apnoea (1-3 sec) and a reduction in
rate (42-48%) while the depth of respiration
increased (10-20%).
In dogs. the SBP and OBP increased by 7-14%
and 6-18% respectively. HR increased by 0.5-5%·
The respiration showed an initial depression
(apnoea lasting for 10-24 sec) followed by a rise
in rate (15-20%) and depth (30-60%).

Conference.
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In cats. the cardiovasular responseswere much
more pronounced. SBP & DBP showed a significant
rise (20-55% and 25-65% respectively). In a few
cases. a maximum rise of 135-150% was also
noted in these responses. HR increased by 2-10%.
However. the respiratory rate did not show any
appreciable change. though the depth of respiration
increased by 10-20%.
The latency of these responseswas 1-2 sec in
rats. 2-6 sec in dogs and 14-16 in cats.
11
Role of H-Reflex in the
Diabetic Neuropathy.

Early

Diagnosis of

R. K. Marya & B. K. Maini.
Department of Physiology. Medical Col/ege.Rohtak
H-reflex and motor conduction velocity in
median. ulnar and peroneal nerves have been
studied in 50 diabetics and 25 age-matched controls. Abnormalities in H-reflex (prolonged latencies
er absence) were observed in 54% of the diabetics.
Motor conduction velocity was abnormal in the
peroneal nerve in 28% and in the upper limb in 6%
cases only. The results demonstrate the usefulness
of H-reflex study in the detection of diabetic
neuropathy at an early stage.

12
Sympathetic
Distension.
B. N.

Activation

during

Bladder

Kolev. B. K. Medda and J. Koley

Electrophysiology Unit. Department of Physiology,
University College of Science. 92. A. P. C. Road.
Calcutta 700 009
It has been demonstrated earlier that distension
of urinary bladder causesrise of blood pressure.This
vasopressor response has been considered to be
the effect of increased sympathetic activity. !n our
earlier report (koley et a/1983). it has been shown
that the distension of urinary bladder causesincrease
of postganglionic sympathetic activity in the cardiac
sympathetic nerves. Present experiments deal with
the involvement of other sympathetic nerves
specially of the splanchnic bed which seems to
have major role in altering the systemic blood
pressureduring bladder distension.
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The experiments were carried out in chloralose
(70-80 mg/kg) anaesthetised cats (2-3 kg). Blood
pressure and respiration were monitored through
pressure transducer. Body temperature was
-monitored and the same were maintained within
the range of 36.5 to 37.50c. Urinary bladder was
cannulated and connected to a three-way stopcock to distend the bladder with warm (370c)
normal saline and to record the bladder pressure
through pressure transducer. Adrenal gland was
removed bilaterally when necessary. Spleenvolume
was recorded with a plethysmograph. Single unit
activity from the splenic sympathetic nerve and
adrenal sympathetic nerve was· recorded by single
fibre technique.
Distension of urinary bladder causes rise of
'blood pressure along with decrease of splenic
volume indicating the involvement of spleen in the
rise of systemic blood pressure.Single unit activity
from the central cut end of the splenic sympathetic
nerve also increased dUring distension of urinary
bladder. In adrenalectomized animals though
bladder distension similarly raises the blood
pressure the degree of response is comparatively less.Single unit activity from the central cut
end of the preganglionic nerves to the adrenal
medulla was also recorded and observed to be
increased.
that
The above
observations indicate
splanchnic bed is involved during visceral distension and blood pressureis raised presumablv by
increasedsympathetic activity.

13
Decreased Blood Pressure in Normotensive
Subjects
Breathing
Only
Through
Left
Nostril.
D. Brahmchari,Vijay Kurnar,Jagmohan. S. Sahni
S. C. Jain, H. N. Chaudhry. and L. Rai
Department of Physiology, Aparna Centre
for
Scientific Research in Yoga, Mantalai (J&K,)
INDIA.

In Indian Yogic System it hasbeeh emphasised
,that the the phenomenon of alternation of nostrilar
breathing dominance exhibits a distinct diurnal
rhythm and that Left/Right nostrilar dominance

in particular is said to influence various body
functions differently. It is further stressed that
breathing predominately through left nostril brings
down the metabolism and related functions. The
notable function known to be influenced by
breathing is the regulation of blood pressure. To
investigate this proposition a study was designed
to determine the eHect of induced left nostril
breathing on 52 adult males (Age:
Mean
24.46±2.11 Range 21-30 years) and 58 adult
'females (Age: Mean 23.57±2.46

Range 21-30

years.) Left uninostrilar breathing was induced by
adopting right lateral recumbent posture. Systemic
arterial blond pressure was measured duriug
Shavasana'(Corpse posture) at O. 5 and 10 min.
After control measurementswere taken the subjects
adopted right lateral recumbent posture and the
measurementswere repeated after every 10 min
interval for a period of 60 min. Resting controlled
blood pressure. prior to assumption of lateral posture, was 125.61.± 1.53 mmHg systolic, 76.24± 1.23
mmHg diastolic in males and 118.65j-1.30 mmHg
svstolic, 72.77

± 1.33

mmHg diastolic in females.

After adoption of lateral recumbent postute measuresof systolic and diastolic pressuredemonstrated
a linear fall at different time intervals of 10 min each
from 10 to 60 min. The peakfall at the end of 60th
min was an averageof 20.0 mmHg ( systolic) and
15.5 mmHg (diastolic) in males and 14.84 mmHg
(systolic) and 8.9 mmHg (diastolic) in females. A
significant correlation in magnitude of tall in blood
pressurewas also observedto initial left/right nostrilar dominance. The degree of fall was more in
subjects manifesting initial right nostrilar dominance·
The results suggest that left uninostrilar breathing
Induced as a consequence of adopting right lateral
recumbent posture produces a significant fall in
blood pressurein normotensives.This may perhaps
benefit more in patients with hypertension, investigations for which are in progress.
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Role of Prostaglandins and Kinins in
Lowering of Blood Pressure by Captopril
in Renal Hypertensive Rats

tfia

H. S. Sharma, S. B. Deshpande. A. K. Ray* and
S. R. Maitra ~ "
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Department of Physiology. Institute of Medical
Sciences, Banaros Hindu University,
V8ranasi - 221005, U. P.
•

Dept. of Physiology, Kasturba Medical College,
Mangalore, India.
•• Hypertension Research Laboratory, Henry Ford
Hospitals Detloit, USA.
Captopril ( a converting enzyme inhibitor) is
clinically used in renal hypertensive patients to
lower the blood pressure (BP). The effect of
Captopril (CAP) is supposed to be mediated through
both prostaglandins (PGs) and kinins, the relative
role of each is not welt understood.
The PGs are continuously synthesized in the
endothelial celts and smooth muscle of both
arteries and veins. The local release of PGs from
arteries (mainly PGE- a potent vasodilator) and
veins (mainly PGF- a vasoconstrictor) regulates the
vascular tone through mechanisms involving Kinins
which further enhance PG synthesis. The PGE
series possibly antagonises the vasoconstrictor
effect of pressure stimuli and potentiates thE>
vasodilator effect of kinins resulting in lowering of
BP. Thus, it appears that both PGs and kinins are
interrelated in lowering of BP in renal hypertension.
The present investiqstion was undertaken to
explore the relative contribution of PGsand kinins
in the CAP induced fall in BP in renal hypertensive
rats (RHR), using pharmacological agents. The
results show that the BP of RHR was significantly
higher (74+4 mmHg) then normotensive rats (NR)
The CAP irrtusion (25mg/kg, i.v.) lowered the BP
by 68+8 mmHg from the basal value in RHR but
did not exert any significant effect in NR. This
hypotensive effect of CAP in RHR was attenuated
by 85% with prior administration of a potent PG
synthesis Inhibitor indomethacin {20mg/kg,
Lv.,>
whereas, pretreatment with aprotinin (a potent inhibitor of kinin formation) reduced this hypotensive,
effect by 30% only.
»

These results indicate that probably PGs are much
more involved in the hypotensive effect of CAP
tftan kinins. The kinins possibly potentiate the
action of PGs by further enhancing their synthesis.

. Relation to Age and
Myocardial Infarction
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Conference 1984

Isoproterenol

- Induced

S. Asha Davi and E. Radha,
Deperment of Zoology, Bangalore University, Bangalore-560 056, INDIA
The present study was initiated to study the
alterations in the cardiac lactic dehydrogenase
(LDH) isoenzymes during experimental myocardial
infarction (MI) and as a function of age.
MI was induced in female albino rats (Wistar)
of 20, 40, 60 and 80 weeks of age, by injecting 30
mg 100-' g of isoproterenol (ISO) hydrochloride.
The occurrence of infarcts were histologically confirmed. Isoenzymesof LDH (LDH -I, - 11,- Ill, - IV
and-V) in the heart were separatedby disc electrophoresis on polyacrylamide gels. The gels were
scanned in a chromoscan and the activity of each
isoenzyme is presented as per cent total area.
Separation and quantitation of the isoenzymes
were repeated at 4, 8, 12, 24 and 40 h after the
injection of ISO.
The controls of all age groups exhibited a higher LDH-I(H4) than LDH-V(M4). LDH-I, LDH-II
(H3M) and LDH-1I1CH2M2) declined till 48 h.in
the ISO-treated rats. These changes were associated with corresponding elevations in LDH-V. 20
week old rats had a higher LDH-IV (HM3) and
LDH·V at 12. 24 and 48 h. 40,60 and 80 week old
rats exhibited higher LDH-I activity as compared to
LDH-Vat 4,8 and 12 h. However, the changes
in the isoenzymes were more pronounced in the
younger heart than in the older heart.
The differential adaptive capacities of the young

vis old to ischaemic conditions and the role of
anaerobic respiration during myocardial infarction
are discussed.
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Effects Of Hyperventilation
the Electrocardiogram
of
Aged Subjects.

and Exercise on
Healthy Middle·

R. R. Panda and B. B. Das

15
Cardiac Lactic

Dehydrogenase

Isoenzymes in

Department of Physiology, V. S. S. Medical
Col/ege, Burla, Samba/pur, Or;SS8.
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Hyperventilation has varied effects simulating
myocardial ischaemic changes on RST waves 'of
electrocardiogram (ECG). So hyperventilation of
exercise may complicate the proper interpretation
of exercise ECG test done to diagnose ischaemic
heart disease.
The present study analyses the effects of
hyperventilation
and exercise on ECG of 50
healthy middle-aged subjects i. e. from 40 to 60
years of age. A conventional 12-lead ECG was recorded in recumbent posture followed by voluntary
hyperventilation for 40 to 90 secs., while Vs lead
was recorded. Leads 11, V4, V5 and V6 were recorded at 30 sec. intervals after hyperventilation upto 6
minutes. Bipolar chest lead (V5- V5R) was recorded
in upright posture before and during double Master's two step exercise. Leads 11, V4, V5 and V6 were
recorded in recumbent posture immediately, 2 minutes and 6 minutes after exercise.
6% of the sujects were positive both atter hyperventilation
and exercise and 4% of the cases
were positive only after exercise taking ischaemic
ST-segment depression of O.5mm as the criterion
for positive test.

17
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A Study on the Mechanism of Acute Pressor
Response to Intravenous Cadmium
Chloride
R. Balaraman, " O. D. Gulati, J. D. Bhatt and K. G.
Hemavathi
Department of Pharmacology Medical College.
Baroda.• , Pharmacy Department, Faculty of Technoloy and Engineering M. S. University of Baroda,
Baroda.
Acute intravenous administration of cadmium
chloride (CdCI2. 1 mg/kg) to anaesthetized (pen.
to barbitone sodium 40 mg i.p.) female rats (200 to
250 g) produced a biphasic effect, and initial depressor response (35 to 40 mm Hg, duration of
60-90 sec) followed by a pressor response (1 5 to
20 mm Hg: duration of 5-10 min.). The pressure
responses of intravenously administered noradrenaline (0.05, 0.1 and 2. ug/kg),
phenylephrine
(0.5, 1 and 2uglkg), angiotensin 11 (0.05, 0.1 and
0.2./ug kg) and ytramine (100 ug/kg)
were not
modified after the acute intravenous administration
of CdC12 (1 mgk/g). Phentolamine (5 mg/kg i.v.)

J. Physlol Pharmac

hexamethonium
(10 mglkg i,. \(.),
atropine
( 1 mglkg i. v.),
propranolol (2 mglkg J: v. ').
indomethacin '( 20 mglkg i. p. )., or reserpine
( 5 mglkg i.p. 24 hr before the expt.) did
• not after the acute blood. pressure responses
to
CdCI2. However, intravenous administraticn
of
verapamil ( 500 ug/kg. 1 mg/kg and 2 rng/kg) significantly antagonized the pressor response to
CdCI2 in a dose-dependent manner without modifying the depressor response. It i~ therefore, suggested that the pressor response produced by
CdCI2 may be mediated through the alteration in
calcium tluxes,
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Distension
of
Pulmonary
Veno-Atrial
Junction on Heart Rate: Role of Sympathetic.
B. N. Kolev, Pratima

Pal and Juthika Koley.

Electrophysiology Unit. Dept. of Physiology, University College of Science, 92, A'p.C. Road.
'Calcutta-700 009.
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Recently it has been studied that the sympathetic has got role in carrying afferent sensations from
the vena-atrial junction. Malliani et al in 1972 have
also reported the sympathetic cardiocardiac reflexes.
However, there is much controversy regarding the
pathways of the afferent and efferent limbs concerning reflex increase in heart rate during infusion
· or distension of veno-atrial junction. The present
investigation is directed to elucidate the role at
afferent and efferent pathways for such reflex
phenomenon during the distension of pulmonary
vena-atrial junction.
Experiments were carried out in open chested
cats and anaesthetised with nembutal (35
mg/kg
i, v. ). Animals were artificially ventilated with air
enriched oxygen. Blood pressure and E.C.G. were
• recorded through Beckrnan RM Dynograph. Heart
rate was calculated from E.C.G. or pressure wave.
Pulmonary veno-atrial junction was slowly distended with balloons. Rectal temperature was maintained within 36.5-37.5°C. Spinal cord was sectioned
at the level ofC7-Ca.
Effects of distension of pulmonary venoatrial
junction have been studied
in cats under
pentobarbitone anaesthesia. It was observed that in
intact animal, distension of left venoatrial junction
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with balloon
caused increase of
heart
rate.
Atropinization (1 mglkg) failed to alter such reflexes
In same animals after bilateral sectioning of the
cervical vago-sympathetic nerves. distension of the
veno-atrial junction
also caused the increase of
heart rate. On administration of the guanithinine
sulphate (15-20mg/kg)
the above response in both
preparations
were absent.
In spinal
animals
(C7-C8)
having cervical vagosympathetic
trunk
sectioned, distension
of pulmonary
veno-atrial
junction also showed increase of heart rate. Results
which appeared in these experiments may suqqest
that cardio-cardiac
reflexes are possible through
sympatho-sympathetic
pathways.

Nicotine
and Cardiac
Role of Calcium.

Muscle

Contractility

:

Juthika Koley J. K. Saha and B. N. Koley
Electrophysiology Unit,~Dept. of Physiology. University Col/ege of Science.92. A'p.C. Road. Calcutta -
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noxybenzamine.
propranolol.
guanethidine
and
hemicholinium-3.
But EDTA and verapamil completely antagonised such effect. The results suggest that thelnegative effect is due to a cholinergic
mechanism (whereas the positive effect is linked
with the mobilisation of calcium across the cell
membrane.
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Vascular

Desensitisation

Nicotine produced an initial negative inotropic
effect followed
by a positive inotropic
effect
(Hoffmann
et al, 1945; Furchgott
and wakade
~973) ..The mechanism responsible for the negativ~
motroptc effect has been described to be stimulation of ~arasympathetic
ganglia (Bhagat,
1966).
~ut the I~terpretati on of the positive intropic effect
IS not quite clear. The present study investigated the
response pattern and the mechanism of action of
nicotine on amphibian isolated atrial muscle.
Experiments were carried out in isolated atrial
muscl.e .of toad: suspended in a 10 ml organ bath
containing
Ringer
(pH 7.4)
solution bubbled
continously
with
medical oxygen. The atrial
muscle was connected with Beckman isometric
force displacement
transducer and the force of
contraction
was
recorded on Beckman
RM
Dynograph.
. ~t low doses (6.1 x 10-6 to 6.2 x 10-5 M)
nicotine produced a negative inotropic effect bu [
at h~gher doses
(6.2 x 10-4 to 3,1 x 10-3 M)
nicotine
produced a positive inotropic
effect.
No
biphasic
effect could
be
observed
in
toad atrial ~uscle ••The negative inotropic
effect
was pote~tlated by physostigmine and antagonised
by atropine. The positive intropic effect remained unaltered by 6-0HDA pretreatment, or by phe-
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Possible

Role

of

Prostaglandins
J. S. Pereira.

V. G. Dhume,

R. S. Diniz.

and

G. J. S. Abraham.
Department of Pharmacology.
Bambolim - Goa.
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Prolonged exposure to noradrenaline brings
about an increase in the release of prostaglandin
-Iike material from rat aortic strip. The release is
greater with oxymetazoline
while methoxamine
decreases it. These effects are blocked by yohimbine and prazosin respectively. Pretreatment with
6-0HDA
or reserpine diminishes the release of
prostaglandin-like
material. Barium choride, a nonspecific spasmogen, does not affect the release
significantly. It appears therefore that the source of
prostaglandin-like
material is presynaptic and that
its release mechanism is linked to an alpha-2 adrenoceptor.
It is proposed. taking into consideration an
earlier study which will be discussed, that this
release of prostaglandin-like
material contributes to
the development
of desensitisation
in vascular
tissue.
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Altered
Cardiovascular
Beta-Adrenoceptor
Responsiveness
in Underweight
Subjects*
M. P. Jayarajan.

A.

Balasubramanyam & P. S.

Shetty
Department of Physiology.
College. Bangalore.

St.

John's

Medical

Sympathetic
nervous control, especially of
brown adipose tissue (BAT), play as crucial role in
coupling energy intake with alterations in thermogenesis in animals and man. This study was undertaken ~o examine whether these changes are organspecific or generalised, to explain weight differences
between individuals
on similar caloric intakes.
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Cardiovascular beta-adrenoceptor
sensitivity was
assessed by theStandardized Isoproterenol Sensitivity Test. in 20 healthy young male volunteers from
similar socioeconomic
backgrounds.
A normal
weight group (n=11) of mean age (+ SEM) 12
±0.4 yearsand Body Massl ndex(BMI)between
19
to 22.5 was compared with an underweight
group
(n=9)
of mean age (± SEM) 20.4 ±0.7 years and
BMI between 15.5 to 19. All subjects were euthyroid
as assessed by radioimmunoassay of serum T3 and
T4 and comprised equal proportions of athletes and
non-athletes. 24 hours energy intakes, determined
on 2 separate occasions were similar (P < 0.05) in
the two groups (Controls: 9.98
0.46 MJ. do' ;

±

+

Underweights: 10.53
0.62 MJ.d-').
The underweight
group showed a significantly
greater
(P<0.05) chronotropic response to higher doses of
Isoproterenol and the chronotropic
doseas
was
significantly lower (P = 0.05) than in the controls
The fall in diastolic blood pressure at lower
doses
(P< 0.05) was also significantly
greater in the
underweights. Analysis of variance confirmed the
significantly
higher
chronotropic
response
(P< 0.005) and greater diastolic
blood
pressure
fall (P< 0.01) in the underweight group compared
with the controls. These results indicate a greater
cardiovascular beta-adrenoceptor responsiveness in
the underweights which possibly implies
that the
phenomenon is generalised and not necessarily
confined to the BAT of individuals with a tendency
to leanness.

* Study

supported by MRC, Bombay Hospital Trust
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The Effect

of Age on Blood

to Valsalva
Indu Khurana,

Flow

in Response

Maneuver
Pardaman I. Singh and B. K. Maini.

Department of Physiology, Medical Col/ege. Rohtak
In order to study the effect of age on haemodynamic responses, the influence of the Valsalva test
was observed on the forearm blood flow (FABF)
and heart rate in young (19-20 years) and old (5080 years) human subjects. The FABF was estimated in the resting state, during straining (phase 2)
and at the end of straining
(phase 4). The
results showed that the resting FABF and
the

increase
in
blood
flow
in
phase 4 were
significantly
less in the older
group as compared to young adults. The observations also reveal
-ed a marked diminution
in heart rate responses in
diffrent phases of Valsalva's test in old age as compared to the young. The results indicated that
consideration must be given to the age factor while
assessing the circulatory
efficiency
by stressful
testing. The observations also show that like heart
rate the determination of FABF can also serve as a
simple method for assessing circulatory responses.
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An Improved
Technique
to
Substitute
the
Ciassical
"Stannius
Ligature"
Experiment.
M. M. Sharma,

P. K. Nanda

and

N. K. Misra

Department of Physiology. H. P. Medical Col/ege
Simla - 171001 (H. P.J.
"Stannius Ligature" is a classical experiment
in Physiology meant to impress upon the students
the pacemaker site in the heart, conduction
pathway and the property of autorhythmicity.
An alternate method which would be more convenient
easier to perform, more scientific and reversible i~
nature was looked for in the present study.
Experiments were conducted on twenty
frogs
( Rana tigrina).
The heart was exposed and pericardium removed. Apex of the heart was hooked
for lifting the heart up whenever required. A polythene-covered
artery forcep of suitable size was
used for clamping purposes. The clamp was applied to produce Blocks I and 11, separately, corresponding to Stannius ligatures I and 11 respectively.
The results of producing
Blocks I and 11 with
the clamp technique were similar to those obtained
with the classical Stannius I and 11 ligatures. Additionally.
on removal of the clamp from Block 11
partial A-V conduction
block of varying degree,
depending upon the duration of clamping, could be
demonstrated.
Advanteges of this new technique are (1) easy
to perform
(2) more scientific and more meaningful because of its reversible nature, and (3) can
be repeatedly performed on the same heart by a
number of students and hence more economical.
The details will

be discussed.
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Effects~of
Mn ++ and Co++
Ions on Isolated
Atria and Their Interactions
with Epinephrine.

R. D. Srivastava
Department of Physiology. Kasturba
Col/ege. Manipal-576119, Karnataka
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Manganese and Cobalt are among the essential
trace elements of the human body. Currently. these
divalent cations are being employed in electro-phvsiological studies as slow Ca++
channel blockers.
Effects of these ions were

studied on

sponta-

neous rate and contractility of isolated rabbit atria
suspended in an organ bath filled with oxygenated,
modified Tyrode solution at temperature
37 + 1DC
and pH 7.4. The spontaneous
contractions -were
recorded with a suitable transducer
on a four
channel Physiograph. A cummulative dose response
curve of Mn++

and CO++

ions (0.25 mM-4 mM)

a classical experiment
to impress upon the students
the heart, conduction
pathof autorhythmicity. An alter-

for chrono-and
inotropism revealed a progressive
decline in both the parameters. This inhibitory
effect of cations was easily reversible by frequent
change of bathing fluid.

would be more convenient.
re scientific and reversible in
In the present study.

The dose response curve of epinephrine (10-9
M-10-4
M) for chronotropic effects was shifted to
the right in the presence

e conducted on twenty frogs
heart was exposed and peripex of the heart was hooked
p whenever required. A polyforcep of suitable size was
rposes. The clamp was apps I and 11, separately. corresligatures I and 11 respectively.
ucing Blocks I and 11 with
were similar to those obtained
nnius I and 11 ligatures. AddiI of the clamp from Block 11
n block of varying degree,
duration of clamping. could be

is new technique are (1) easy
scientific and more meaningersible nature. and (3) can
ed on the same heart by a
d hence more economical.

discussed,

of 1 mM

of Mn++

or

. ce+ +

ions suggesting the blockade of epinephrine responses on pace maker cells. This blockade
was also reversible. The possible
mechanism
of
action and clinical implication will be discussed.
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Activity
of Microsomal
Oxidases
in Relation
to Microsomal
Membrane
Fluidity.
T. Purshottam

and R. K. Srivastava

Defence R&D Estt., Gwalior-474002
Male albino rats (120+5g.)
were kept fOr
30 uays on the following
synthetic diets, (1) High
Protein Diet (HPD): 59% casein, (2) High Fat Diet
(HFD) : 50% saturated fat, (3) Normal Diet (ND):
19% casein, 10% saturated fat and 60% sucrose.
with other essential dietary ingredients
common
to all diets and (4) ND rats injected with phenobarbitol (PB), 75 mg/kg ip for 3 consecutive
days
after they were on ND for 30 days. Different para-

1984

meters were measured in these four groups of rats,
in order to interrelate microsomal membrane fluidity
to microsomal oxidases activity. Induction
of microsomal oxidases ( as evidenced from significantly
increased Cyt. P-450 level and aminopyrine demethylase activity)
occured only in PB pretreated rats,
whereas microsomal parathion oxidase (POase)
activity was significantly
increased in PB as well as
HFD rat'>. Microsomal
phospholipids/cholestero
(PLiC) molar ratio was significantly
decreased in
both PB as well as HFD. but microsomal acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and erythrocyte osmotic fragility
were significantly increased in HFD only. HFD did
not significantly
affect any of these parameters.
Results show that diet mediated
change in membrane fluidity
can affect metabolism
of foreign
compounds.
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The Effect of Co- ingestion
of Proteins.
Fats
and Fibre with Glucose on Glycaemic
Response
A. Sahi, R. L. Bijlani, M. G. Karmarkar & Usha Nayar

Departments of Physiology & Endocrinology, All
India
Institute of Medical Sciences, New
Delhi 110029
The effect of co-ingestion
of proteins (as
casein), fats (as corn oil) or fibre (as cellulose or
pectin) with glucose was studied on the glycaemic response.
Four meals incorporating
various
combinations
of aforementioned
nutrients were
designed
such
that each meal provided
400
calories.
Oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) and
the four
meal tolerance tests were
performed
in a random fashion on five young healthy male
volunteers using a Latin Square design.
Blood
samples collected
at 0, 0.5. 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 h
were analysed
for serum glucose and insulin.
Significant
lowering
(P<O.05)
of the area under
the 2.0 h post-prandial
glucose curve was observed after the administration
of any of the test meals
when

compared

to OGTT.

factors studied. protein
be the most effective.
levels at 1 .5 and 2.0 h.
also showed significantly
levels at 2.0 h. Insulin
showed
no significant
to OGTT.

Among the nutritional

(as casein) was found to
in lowering
the glucose
Fats. cellulose and pectin
lower (P < 0.05) glucose
response to various meals
difference
as compared
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Effects

Pharmac:

i)

of Fibre on Intestinal

Calorie intakelday
(Gr. la < 1600 KCal.
Gr. Ib > 1600 KCal
ii) Hb in gms%
(Gr. lIa < 12 gms%
Gr. lib > 12 gms%)
ili) Mean skinfold thickness (Gr. ilIa < 1Omm
Gr. IIlb >10mm)
iv) Body
surface area (Gr. IVa < 1.62m2'
Gr. IVb > 1.62m2 )

Structure.

S. C. Mahapatra. S. SUd. R.l. Bijlani, Usha Nayar.
Department
of Physiology,
All India
Institute
of Medical Sciences, New Oelhi-110 029.
Experiments were performed on 35 weanling
rats and 14 weanling hamsters.
Approximately
equal number of animals were fed a fibre-free or a
high fibre (cellulose I isabgol) diet for 4 wks or
more before being· sacrificed.
The weight and
length of the intestine was studied in 19 rats and
the intestinal histology was studied in 16 rats and
14 hamsters. Both the length and weight of the
intestine were significantly increased in the isabgol
fed rats as compared to the fibre free controls
(P<0.01).
In the cellulose fed rats, only the
intestinal
weight
expressed
as
percentage
of the body weight was higher than in the control
group
(P<0.05).
Although
there were minor
differences between the findings on rats and hamsters, in general, the thickness of muscle layer was
increased by fibre in all segments, through
not
significantly.
Thls effect was much more marked
with isabgol than with cellulose.
The mucosal
thickness was decreased in proximal segments and
increased significantly in distal segments of the
small intestine by a high fibre diet. Villus length
followed
a pattern simifar to mucosal thickness.
Crypt depth was not significantly
different
in
fiber fed animals as compared to fibre-free controls.
The findings
are consistent
with
the
functional effects of fibre.

Morgan transfer test Model 'C'
was
used
with spiro data dec to measure VC, FVC, FEV 1 %,
PER, MVV, MTT, VA KCO & Tl. Sahli's hemoglobino
meter was used for determination
of Hb in gm%.
Total calorie intakelday of a subject was calculated
taking
the help of standard techniques.
Mean
skinfold
thickness
(triceps
& subscapular)
was
measured with UNO Calipers (a manually operated
calibrated instrument).
Results on calorie intake show that Gr Ib
( > than 1600 KCal) has higher values for all lung
functions
tests while gr. lIa
« Hb 12 gms)
had lower values for VC and MTT. Gr. ilia (skinfold
thickness < 10mm) showed
signficantly
lower
values for MTT when compared to Gr. IIlb. Gr. IVa
(body surface area < than 1.62m2 ) as compared
to Gr. IVb showed signficantly
lower values for
VC, FVC, FEV1, MVV, MTT but no effect on TL
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"Dynamic
Lung
Function
Above 35 yrs. with Varying
Savita Singh,
Sharma

in Elderly
Nutritional

Males
Profile.

Anil Kumar P. Gupta and K. N.

Department. of Physiology, Universtty Col/ege
Medical Sciences, Ring Road, New Delhi-29

of

An attempt is made to study dynamic lung
functions
in elderly persons above 35 years ofage of Delhi area with middle socioeconomic
status and keeping the nutritional
status in consideration.
132 males were divided into 4 groups
with the following
parameters.

Gustatory effects
of caloricallv-rich
sweet
sucrose,
calorically-inert
sweet saccharin, and
bitter quinine on calorie intake of ad lib rats in short
(15 mln, 1 hr) and long (24 hr) periods were
investigated, using single-choice
method. Intake is
computed per 100 g body weight. For 15 min solution tests, water intake and for 1 hr and 24 hr
mixed-diet tests, stock diet intake, served as controls. Solution tests showed that intake of sweet
sucrose (4.8+0.4 ml) and saccharin (3.1 +0.2 rnl)
though increased over quinine ( O.O+O.iml ) and
water (0.9+0.1 ml) intake, preference for sucrose
was evident.
One-hour
mixed-diet
tests also
showed
increased
intake
on sucrose diet
(10.8±1.2
caI) but not on saccharin diet (3.4±.O.4
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South Indian males does not differ from Western
figures for males. It also shows that the FCN is
not too different in the external and internal sites
in marked contrast to the West where internal fat
cell diameters on average are a third the size of the
subcutaneous
cells.

stock diet intake,

1.62m2'

test Model 'C'
was
used
measure VC, FVC, FEV ' %.
KCD & TL. Sahli's hemoglobine
determination of Hb in gm%.
ay of a subject was calculated
standard techniques.
Mean
(triceps & subscapular)
was
Calipers (a manually operated

Short-Term

cal) which
was identical
to intake on
stock
(4.8+0.8 cal) and quinine to (3.3±0.6
cal).lt indicatedthat ad lib rats could identify calorically denser
from calorically normal diet though both are sweet
for taste. Further stock diet intake in 1 hr (5.1 ±0.6
caI) and in 24 hr (20.2+0.4
cal) was constant and
pre-meal15 min gustatioA had no modulating effect
on it. It was maintained even when calories were
consumed via pre-meal sucrose (2.2±0.1
cal) by

Adipocyte
Morphology
of
Varied Nutritional
Status.Sylvia

Kamath

South

Indians

of

& P. S. Shetty.

Department of Anatomy and Physiology, St. John's
Medical Col/ege, Bangalore - 560034.
Current assessment of the available evidence
in the field of adipocyte morphology
in the West
indicates that adults have a fixed number of adipocytes in the body irrespective of whether they are
lean or obese, and that adult onset obesity is associated with enlargement of fat cells. The present
study was conducted to determine Fat Cell Mass
(FCM);
Fat Cell Number
(FCN) and morphological variations in the adipocytes in internal
and
external sites in South Indian males of varying nutritional status. Externa I i. e. Subcuta neous (SC)
and Internal i.e. Omental (OM) fat biopsy samples
obtained
during
elective
surgery
from
80
South
Indian adult males
were
sectioned
using a cryostat,
and cell diameters of 100
cells were
estimated
using
an
eye
piece
micrometer.
Anthropometric
parameters of these
subjects were obtained to assess nutritional status.
The Mean ± SEM of FCM of OM cells ( 0.268 ±
p.027 ug Triglyceride per cell) is marginally
lower
than that of SC cells ( 0.401 ±0.037 ug Triglyceride
per cell) ; unlike reports from the West where SC
cells are 2 to 3 times larger in diameter than OM
cells. The FCN in this series ( 3. 10 x 1010) is similar to Western data despite much higher percentage body fat in Western subjects. The FCM expressed as ug Triglyceride per cell in both SC and OM
sites shows a linear relationship with improvement
in nutritional status upto a Body Mass Index of 18;
while the FCN is not affected by a change in nutritional status. The present study clearly proves that
despite wide nutritional variations the FCN of adult

Mechanism
Fibre-

of Faecal

Bulking

A. V.Kurpad

& P.S.Shetty

by Dietary

Department of Physiology, St. John's Medica
Col/ege, Bangalore.
The mechanism of faecal bulking by dietary
fibre has been
attributed to the water holding
capacity of fibre. It has recently been postulated
that fibre acts as a substrate for colonic flora, and
the resultant increased microbial growth bulks the
faeces.
Antimicrobial
therapy was used in the
present study, to assess the eHect of reduction
in
colonic microbial populations on faecal output in
human subjects on a constant dietary fibre intake.
Six healthy young male subjects were admitted to
a metabolic
facility
and maintained on constant
daily diets of energy intake 10.8 + 0.7 MJ, protein
intake 74.0 + 5 g, fat intake 90] -I- 2.8 g
and
dietary fibre intake
18.J
1.1 g. -Metronidazole
(1g/day)
and
-ampicillin
(1g/day)
were
administered
in divided doses for 1 week, after an
initial equilibration period. Following antimicrobial
therapy, mean faecal
weights
increased from
176.0 + 27.0 g to 348.1 + 37.7 g/day. Faecal
solids increased
from - 32.9 ± 4.2
to

+

46.1 + 5.8 glday. % moisture increased
from
77.6 +"1.4% to 84.1 + 0.9%. Neutral detergent
fibre in the faeces incre'ased from
1.92 + 0.42 to
15,19 ± 2.58 g/day. However, the transit'. times
and faecal nitrogen remained same, before and after
treatment. This indicates that metabolism of dietary
fibre
does
take place in the human colon, and
this metabolism decreases the bulk of the faeces.
water
holding
by dietary fibre
is probably of
greater importance for faecal bulking in the tropics:
'.-
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Energy intake
and
energy
expediture
(i.e. Resting Metabolic Rate (RMR), Non-Shivering
Thermogenesis(NST) and motor activity) of Wistar
rats which were nutritionally deprived during the
preweaning period (PND) by manipulation of litter
size was determined at specific intervals (8, 16
and 24 weeks of age) during nutritional rehabilitation. The significant differences in body weights
between PND and control rats seen at weaning
persistedfor 16 weeks and disappeared only in
the males at 24 weeks of age. Energy irlfake
during the early weeks of rehabilitation was significantly higher in the PND rats when expressed
per unit body weight or 'per metabolic body size
and the differences disappear at 16 weeks of age.
No differences were evident in the resting oxygen
consumption (mllmt/wO·75) at weaning and after
rehabilitation while the significant differences in
NST seenat weaning disappears on rehabilitation.
No differences were seenin the motor activity at
16 and 24 weeks of age. Nutritional rehabilitation
of PND rats results in rapaid catchup growth associated with increased energy intake per unit body
weight with no differencesseen in the pattern of
energy expenditure of the animal.
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Resting Metabolic Rates of Subjects with
Low Body Mass Index on Normal Energy
Intakes
M. J. Soares & P. S. Shetty
Department of Physiology, St. John's
College, Bangalore - 560034, India.

Medical

The Resting Metabolic Rate (RMR)
of
29 healthy, male subjects with a Body Mass
Index (BMI, WIH2) of below 20 (range 14.58to
19.84) was measured using a Hartmann& Braun
Metabolator. The subjects were lartely sedentary,
had mean daily energy intakes of over 10.0 MJ
and came from good socio-economic backgrounds.
The subjects were young South Indian males
(medical students) of mean age 19.3 ± 2.1, had
a mean body weight of 52.1 ± 4.7 kg and
height of 173.6 ± 6.9 cm. The mean (±SD)
RMR of 5.83 ± 0.48 MJ d-1 was over 50% of the
energy intake, with a mean resting respiratory
quotient (RO) of 0.88± 0.08. The RMR of the
subjects when expressed per M 2 body surface
area was comparable to the metabolic rates for
Indian malesof similar age groups compiled by
Banerjee (1962). The RMR and RMR/wt was
also comparable to the data on Indian subjects
collated by WHOIFAO (1983).
The physical
fitness of these subjects, assessedby the Harvard
step test (rapid form) indicated poor to average
status. It would appear that subjects with low
body weights for height i.e. Iow BMl's, on normal
daily energy intakes tend to have comparable
RMR's to other reports from the Indian subcontinent.
Hence, other mechanisms such as
increased thermogenesis haveto be invoked to
explain their low BMI's.

33
Energy Intake and
Expenditure
During
Rehabilitation
of Preweaning Nutritionally
Deprived Rats
D. V. Muralidhara

*&

P. S. Shetty

.Department of Physiology,
College, Bangalore.
"I\'

St. John's

ICMR Senior Research Fellow.

Medical
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Correlation between Attendence and
Academic Performance of Medical Students.
H. N. Mehrotra, V. K. Nagi.
Agarwal, and P. Dev

R. K. Gupta, Vinay

LLRM Medical College, Meerut.
73 preclinical students of L, L. R. M. Medical
College, Meerut have been taken as the subjects
for the present study with the aim to find out the
co-rrelation, if any, between their present and past
academicperformanceand the classesattended by
them in the subject of Physiology during medical
studies.
The marksobtained in terminal examinations of
Physiology have been taken as the parameter for
their presentacademic performance, while marks
obtained in high school, intermediate and
combined pre-medical test examinations have been
taken as the parameter for their past academic
performance.
Percentage of marks obtained in eCl'h:examination separately has been co-rrelatecYwith
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the percentage of the attendence of the students
in classesduring medical studies. The study has
revealedthat in general the students who secured
higher percentage of marks in their examinations
have also been more regular in attending their
classes. The correlation is statistically significant
in relation to high school. interrnediate, combined
pre-medical test and physiology terminal examinations with P < .001 in all the cases.

Medical

This portable. easy to operate, electrical mode'
will be an effective and convincing teaching aid.
37
: Purkinje

Sanson Images.

B.V. Deshker.
Education - Pitfall

and

its Remedy

K. P. Sinha,
GovernmentMedical College, Bhaga/pur, Bihar
The standard of Medical Education has gone
down in the estimation of the society. Rapid growth
of population. increasing stress and strain of the
society and various other factors have led to the
deterioration of merit and intelligence. Increasing
number of medical institutions is another problem,
especially when efficient teachers are not available.
In the modern Medical Education, at least in practice, there is very little emphasis on the practical
and preventive side. It is now high time that the
modern Medical Education system needs a thorough
re-orie ntation so as to produce efficient and trained
medical personel useful to the society in all
aspects. Various methods to attain this object
have been suggested and discussed.

Department of Physiology. Medic81 College.
Aurangabad.
Phenomenon of eye accomodation can be
studied by Purkinje Sanson images. These images
can be seen by a Phakoscope or by holding a lighted candle in front of the eye. However both of
these methods sometimes may not give clear
images.
This model of eye will give clear images
which can be simulated with those obtained in
accomodated eye and after the accomodation is
relaxed. Thus the students can get clear idea
about the changes in the dlopteric'power of the
lens during accomodation.
The details regarding the experimental set up
will be explained on the model and by posters.
38
Demonstration
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field and its defects are projected on a glass screen.
By simple switch operation the normal visual field
lesions of visual pathway and correspondin,
visual field defects can be demonstrated.

Eye Model

35

Conference.

of Diffusion

Potential

B. V. Deshkar.
of lesions of Visual Pathway
and
Field Defects-a Novel Teaching Aid

R. S. Inamdar

& V. G. Aundhkar

Department of Physiology. B.J. Medical College.
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ic performance, while marks
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eter for their past academic

A model of visual pathway, its lesions and
corresponding visual field defects has been
devised.

marks obtained ir1, ~~
Iy hasbeen co-rreJaotecY
with

In this electrically operated model, visual
pathway is drawn in nylon wires, with neon indicator lamps at the sites of lesions. The visual

Pane- 411001.

Department of Physiology,
Aurangabad.

Medical

College'

Diffusion potentials are important in biology
and the understanding of diffusion potentials is
fundamental to an understanding of transmembrane potentia Is.
In this model. development of transmembrane
potential across a permeable membrance due to
the same ions at differents concentrations is
demonstrated.
0.01 molar of hydrochloric acid solution is
separated from 0.1 molar hydrochloric acid by a

Nov, 84
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tion of teachers for their task (Fulop 1978).Moreover

permeable membrane. Diffusion potentialdevelcped
across the permeable membrane is demonstrated
and measured by a millivoltmeter.
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P.

Computer

in

the

Teaching

Physiology.

G.

Mutalik.

Meenakshi

Alreja and Uslla--Nayar

Department of Physiology. All India Institute of
Medical Sciences. New Delhi - 110 029.
In recent times microcomputers
and personal
computers have become extremely widespread and
inexpensive. They can add a great deal of interest
to the learning of medical
physiology
computer

in particular.

sciences in general, and
The following

uses of a

will be presented:

1.

Teaching of a difficult
topic (Resting Membrane Potential) at the student's own pace.

2.

Self testing using a computer.
Simulation of a complex physiological

3.

cess (Nerve Action

Potential,

pro-

Glucose - Insul

in interrelationship)
on a computer, allowing the student to get a 'feel' of the process.
The advantages and disadvantages of computers in small group and individual teaching will be
discussed.
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try has remained the traditional
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The details regarding the experimental set up
will be explained on the model and by posters.
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Pharmac

teaching

deca-

in our coun-

one as in the past.

methods fall into catego

-rles of lectures.
tutorials.
seminars,
practicals
and demonstrations.
However recently it has been
appreciated
that
learning
occurs
naturally
in
attempts to face the problems encountered by every
person each day. Therefore. learning from problems
is regarded as a condition
of human experience.
Hence it is felt that problem based learning may be
ideally suited to-students
of medicine who have
to face problems
after graduation
to treat their
patients (Schmidt 1983).
In view of this some innovations
like problem
based learning projects into a clinical correleation
(Lambie et al 1981). self instructional programmes.
block teaching, demonstration
of clinical material,
making lectures efficient for recording by students
& use of aduio - visual aids in teaching have been
emphasized in the presentation. In practical classes
interpretation
of graphs & problem solvinq exercises in place of routine amphibian experiments could
be of much use as these test the capacity of a student to give a precise. to the point expression of
his thoughts without calling for any technical skill.

Fulop, T. (1978) WHO Chronicle, 32 (8); 303-306.
Lambie et
al (1981)
Medical
Education,
15.
209-215
H. G. (1983)

Medical Education,

17.11-16
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and

Depsrtment of Physiology, Lady Hardinge Medical
College, New Delhi - 110001.
Teaching has been defined as a process of
helping learners to learn. As such it is not an art to
which one is born but a science that should be
learnt by all future teachers. It is increasingly
recognised that being a good researcher is no guarantee
of being a good teacher. As such awareness is
growing that teaching skills are far too important
& there is a need for systematic, conscious prepare-

Are There
Differences

Significant
Inter-Examiner
In Evaluation?

Rosa S. Diniz. J. S.; Pereira, S.
N. V. Agshikar. and V. G. Dhume.

Department of Physiology. Goa
Bambolim- Goa.

impoun
Sham 0
S.;

Hede,

Medical College

In one of our studies on student
participation
in the process of evaluation, it was observed that
the marks Obtained by the students
were more
when the papers were evaluated
by teachers than
when they were assessed by their peers. Would
such a difference still be seen amongst the teachers
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themselves? To find out, we conducted a study
comparing the marks given in theory and viva by
five teachers/examiners with varying degrees of
experience in the academic field.
The results show that the inter-examiner differences in evaluation are not statistically significant both in theory and viva. Further the intellectual level of the student has no bearing on
differences in evaluation.
This observation is pertinent to the situation as
it exists presently in some universities where several
medical colleges geographically far apart are
affiliated to one university. Consequently for the
sake of convenience, different sets of examiners
conduct the examination at different centres. Our
study indicates that there should be no significant
differences in evaluation even when the examiners
are different.

42
Changes in Histamine Levels after
Experimentally Induced Spinal Cord
Injury
in
Monkeys
Alice Kuruvilla.
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Deepa Theodore and J. Abraham,

Department of Pharmacology and Neurological
Sciences, CMC Hospital, Vellore.
Injury to nervous tissue is associated with
changes in biochemical parameters which might
influence the functional status of blood supply'
Spinal cord injury was produced in anaesthetised
monkeys by a compressive force of 50 gms. and an
impounder injury ( weight drop) of 200 gm/cm.
Shamoperated animals were used as controls.
Decompression following 4 hours compression
was also studied. The changes in histamine content
of the spinal cord were observed in a sequential
mannerat 1/2 hr, 2 hr and 4 hours following
injury. Results were analysed by comparing against
shamcontrols using 't' test for independent small
samples.
Following impounder injury, histamine levels at
2 hrs. and 4 hrs. were significantly elevated; the
peakeffect being noted at 2 hours. rhe segment
adjacentto the site of injury also showed similar
results.Compression with 50 gms weight upto a
time period of 4 hours did not elicit any significant
changein histamine levels. Decompression for a

Conference
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period of 1/2 hr and 2 hrs. after compression for
4 hrs. showed significant increase in histamine
levels. The elevated histamine levels may contribute
to increased blood flow and vasoparalysis leading
to increase in water content.

43
Effect of Two Oximes (2-PAM and DAM)
on the Level of Cerebral Acetylcholinesterase
Activity in Paraoxon Treated Rats.
M. A. Matin
Industrial Toxicology Research Centre, Lucknow
U. P.
The organophosphorous compounds ( OPC )
have been used in the treatment of glaucoma and
myaesthenia gravis. They produce their effects by
inhibiting cholinesterase (ChE)
in the central
nervous system. In high doses they induce toxic
effects which are controlled by oximes (the
reactivators of cholinesterase) and atropine (a
known blocker of cholinergic activity). In the present study, effect of two oximes, pralidoxime chloride
(2-PAM) and diacetyl monoxime (DAM) on the
level of ChE activity in certain brain regions of
paraoxon (an Ope) treated rats was determined.
Both the oximes induced reactivation of cortical
and striatal ChE activity which may be related to
the central effects of these substances. The effect
of DAM was significantly greater than 2-PAM.
This may be partly due to the fact that while the
former crosses the blood brain barrier, the latter
does so only in very small amounts.

44
Prostaglandins
in Modulation
of Some
the Actions of Psycho active Agents.
S. Sudhir,

P. Nagpal.

of

A.H. Kaur and K,N. Garg

Department of Pharmacology. Medical College.
Rohtak
The evidence for involvement 01 prostaglandins (PGs) in mental illness is growing
rapidly. It seems possible that many of the agents
already found effective in modifying mental states
and whose mode of action is unknown may fun-
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ction
by changing
PG
Synthesis
or
Schizophrenia
is the disease related to

action.
excess

depamine activity and both PG deficiency & PG
excess (Particularly
PGE) have been attributed to
the causation of the disease.
Since the neuroleptic drugs are effective
in this condition,
the
known
PG Synthetase inhibitors
like
NSAID,
should be able to modify the response of these
drugs.

Based on this concept, the present study has
been carried out to investigate the effect of aspirin,
indomethacin
and phenylbutazone
on the action
of Chlorpromazine
Haloperidol and Trifluperazine
on the central nervous system of rats & blood
pressure of dogs.
The

results

of the study

play an important
the

central

the

hypotensive

role in

effects

reveal that

modulation
of these

PGs do

of some of

of these neuroleptics

response

not be modified by
taglandin

whereas

drugs

prior administration

could

of pros-

synthetase inhibitors.
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Failure
of Ovulation
in Rats given
Prostaglandin
Synthesis
Inhibitor,
Indomethacin,
in Medial Preoptic
Area of the Brain.
G.K.Kaur,
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G.S. Chhina, B. Singh

and V. Mohan

Indomethacin

given at mPOA was found to block

ovulation
in all the animals studied,
though
control injection
of vehicle in the same area in
another set of 6 animals did not affect ovulation.
The present results suggest that the availability of
prostaglandins at the level of mPOA is required
for ovulation.

46
Mediation
in Blood

of Central
Serotonergic
System
Glucose
RegUlation
in Rats.

V. K. Gupta,

S. B. Lall and N. Basu

Department of Pharmacology, All-India Institute of
Medical Sciences, Ansari Nagar, New Delhi-29
Though the CNS has been implicated in the
regulation of blood glucose
level. its ultimate
mechanism is still unclear. We have earlier described
central histaminergic
system involvement and the
present study is to elucidate the role of central tryptaminergic

mechanism in

cose level

(B.G.l.)

the

control of blood glU-

In 12 hr fasted rats 5- HTP injected intravenously
(i.v.) in doses of 10,20 and 40 mg/kg and intracerebroventricularly
(i. c. v.) in doses of 10,20 and 40
U9. produced a dose dependent hypoglycaemic response. Peak effect was observed at 60 min. 5-HT
by i.c.v. route in dosage of 2 to 20 ug elicited a
dose related hypoglycaemia
but had no effect on
upto 40 mg/kg.

Kumar

i.v.

Department of Physiology, All India Institute
Medical Sciences, New Delhi-110 029.

Pretreatment with 5-HT receptor blockers met"
hysergide
and cyproheptadine
(each 5 ug, i. c. v.)
and 5-HT synthesis inhibitor
PCPA (30 ug/kg i.p.
for 3 days) completely
prevented the hypoglycaemiclresponse induced by 5-HTP (i.c.v, and i.v.) and
5-Hf (i. c. v.).

of

Studies done so far have shown that prostaglandins
administered
systemically or intraventri
cutarlv increase the levels of Luteinizing hormone
(LH)or induce ovulation. Blockade of prostaglandin
synthesis
by administration
of indomethancin
blocks ovulation.
The present study was undertaken to find out whether indomethacin
acts at
the level of medial preoptic
area ( mPO A) to
inhibit ovulation.
Indomethacin
was injected in
mPOA bilaterally at the dosage of 0.4 ug in 0.2 ul in
vehicle containing 0.9% NaCI and 0.23% Na2 C03,
on the afternoon of proestrus in 6 female rats. Rats
were sacrificed under Nembutal on the next day
(day of estrus) and their oviducts were removed
and flushed with normal saline to detect ovulation.

administration

Methysergide and cyproheptadine
per se had
no effect but PCPA produced mild hypoglyceamic
effect in the dosage used. The results suggest a
role for central tryptaminergic
system in blood
sugar regulation.

47
Deviations
of Neurotransmitter
Levels
Imposed By Undernutrition
on Developing
Brain, and their Persistence
even after
Prolonged
Rehabilitory
Nutrition.
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Ann.mma Cherian & T. Desiraju
Department

Conference.

lnstitute

Effect

of Undernutrition

and Rehabilitation

of Mental Health & Neuro Sciences,
8l1nga/ore - 560029.

on the Development of

The effect of undernutrition on the monoaminer~ic neurotransmitter levels occun,n9 in the

Girija Gundappa -& .T- Desiraju

ontogenetIc phase ol bra m oeve'opmen\ and \"e
extents of recoveries with rehabilitatory nutrition
was studied in the rat, using the method of
Amberlite CG-50 Column chromatography and
spectrophotofluorometry.
Undernutrition
was
created in the rats by raising the undernourished
progeny from the parents whose weights were
stunted to half their normaIs by restricting the
amount of normal composition feed to approximately half of normal from birth. The rehabilitation
to the malnourished groups of pups were provided
from day 21 of age with full amounts of normal
composition feed, ad libitum, till they were
sacrificed at different ages extending up to 150
days old.
The whole brain estimations of the pups of the
chronically undernourished
parents showed
abnormally high concentrations ot NA and 5HT
evenat birth, while the DA levels have not changed
so conspicuously.The data of the regional estimation. revealed thnt thft NA 3rtd 6HT values in the
brain of the undernourished at all the ages were
markedly elevated in the ol~tory
bulb, ventral
brainstem, hippocampus, cfngulate and motor
cortex, but not in the visual cortex in which the
5HT values have, in fact, fallen to significantly
lower levels than normal values. The NA was not
affected in the visual cortex at any age. The DA
levelswere elevated at all ages in the olfactory
bulb only. Even after 130 days of rehabilitatory feed.
there were still significantly abnormal elevations
of NA and 5HT persisting in the olfactory bulb,
ventral brainstem, hippocampus and motor cortexOnly the elevations of NA and 5HT of the cingulate
seemedto have recovered fully and the DA level in
it being only partially recovered. Thus the results,
suggest that post-weaning rehabilitatory feeding
however prolonged it may be, has not generally
beenfound to help recover from early develop,
mental deviations imposed by undernutrition.

and Dendritic
of Rat

Pyramidal Neuron

Spines in the

Visual

Cortex

Department of Neurophysiology.
National Institute
of Mental Health & Nemo Sciences,
Banga/ore- 560029
Visual cortices of the normal and undernourished rats of the ages 11, 14, 26 and 187 days
(normal was 150 days) were processedwith Rapid
Golgi Method (Stensaas Modification) to study
morphometrically the pyramidal neurons of the
deeper layers (700-900 u x correction factor of
1.15). The measurementsof the height, base and
the area of the soma and the diameter of basal
dendrites were obtained. Spines were counted in
20 u length dendritic units; upto 80 u depending
on the ages.The spines were categorised into the
mushroom, stumpy aod slender types.

At the ages of 11 and 14, all the somatic measurements of the pyramidal neurons of the undernourished were lagging behind and significantly
lower than those of the normals. At 26 days of age,
only the base value was significantly lower in the'
undernourished. The 187 days old undernourished
and the rehabilitated (from weaning) rats showed
larger values of base,height and areameasurements
than those of the 150 days old normaIs.
The spine count in the first 20 u segments On
the main shafts of the basal dendrites did not differ
till 26 days of age in the normal and undernourished
rats; but by 187 days of age, the counts became
higher in the undernourished. The second 20 u
segment spine counts also remained more or less
the same till 26 days of age; at 187 days, these
counts also became higher in the undernourished·
The second 20u segment spine counts also remained more or less the same till 26 days of age; at 187
days, these counts also became higher in the
undernourished. The third 20 u segment spine
counts of undernourished of both 26 and 187 days
aged were higher than normal. The fourth 20 u
segment spine counts of the 187 days old undernourished were also higher than normaIs. In the
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primary branches of the main dendritic

shaft also,

at later ages, were higher in the undernourished.
At younger ages, they were either similar
or there
was a lag in the undernourished. In both instances
the increase of spines in the undernourished owed
mainly

to

the

disproportionate

increase

in the

stumpy category, while the mushroom and slender
did not change much. The spine counts of the third
and fourth segments of the apical dendritic shaft
were also higher in the undernourished.
With the nutritional

rehabilitation,

the

spine

The MPOA which is known to influence the
estrus cycles also appears to affect the total food
intake and nutrient selectivity.
Lesions of MPOA
may result in destruction of a dopaminergic
andlor
noradrenergic pathways which may be responsible
for the modulation of the reproductive cyclicity as
well as food intake.

50
The Possible
Cholinergic
Role
of Neostriatum

counts of all the above cited segments of the main
shafts of basal dendrites showed a nearlv complete

Intake.

recovery to normal patterns, whereas abnormalities
in the spines of the primary branches of these
dendrites still persisted, showing
only a partial
recovery.
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Department of Physiology.
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Adult female rats were given ad lib access to
two specially prepared diets containing the three
macronutrients.
protein, fat and carbohydrate
in
such proportions that both the diets were isocaloric (4.75 kcal/gm)
but Diet I with a high protein content (45%) and Diet 11 with a low protein
content (5%). Vaginal 'cyclicity,
body weight,
total food intake and the diet selectivity were noted
daily.
Following
21 days of baseline measurements, bilateral electrolytic lesions in M POA were
done in eight animals. Four animals were sham
operated and four
animals
acted
as parallel
controls to study the change in parameters as a function of time. Following the lesions, the estrus cycles
were disrupted
showing
continuous
metestrus
(pseudopregnancy).
There was an increase in the
total food intake with preference to the high pro ,
tein diet ( diet I ) which was statistically significant
in comparison to sham operated and parallel control animals. The body weight was also significantly increased in both the lesioned as well as the
parallel control animals.
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scopolamine on food and water intake was investigated in adult male albino rats, kept on ad-lib food
and water. The co-ordinates
used for injection
were AP 5.8, L3. O. H 6. 5. (K & K)
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Significant decreases in food and water intake
and body weights were observed after intrastriatal
injection of 3ug of scopolamine. The sham operated controls in whom equal volume of 0.9% NaCI.
solution was injected into the same area showed
no decrease in any of the parameters studied. The
results indicate the role of striatal cholinergic mechanism in modulating

food intake.
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Abnormalities
in Brain
Neurotransmitters
due to Ingestion
of Lead During
Postnatal
Growth

and

M.V. Shailesh

Devlopment
Kumar

& T. Desiraju

Department of Neuro physiology, Netionet Institute
of Mental Health & Neuro
Sciences,
Bangalore-560 029
Tne effect of postnatal lead ingestion on the
neurotransmitters
of brain and spinal cord were
studied in the Wistar rats (400 ugm lead in lead
acetate solution/gm
body weight/day),
given by
the intra-gastric intubation
method, 6 days/week,
from second day of age onwards.
Controls received
equivalent
amounts
of sodium
acetate
solution in the identical gastric intubation mettlod.
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Eight pups per mother were culled for suckling
in both the control
and experimental
groups.
Under these conditions,
in all the litters, by about
11 to 13th day of age, one or a few pups developed
hind limbs paralysis and died soon after, within a
day.
On examination.
the cerebellum
in them
showed striking haernorrheqic
patches.
In the
surviving ones, the mean body weight of the lead
intoxicated rat pups attained only 58% of control
by 60 days of age, and their brain weights were
only 82% of the controls.
The surviving leadtreated rats looked sick and their movements
were
lethargic.
Some of them also developed hairloss
patches.
When handled tor intubation,
they
urinated often.
The urine was yellowish in color,
In these, the levels of brain NA, DA and SE were

teral intrastriatal injection

of

nd water intake was investi'no rats, kept on ad-lib food
dinates used for injection
6.5. (K & K)
esin food and water intake
re observed after intrastriatal
polamine. The sham operatequal volume of 0.9% NaCI.
into the same area showed
the parameters studied. The
le of striatal cholinergic mecfood intake.

estimated in the regions of cerebellum,
motor
cortex, hippocampus.
striatumaccumbens,
brain
stem, and the lumbo-sacral
spinal cord, using
the method of solvent
extraction
and spectrephotofluorometry.
The data of the lead intoxicated

rats revealed

higher NA values in cerebellum,
hippocampus,
hypothalamus,
and brain stem by 76%, 36% and
56% and 32% respectively than norma Is. The DA
values of the lead-rats also showed an increase
in the brain stem by (38% over the controls and a
decrease in the spinal cord to 53% of normals.
The SE values :showed a pattern of increase in the
brain stem by 38% and a decrease to 64% of
normal in the spinal cord.
The data reveals that
lead consumption
dysfunction.

leads to brain

r & T. Desiraju

hysiology,Netionel Institute
Neuro Sciences, Banga-

stnatal lead ingestion on the
brain and spinal cord were
rats (400 ugm lead in lead
body weight/day),
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age onwards. Controls reounts of sodium
acetate
I gastric intubation method.
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oploids, released following

injury, probably contribute to the autodestructive
process by reducing
spinal cord blood flow. Thyrotropin-releasing
hormone (TRH)
improves
neurological
recovery
following experimental spinal trauma. The effect of
TRH on plasma beta-endorphin
levels was therefore
investigated. Six patients with traumatic
tetraplegia/paraplegia
participated
while
they were in
spinal shock. Plasma beta-endorphin
level was determined by radioimmunoassay
before and 15', 30',
60'. and 120' after intravenous
administration
of
2 mg of TRH. The basal beta-endorphin
2817

± 3.53

pmol I I in the

spinal

level was
cord-injury

in

contrast to less than 5 pmo I /1 in adult healthy
volunteers in our laboratory. 120' after TRH administration, the plasma beta-endorphin
level decreased
to 6.3
1.49 prnolj l ( p less than 0.01 ). Further
studies are warranted to correlate the TRH-induced
decrease in plasma beta-endorphin
level with neuro

±

-urological

recovery.

This work was supported by Indian Council of
Medical Research, New Delhi and Department of
Atomic Energy, Government of India. TRH was a
generous gift from Hoechst AG, Frankfurt am Main,
FRG.
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A K Goswami,
K L Khanduja, CM Pathak,
B Suryaprakash, A K Goel, S Vaidyanathan, M S
Rao and P L Sharma

DlJpartments of Urology, Bio-physics and Pharmacology, PGIMER, Chandigarh
Neurological deficit which follows spinal cord
injury rasults partly from progressive autodestructlve process initiated
by the injury. Endogenous

of

Intraventricular
injection
studies have shown
that dopamine (DA) and its agonists stimulate L H
release and ovulation
whereas
DA antagonists
blocks spontaneous ovulation.
However, the area
in the brain where DA acts to stimulate L H release
is not known. DA terminals have been found in the
mPOA as part of the incertohypothalamic
system.
It has been established that corticomedial amygdala
(eo-m Amyg) has facilitatory influence on ovulation
and it is exerted at the level of mPOA. Therefore
the present investigation was undertaken to see if
DA can induce ovulation when injected at mPOA
in rats in which
ovulation
has been blocked by

Nov
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co-mAmyg
lesion. Ovulation was tested by flushing the oviducts on the day of estrus. Bilateral
co-mAmyg
lesions on the morning of proestrus
showed complete
blocking
of
ovulation.
O'A
injections at a dose of 10 ug in 0.2 ul saline, given
bilaterally at the level of mPOA on the afternoon of
proestrus between 1.40 and 1,50 P,M., in 8 rats
with bilateral amygdala lesions, have been shown
to be ineffective in inducing ovulation. Thus DA is
not involved at mPOA in restoring
ovulation
blocked by co-mAmyg

lesion.
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B. K. Chakravarti,
P. R. Pate!.
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of
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R. B. Patel and

B. N. .Joshi. V. L. Pattankar

and P. S, Shankar
Department of Physiology,

M. R. Medical

College,

In therecent
years, the importance of the pineal
gland and its major hormone-Melatonin
is receiving attention by various researchers. Regulation 0 '
sexual function by melatonin in animals has been
extensively studied. However regarding the action
of melatonin on adrenal. there are few conflicting
reports. The present work was undertaken to investigate the effect of melatonin
on adrenalsthyroid and pituitary glands in rats.
Melatonin

(75

ugm)

was

injected

sub-

cutaneously in female albino rats at a particular
time (morning and or evening) of the day for 30
days. Three test groups
of animals
received
melatonin injection - I group in the morning. 11 in
the evening and III both times. A control group of
animals was seperately maintained. After sacrificing
the animals at the end of 30 days. a careful histologic study of the adrenals. thyroid and pltuitarv
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Thyroid
Rats.

The adrenals of the test animals showed a
stimulatory
effect
of
melatonin
on
zona
glomerulosa.
No significant
differences
were
observed
among the three test groups. Other
layers of the adrenal, thyroid and pituitary did not
reveal significant changes in the test and control
animals.
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was performed.
Stress is known to have a definite role on the
drug mechanism in various models of experiments.
Though, the effect is widely studied in normal animals and humans not much work was carried to
elaborate the effect of drugs in diabetic subjects
after certain amount of stress like environmental
stress (L e. high temperature. bright light, extreme
cold conditions etc.). It is our presumption that environmental stress would have a definite role to play
in modifying the effect of drugs in diabetics. We
have selected heat & bright light ( I R lamp source,
at 45,500 C) as our experimental stress or to find
the effect of certain drugs acting on central nervous system and certain anti inflammatory drugs,
Our experiments with CNS depressant drug Hexobarbiton after 1 hour of heat & light stress has
significantly increased the sleeping time in diabetic
rats ( alloxanised)
which is many
folds higher
than normal (157%),
normal stressed (156%)
and diabetic non stressed ( 129.69%). The effect
of the stress on Blood glucose and insulin levels
-was also studied. Results shall be discussed.
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K. Sembulingam,

2J
Suppl

Vol. -

and N. L. Das.

Department of Physiology, Rajendra Medical
College Hospital, Ranchi Uinversity, Ranchi. Bihar.
The life style and social customs in tribal population differs widely from the nontribals.
They are
more playful and nearer to the nature. Nontribals
lead a sophisticated and inhibited life. Metabolic
changes occurring in these two different ethnic
groups under the effect of mental stress was studied
by the help of variation of 'pre-stress
and 'stress'
levels of blood sugar and blood cholesterol levels.
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The study was conducted on the patients of Department, of Surgery admitted for operation, not related
with high blood sugar and cholesterol levels. The
fear of operation was taken as representative of
mental stress. Blood sugar and blood cholesterol
levels were estimated of all patients attending the
Surgery outdoor. This was 'Pre-stress value.
Some of these patients were admitted. The
'Stress' value was calculated from the blood
collected on the day of operation.
Statistical evaluation was done of these two
datas.The variation was found to be significant. It
possibly proves that the ability of body to stand
the mental stress is greatly modified by the life
style or basic philosophy of living. The persons
who lead a more sophisticated and so called civilised life are more proneto metabolic changes than
those leading a free natural and unihibited life.
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Bilquis

on the Blood Glucose Level*

M. A. Rasheed and Bilquis Quarni.

Upgraded Department of Physiology, Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad - 500001, A. P.

The aim and objects of this study is 1 ) to
carryout comprehensivestudy to explore the possibility of neural influence on blood glucose homeostasis.If so. 2) the level of operation. We all know
verywell that diabetes mellitus is the commonest
diseasewhich predisposesthe individual for innumerablecomplications. if it lingers without diagnosis. This is the report of 1st phase of our study. It
wascarriedout on six rabbits. weighing 1. 1 Kg. to
1.58 kg. ( Mean weight
1.36 Kg.), belonging to
both sexes. The Fasting blood glucose (FBG)
levelwas estimated using Spectronic 20 (Mean
FBG = 66.2 mg.1100 ml.). GTT was done by feeding Glucose( 1.2 gms.lKg.) orally. Following routine technique the post prandial Glucose (PPG)
levelwas determined. It was returned back to normal fasting level by 1 1/2 hours. The rabbits
weresubjected to laparotomy under Na-pentothal
anaesthesia(30 mg./Kg. body weight). Bilateral
subdiaphragmaticvagotomy (Rt. & Lt.) was done
and wound was sutured. With in 3 hours animal recoveredfrom post operativeeffects. After allowing

=

enough time for degeneration of peripheral cut
ends of vagi. the FBG and PPG were repeated and
found very high. PPG never returned back to fasting level by 1 1J2 hours. The statistical significance and clinical correlates will be discussed.
*Project Sponsored by I. C .M .R.
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Effect of Goitrogens on the Thyroidal Handling of Iodine and it's Modification
by IodIde
Supplementation.
S. K. Basu, Susan George. N.S.
Shukla & S.K. Sharma

Maharda. R. K'

Institute of Nuclear Medicine and Allied Sciences
Probyn Road. Delhi - 110007.
Presence of goitrogens viz. L-5-Viny 1-2thiooxazolidone (VTO). isothiocyanates (ITC) and
thiocyanate (-SCN) in vegetables. specially in the
Cruciferae family (Brassica species) have been
reported. In the goitre belt, where iodine deficiency is prevalent. intake of goitrogens in food
further aggravates the meagre iodine supply to
the population. Thiocyanates inhibit iodine transport and also discharge the accumulated iodide'
With the -SCN concentration maintained at a high
level (6-8mgt100 ml plasma. in rat).
iodide
escaped mainly through the kidneys leading to an
apparent negative iodine balance. The result of
long term administration of small doses of goitrogens as consumed by the population through
food stuff might be somewhat different and need
exploration.
Adult albino Sprague Dawley rats of both
sexes. average 120-130 g b.wt. have been used.
Animals were given pellet food and water ad
libitum. Control group was given carrot juice
(20 glrat) and the experimental groups were given
(j) cabbage juice (20 glrat) {ii)-SCN.0.5 mglrat,
(jij) Propylthiouracil (PTU). 0.5 mglrat and cabbage
(20 glrat) +KI (O.5 mglrat) respectively by oral
route for 2 months.
Changes in body wt. thyroid wt. 23hr 1311
uptake by thyroid. the ratio of bound to free form
of I in thyroid, PB 131 I in plasma. -SCN concentration in 24.hr urine, 131 1and creastinine excretion in 24 hr urine have been determined.
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Administration
0 f cabbage juice, -SCN
and
PTU have resulted in an increase
in body wt,
thyroid
wt, and a decrease in 24 hr 131 I
uptake and PB 131 I as compared to the carrot
fed control group.
131 I ratio in free/bound
form in thyroid as well as the excretion in urine'
have
increased
and creatinine
excretion
has
decreased.
Regular
cabbage

supplementation

feeding

effect of cabbage.
will be dicussed.
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Serum Calcium
and
Women
at Menopause

N. G. Dravid

Phosphorus

Levels

in

P. S. Gokhale
B. J. Medical

Department of Phyasiology,
Pune-411001.

Col/ege,

An association between menopause and age
related bone loss has been recognised for the last 40
years. 90 women were studied for the present study.
30 healthy women with normal menstrual cycles
served as a control

group. 30 women

in menopau-

sal age group but still menstruating were included
in perimenopausal
group. 30 women
were postmenopausal group. Serum Ca and P levels in mg%
were estimated, in the three groups.
Though serum levels of Ca and P were in normal range in the 3 groups, mean values of Ca and
P were found to be higher in peri and postmenopausal women.
While recording
the complaints
related
to
osteoporosis,
other
menopausal
symptoms experienced by these women were also
recorded.

Pharrnac

- The incorporation
rates of 32p and 65Zn in first
three succsessive ejaculates of somen of Murrah,
Red Dane and Jersey bulls as expressed in cprn/ml
semen plasma and cpm/ml
sperm concentration
were studied.
Interrelationship
between
counts /
minute, live spermatozoa and sperm concentration
were also studied. 'In vitro' incorporation
of 32p in
semen plasma significantly
increased from fir~_ to
third ejaculate and from second to third in Murrah
and Red Dane bulls respectively. There was significant decrease in the incorporation
rate of 65Zn in
third ejaculate of Red Dane and Jersey bulls as
compared to their first and second ejaculates. cp.n I
ml semen plasma was significantly
negatively
correlated
with percentage
of live spermatozoa
of
second
and third
ejaculates
of
semen
of
Jersey
bulls
in
respect
of 32P.
In
Red Dane bulls, in respect
of 32P,
cpmlm
sperm concentration
was significantly
corre)'atedl
with sperm concentration
(+0.676) in first ejaculate whereas it also had significant relationship with
cpm I semen plasma of first ejaculate of Red Dane
bulls (+0.718). However, in Murrah bulls, cpm/ml
sperm concentration
had significant
relationship
with corn 1 ml semen plasma (positive in first and
second ejaculates, negative in third
ejaculate). In
respect of 65Zn, cpm I ml sperm concentration
had
significant
positive
correlationship
with
sperm
concentration in all the three ejaculates of semen of
Red Dane bulls whereas
in Jersey bulls, it had
significant relationship with live sperm of second
ejaculate (-0.723 and cpm I ml semen plasma of
first and third ejaculates
(negative).
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Study on the Physiology
Some
domestic
Animals
of 32 P and 65 Zn.
S. Kumar,

S. S. Tripathi

of spermatozoa
of
by Incorporation

and V. B. Saxena

Col/ege of Veterinary Sciences ( Govind Ballabh
Pant University of Agriculture
and Technology)
Pantnagar, Uttar Pradesh-263145

Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) is known to take
part in the metabolism of hexose sugars at the level
of pyruvic
acid to Lactic acid. Therefore, it wa s
pertinent to study the correlation of LD H with sperm
count, motility,
ejaculation.

viability

and

time

interval

from

Eighty four semen samples were collected. by
masturbation and subjected for routine examination
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of sperm count, motility, morphology and viability
counts. The samples were examined twice; the
first after half an hour of collection of sample (zero
hour) and second, two hours after zoro hour. (2nd
hour).
The subjects were grouped depending upon
sperm count, million/ml and LDH activity estimated
colorimetrical1yand compared at zero and 2nd hour'
The LDH was found to be ranged from 86-237
units/ml (mean 155) and 67.226 units/ml (mean
131 at the end of zero and sceond hour respectively.
The results indicate that there was a significant
fall in LDH in all groups at the 2nd hour. It was
evident that LDH activity bears a positive correlation with sperm density. There was no correlationship between LDH and motility. Viability did not
show any correlation with LDH content.
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Graded decrease in
body
weight and
testicular weight was observed in parallel with
high blood and testicular - lead values and
concomitant increase of ALA-U and decreases of
ALA-O in the different experimental groups were
also noted. Dose related decreases in the activity
of testicular ATPase, AMPase, ALK.P04ase, SDH
and total lipids reaction were also observed with
lead acetate trt;a tment. Significant
enzymatic
inhibition was noted in the groups treated with
4mg/kg and 6mg/kg lead acetate. The low activity of SOH and sudhanophilic reaction in testicular
tissue with higher does of lead indicated inhibition of steroidogenesis, which was corroborated
by histological findings.
These findings suggest that lead acetate in
different doses inhibits steroidogenesis. and spermatogenesis. The results will be discussed.

Results will be discussed.
63
Immunological
Studies on Seminal
Plasma
Proteins of the Indian Buffalo and Cattle.

62
Histoenzymological
Alterations brought about
in the Testes of Rats with administration
of
Lead Acetate
R.V. Rao, A.K. Gautam, A.
B. B. Chatterjee

Roy Chowdhury &

Division
of Histochemistry & Cytotoxicology,
National Institute of Occupational Health, Meghani
Naga" Ahmedabad-16
Investigations were carried out for determining the enzymatic changes in testicular tissue of
mature male rats, weighing 150.00±5.00
gm
administered lead acetate intraperitonially at doses
of 1mg/kg, 2mg/kg, 4mg/kg and 6mg/kg over a
period of 30 days. The body weight, blood- lead,
leads levels in testicular tissue, urinary - aminolevulinic acid (ALA-U),
and-aminolevulinic
acid
dehydratase (ALA-D) were determined as indices
of lead toxicity in experimental animal. Localisation
of adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase), adenosine
monophosphatase (AMPase), alkaline phosphatase (ALK P04ase). steroid dehydrogenase (SOH)
and total lipids in testicutar tissue was carried out
both in control and lead treated groups along
with appropriate morphological observations.

B. A. Kulkarni.
Department of Physiology,
College • Maharashtra.

Bombay

V.tefinsry

Recent immunological studies on seminal plasma protein of man and various animals have established the heterogeneity, similarities and differences in the seminal plasma protein spectra of these
species. Information on seminal plasma protein
spectrum of the Indian buffalo and cattle is not
available. In the present studies seminal Plasma
proteins of the Indian buffalo and cattle were immunologically investigated using rabbit antibuffalo
seminal plasma serum, rabbit anticattle seminal
plasma serum (unabsorbed and absorbed) gel
diffusion and immunoelectrophoretic analysis. Atleast 9 to 12 and 7 to 10 different proteins were
present in the seminal plasma of the buffalo and
cattle respectively. Albumin and IgG were identified in both the species. At least 4 to 6 seminal
plasma proteins of the buffalo and cattle were
antigenically similar to their blood serum proteins.
Using absorbed rabbit antibuffalo seminal plasma
serum and rabbit anticatte seminal plasma serum
at least 6 to 7 and 5 to 6 seminal plasma specific
proteins were observed in the buffalo and cattle
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seminal plasma respectively. Antigenically these
proteins were distinct from the blood serum proteins of the two species. The origin and immunephysiologi cal significance of seminal plasma
proteins will be discussed.

64
Effect of Local Application
of Phenoxybenzamine on Oviductal
Motor
Activity
and
Ovum Transport Rate.
Shashibala Singh,
S. K. Manchsnda.

M. Das, Usha Nayar, and

AI/India Institnte of Medical Sciences, New Delhi
110029
In the present study phenoxybenzamine (PBZ)
was administered locally into the lumen of the
oviduct of conscious rabbits, through a permanent
-iv implanted cannula. Simultaneously the oviductal
motility was recorded using plethysmographic
technique through permanently implanted impedance-sensing electrodes.
Studies were carried out to establish dose-response
curve of the effects of PBZ when administered between the dose range of 0.33-1, Omg. Abministration of a single dose of PBZ (1.0 mg) makes the
tube quiescent, for about 2-3 days. same dose of
PBZ abministered 8-10 hrs after mating of HCG
injection led to complete disruption of the oviductal
motor activity pattern that is normally obtained on
inducing ovulation by mating Ova positioning studies
indicated that local administration of PBZ accelerated the rate of ovum transport in the oviduct. It was
also observed that these rabbits in whom PBZ
was administered did not become pregnant while
the anim Is in whom saline was administered
instead of PBZ became pregnant after mating
It can be concluded that increase rate of ovum
transport interfere with ovum implantation thus
preventing pregnancy.

85
Effectiveness of Various Rewarming
Methods in Experimental Hypothermia
S.S. Purkayastha

and Lazar Mathew

Defence Institute of Physiology and Allied
Sciences Delhi Cent: - 110010

J. Physiol Pharmac

Two series of experiments were done to
evaluate the effectiveness of rewarming by warm
water, air and 100% oxygen after inducing
hypothermia in rats. in two different environmentar
conditions viz.(1) Cold air alone and (ii) combined
stress of cold and hypoxia. In series I, the animals
were made hypothermic by exposing them to cold
at _50 ± 1 0 C inside a thermostatically controlled
deepfreezer.Their rectal temperature (Tre) tympanic
temperature (Ttyp). paw skin temperature (Ts) and
heart rate (H R) were monitored initially and thereafter at every 5 min. interval during the exposure
till the Tre reached 200 C. Then the animals were
taken out and rewarmed either in water bath
maintained at 370 ± 1 0 C or in a
desiccato
filled with warm humid air or humid 100% oxygen
maintained at 370 ±1 QC. During rewarming the
parameterswere recorded at 5min. interval till they
reached its initial value. In series 11, the rats were
made hypothermic by exposing them to a combined
stress of cold (- 50 ± 1 0 C) and hypoxia (4500m.
simulated altitude),
by keeping them inside a
desiccator connected to a vacum pump. The whole
set up was exposed inside the deepfreezer and the
experiments were repeated as before. The results
showed that the immersion rewarming by warm
water is most effective in series I. and the
responses during inhalation rewarming by 100%
oxygen and air are identical. In series 11, the
responsesof inhalation rewarming by warm humid
100% oxygen is equally effective to that of the
immersion rewarming, while the inhalation rewarm •
ing by warm humid air is least effective. The
sqnificance of the findings will be discussed.

66
Assessment of Hearing Hazard from
Intense Impulsive Noise
A. P. Singh, R.M. Rai and M. R. Bhatia
Defence Institute of Physiology and Allied Sciences
Delhi Cantt-10
'
An assessment of hearing impairment from
exposure to high intensity impulsive noise has been
carried out on the basis of peak pressure level
and duration of the impulses. The implication of the
spectral distribution of energy on the upper safe limit
has also been evaluated.The peak pressure levels of
four diffrent noise sources, measured from
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different distances varied from 163 to 183 dB. The
rise time and B-duration of the impulses ranged
Ircm 0.23 ms to 0.70ms and 13.8 to 28.9 ms
respectively. Spectrum analysis showed energy
concentration
predominantly
in the
lower
frequencies below 0.5 kHz. A group of human
subject (n
8) exposed to 56 such transients
(approximately equally spaced) in a time duration
of over two and half hour developed temporary
threshold shift (TTS, recorded within 20 minutes)
of the order of 10 to 20 dB at frequencies from
1.6 to 10.0 kHz.

=

The substitution of effective duration (B-duration) values in CHABA impulse diagram and also
in FRG impulse diagram gave values of 150 to 155
dB as upper safe limits of peak pressure levels.
The possibilities of a spectrally dependent
upper safe levels for the known values of peak
pressure and duration are discussed.
67
Thyroid Activity during Moderate and Hot-Hu
-mld Periods in Cross. Brod Cattle.
Khub Singh and V. K. Goel
Division of Physiology and Climatology,
Indian Veterinary Research lnsuune, Izatnagar243122 (UP)
Thyroid activity was studied in 12 bulls, 4 each
of group Xl (112 Holstein Friesian, 1/4 Brown
Swiss, 1/4 Haryana), X2 (1/2 Holstein Friesian,
1/4 Jersey, 1/4 Hariana) and X 3 (1/2
Brown
Swiss, 1/4 Hotstein Friesian, 1/4 Hariana) during
moderate and hot-humid periods of the year.
Tri-iodothvronlns (T 3 ) and thyroxine (T 4 )
were estimated in serum using radio-immunoassay
technique. T3 was not significantly different between the genetic groups. There was significant
decrease durinq hot-humid period in comparison
to moderate period in all the genetic groups.
T4 was neither significantly different between
the genetic groups nor the decrease during hot-humid period was significant. The percentage decrease
during hot-humid period in T3 was more in comparison to that in T4 •
Changes in T3 and T4 have been

discussed
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Relation of Temporary Hearing Loss with
Bandwidth of Noise and its Centre Frequency
R. C. Chaturvedi,

R. M. Rai & R. K. Sharma

Defence Institute of Physiology and Allied
Sciences, Delhi Cantt-110010
A study has been conducted on 62 male
human volunteers to work out relationship between
temporary threshold shift (ITS) and bandwidth
of noise with different centre frequencies. The
subjects were divided into four groups and were
exposed for 30 min to different types of noise
having intensiy of 100 dBA. The different types of
noise employed were white noise; pure tones of
0.5, 1,2 & 4 kHz; one and one third octave bandwidths at the centre frequencies of above pure
tones. Development of TTS and its recovery was
studied in these subjects by pure tone audiometry.
It was observed that white noise produced
maximum ITS2 of 26.2;± 4.47 dB at 4 kHz, whereas the noise centered at 0.5, 1,2 & 4 kHz produced
maximum TTS2 of 9.2 ± 2.62 dB, 21.5 ± 6.12 se.
28.1 ± 3.87 dB and 33.4 ± 4.57 dB at 0.75, 1.5,
3.0 and 6.0 kHz respectively. The results indicate
that ITSz increased with the increase in affected
frequency as well as with the reduction in
bandwidth of noise. ITS produced by different
types Of noise at different frequencies II10ngwith its
implications on speech conversation and recovery
pattern have been discussed.

69
PhYSiological Responses in Endurance
during Exposure to Hot Environments.

Effort

A Jayasankar, P.B.S. Pillai, R. P. Sharma, Harpal
Singh and Omveer Singh Tomer.
Defence Institute of Physiology
Sciences, Delhi Cantt-110010.

and Allied

Studies have been initiated to assess the physiological responses during endurance performance
in Summer. Ten soldiers of the age group 28-32
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yrs, were given different rates of endurance work
( 300 kgm/min
450 kgm/min
R 600 kgm/min)
on a bicycle ergometer.
The study was conducted
in two ambient
conditions
i. e. dry heat and
humid
heat heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen
consumption,
blood
lactic acid, oral, meanskin
and rectal temperatures were determined
at intervals. The endurance
effort
was terminated
at a
heart rare of 190 beats/min. or at a rectal temperature of 40oC. Analysis of the results indicate
that
the total endurance time of the effort was less in
the hot humid conditions
as compared
to the dry
heat condition.
The aerobic oxygen consumption
was higher and the blood lactic acid concentration
was lower in the hot dry condition,
comparatively.
The mean skin temperature, at the cessation
of the
effort was higher in the hot dry condition. The findings will be discussed in the presentation.

Effect of Occlusion
of Blood Flow on
Freezing
Injury in the Hind Limbs of Rat
Dhingra

and B. Bhatia

It is postulated that the sludging
leading
to
ischaemic
damage to the tissues after freezing a
limb may be due to transfer of metabolites
from
the frozen tissues to the capillaries. If so, the concentration of metabolites would depend upon
the
of blood

in the

capillaries.

Reduction

effect was abolished

limbs

before

by

tourniquet

prior

support

in

the tissue
loss may be effected
by
physical
manipulation
of the blood content of the capillaries
throuqh appropriate
application of a tourniquet.
To
test this hypothesis the hind limbs of rats were
exposed
to freezing
mixture at -21
C for 5 ruin
with application
of tight tourniquet to one limb for
5 min - before and during
exposure
to prevent
depletion of blood in the capillaries.
In another
experiment
a tourniquet
at different
pressures
below the arterial pressure was applied to one 11mb
soon after the exposure to aid capillary filling with
blood. In the first experiment
vascular obstruction
provided
remarkable
protection
against
loss of
tissues. Degree of tissue loss (.24)
being significantly less (p<.001-)
than in the controls (1.84)
and
only
15%
of the experimental
limbs
developed gangrene as against 100% in controls,
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Significant protection
(p <.001) was also observed
in post exposure tourniquet application
at pressure
of 70 mmHg but not at lower or higher
pressures,
the degree of tissue loss being .5 in touruiquet
applied limb and 1.8 in control limbs. The results
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Variations
in
Deacclimatisation
High Altitude:

conditions,
Skinfold
And
Relation

Thickness
During
Re-Acclimatisation
to
to Body Fat Content

T. Zachariah,
S. B. Rawal, S. N. Pramanik. M. V'
singh, S. C. Jain, H. Bharadwaj
and R. M. Rai

Defence Institute of Physiology
ces, Delhi Cantt-10

mental conditions

School of Environmental Sciences. Jawaharlal
Nehru University, New - Delhi
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Thickness of skinfolds at selected sites have
been widely accepted as indicators
of total fat in
the body as these are highly and inversely correlated with body density. Reduction
or Increase in
skinfold
thinfold
thickness
in man is associated
with loss or gain in body fat under normal environ-
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The object of the present investigation
was to
check whether this belief is also valid for man when
acclimatisation
status is changing. This investigation was conducted on 30 Indian soldiers
who had
acclimatised
themselves to high altitudes
for two
years but were suddenly brought down to the plains. At high altitude the soldiers consumed a balanc
-ed diet which provided 20.21 MJ, but in the plains
the diet provided
only 15.69 MJ though
it was
nutritionally
balanced. The above mentioned ration
scales for the troops were evolved by the Institute
earlier after taking into account energy expenditure
at both the locations. Maximum and minimum temperatures in Delhi during
March-April
varied between 300 to 100 C and at the high altitude station, during
April-May,
these
ranged
between
250
to 20 C. Skinfold thickness at selected sites,
body density, body segment volumes, weight
and
tctat body water were experimentally
determined
on these physically active soldiers after 3 days and
3 weeks of their descent to the plains.
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increase in the thickness or skin folds at the selected sites. This increase was even evident in soldiesr
who showed increased body density. Hand and
foot volumes increased significantly with concurrent decline in torso volume ( Body volume excluding legs, arms and head) inspite of significant
increase in the thickness of skinfolds in that region.
In order to check that this unusual behaviour
of skinfolds was really due to altered environmental
conditions, 10 subjects from this group were flown
back to the high altitude station. Body weight,
skinfold thickness at the same sites and total body
water were experimentally determined on 3rd day
and 12th day of their arrival at the high altitude
station. These soldiers lost body weight, were
hypohydrated and showed reduced skinfold thickness.The reductions in skinfold thikness predicted
fat loss far in excess'than lossess in body weight
and total body water could account for. As reduced
skinfold thickness was unrelated to changes in
body water content at high altitude, it could
be surmised that such reductions arise due to redistribution of blood in the skin.
These investigations thus lead one to conclude
that alterations in skinfold thickness during the
change in acclimatisation status to altitude do not
faithfully represent changes in body fat content.

viscosity of surfactant was studied in rats. Adult
rats were exposed to 10 atm. Pressure in a thermoneutral compression chamber for 1 hr. lmmediatly
after exposure animals were sacrified and a preparation of lung and trachea was made. Pulmonary
surfactant was drained out from the lungs with the
help of normal saline and viscosity of surfactant
was measured within the help of Weissenberg's
Cone and plate viscometer. A decrease in the
viscosity of surfactant in hyperbaric conditions
by about 21 % was observed. The observation and
its significance will be discussed.

73
Diurnal

Periodicity

A. Namasivayam,
Gunasekaran,

in Hospital

Mortality

R. K. Padmanaban and A.

Department of Physiology, P. C. I. B.M.S, Taramani,
Madras.
Analysis of 10,979 hospital deaths have
shown the existance of diurnal periodicity in hospital mortalitv, The day time mortality is more than
the night time mortality. There are two peaks in
day time mortality. The first peak is at 6 AM and the
second one at 3 PM - 6PM. These effects may be
related to the compression of earths magnetic field
on the sunward side and rarefaction on the opposite
side.
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Indu Sud and R. K. Saxena

Effect of Tobacco Inhalation
in the Form of
"Snuff on certain Cardi.ovascular and Respiratory Parameters.
P. K. Nanda,

M. M. Sharma and N. K. Mishra

Biomechanics Lab.. Centre for Atmospheric and
Fluids Sciences Indian Institute of Technology Delhi.
New Delhi-110016.

Department of Physiology, H. P. Medical College,
Shimla 171001 (HP.)

It is well known that the pulmonary alveoli are
inherently unstable and to prevent the collapse of
alveoli surfactant must be produced continuously
acrosswhose wall 0 2, C02 and H20 are transferred
Various envlronmental factors have been found to
\n\\uence sunac"'nt secreuon or excretion. ,herefore, the effect of hyperbaric environment an

Effect of smoking cigarretes on many physiological parameters has been well documented. On the
hand, effect of tobacco chewing in the form of
'Paan' has been reported by us (Nanda et aI,1980).
In the present study we investigated the effect of
tobacco inhalation in the \orm 0\ 'Snutt, which is
not uncommon in this country.
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conducted in fifteen healthy

male, medical students between 17 to

19 years

of age. Three Cardio-vascular parameters i,

e.,
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mance, muscle power using integrated EMG at
fixed work load, biochemical and psychological
profiles were recorded in resting conditon. Cardio-

heart rate (HR), blood pressure (BP) and electro

respiratory, vascular and metabolic responsesto

cardiogram (EKG), and three Respiratory parame-

2 hour cold exposure were also measuredin a cold

ters i.e., forced vital capacity ( FVC ), forced expiratory volume in the first. second (FEV1) and peak
expiratory flow rate (PEFR) were recorded. All these

chamber at

100C to evaluate thermoregulatory

efficiency, in addition to Tromp's test of rewarming.
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parameters were recorded twice on each subject-

Reaction to a stress was also measured by cold

before and after taking the snuff. The snuff was

pressor test. These tests were performed prior to

ed
in

inhaled for two to three minutes by each subject.

and periodically dUring six months of regular prac-

011

tice of yogic exercises. Responses of yoga group

re

Heart rate. systolic and diastolic pressures,
pulse pressure and mean pressure increased signi-

were compared with those of another group prac-

n

ficantly after snuff inhalation. There was, however,

tising routine physical exercises of PT programme.

a

no apparent change in the EKG except for the rate.

Intergroup comparisons were also made between

p

On the other hand, FVC, FEV1 and PEFRdecreas-

young and middle aged men. Results of this com-

ed, but only slightly, arter the inhalation.

prehensive and fairly well

Details of the results will be discussed.

controlled

o
t

will be discussed with special reference to the beneficial physiological

effects of yogic exercises

and its possible application
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Yoga and Stress - A Perspective

()i

W. Selvamurthy
Defence Institute of Physiology & Allied Sciences,
Delhi Cantt - 110010
Every human being in this modern civilization
encounters some form of acute stressof either emotional, environmental or physical origin. The stress,
in turn, affects the physiological equilibrium leading
to many pathological conditions, probably through
disturbances in the autonomic balance between
sympathetic and parasympathetic activity. Regular
practice of yogic exercises has been observed to
maintain an optimal level of autonomic equilibrium
at rest and during exposure to stressful environment. Two series of studies have been conducted
on 40 healthy soldiers, initially

on younger age

group (20-30 years) and later on middle aged men
( 38·60 yrs). Autonomic balance by using a battery
of tests, body flexibility using Leighton's Flexometer,
physical efficiency during submaximal work perfor-

K
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Effect
lation

of Yogic

Exercises

on Thermoregu-

K. S. Hegde, W. Selvamurthy, U.S. Ray and R. P,
Sharma
Defence Institute of Physiology and Allied Sciences
Delhi Cantt - 110010.
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The study was conducted on 30 healthy subjects in
the age group of 40-45 vrs to evaluate the effect of
six months practice of selected yogic asanas on
thermoregulation. The subjects were divided Into
two

groups (A and B)

of 15 each. Group A

( Control) performed physical training for one hour
daiiy for 6 months; while in group B selected yogic
asanaswere administered daily in the morning .tor
the same duration as in Group A. Tromp's rewarming test and standard cold test at 100 C were

p
p
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conducted in both the groups. The following
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biochemicaland psychological

meters were monitored during cold exposure at

rdedin resting conditon. Cardio-

1OoC: heart rate. blood pressure, cardiac output.
shivering response, ventilation and oxygen con-

ar and metabolic responses to
urewere also measured in a cold
to evaluate thermoregulatory
ionto Tromp's test of rewarming.

sumption Results of Trornp's rewarming test were
compared with those of a similar study conducted
on younger subjects. There was improvement in
thermoregulatory efficiency in yoga group as observ-

was also measured by cold

ed from the leftward shift of the rewarming curves

testswere performed prior to

in younger age group: while the subjects of the

ring six months of regular prac-

older age group did not show this response. The
response to standard cold test done on middle aged

ises.Responses of yoga group
ith those of another group pracical exercisesof PT programme.
'sonswere also made between
aged men. Results of this cornIywell controlled experiments

men indicated better cold tolerance in yoga group
as observed from maintenance of higher core temperature. skin temperature and heart rate while shivering response and the magnitUde of increase in
oxygen consumption were attenuated as compared
to the physical exercise group.

ith specialreference to the beal effects of yogic exercises
pplication in

amelioration
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of
Scientific
Exploration of Phenomenon of
Nostril Dominance in Young!Human
Females.

lems.

D. Brahmcharl, S. C. Jain. S. Sahni, K. Ram. Vijay
Kumar, Jagmohan and L. Rai
Exercises on Thermoregu-

Department of Physiology. Aparna Centre for
Scientific Besesrch in Yoga. Mantalai (J&K).lndia.

Ivamurthy, U.S. Ray and R. p.

Ancient yogic texts claim that at a given time
the amount of airflow from left and right nares
differs and that this phenomenon of differential

Physiologyand Allied Sciences
10.
uctedon 30 healthy subjects in
-45 vrs to evaluate the effect of
of selectedyogic asanas on
he subjectswere divided Into
dB)

of 15 each. Group A

physicaltraining for one hour
while in group B selected yogic
. tereddaily in the morning .for
as in Group A. Tromp's rendardcold test at 100 C were
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Effect of Yoga Practices on Lung
Tests in Adult Human Males.

Function

D. Brahmchari. S. Sahni, G. Jha, Jagmohan.
K. Ram, Vijay Kumar and L. Rai Department of Physiology. Aparna Centre for
Scientific Research in Yoga, Mantalai (J&K),
INDIA.
Lung function tests of vital capacity (VC),
forced expiratory volume in 1 sec ( FEVl J. percent
forced expiratory volume (FEV1%). peak expiratory
flow rate (PEFR). forced mid-expiratory flow
(FM F). flow 25, 50 and 75%, residual volume (RV),
expiratory residual volume (ERV. functional capacity (FRC). total lung capacity (TLC) and maximal
voluntary ventilation (MVV) were monitored in a
group of 55 male graduate students before and
alter yoga practices for a period of 3 months to
determine the possibility of improvement in these
functions by practice of yoga. The yoga training
was imparted daily for 2 hand 45 min in the
morning and 1 h in the evening and consisted of
yogic cleansing processes ( Shatkarma), pranayama
for 10 to 15 min followed by various yogic asanas.
The measurements of lung function tests were
made using Morgan's computerized spirometer and
Transfer Model C and the data analysed by pair' t •
test. After yoga practices the subjects demonstrated
significant increase in the expiratory flow rate mea-

nostrilar breathing exhibits a periodic rhythm. To
verify the validity of this claim a study was designed to investigate and collate the nostrilar ventilatorv measures of MVV. VC. FEV!. PEFR. FMF and
PEFR25.50 and 75% from both nostrils and also
separately from left and right nostrils. These measu-

sures of PFR (p<0.05),

res were made on 20 healthy adult females and the
results were
interpreted
depending
upon
the initial
left/right
nostrilar
predominance.
Appropriate statistics were applied to determine the
level of significance.

statistically. The measures of VC, FEV1,and FEV1%

It was observed that the values of all the
parameters were significantly higher through the
prevalent nostril validating thereby the yogic claim.

The data as a whole suggests the enhanced physiological efficiency of the respiratory apparatus possibly on account of the strengthening of respiratory

(p<0.01)

and flow

FMF (p<0.05),

50%(p<0.05).

flow 25%

The average

increase in PFR, FMF, Flow 25, 50 and 75% were
1.16, 0.067, 0.13, 0.65 and 0.22 litres per sec. respectively. The latter was. however,
remained unaltered, MVV

however

20.08 Llmin. After yoga practices

not significant
increased by
ERV was not

affected significantly but FRC, RV, and TLC increased by 0.39, 0.43 and 0.31 litres respectively.
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muscles,chest and lung compliance. In light of the
above results it may be concluded that yogic
training for 3 months duration helped individuals in
improving their ventilatory efficiency and that these
finding may be useful in applying yogic training to
those suffering from respiratory disorders like
asthma and bronchitis.
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nostril breathing. thus, consisted of rise in systolic
and diastolic blood pressure, fast heart "fte, high
palmar and volar skin conductance and high surface
temperature. The Significance of these changes shall
be discussed.

urea could be attr'
dilution caused
intake : 5.64 ± 1.
muscle fatigue. w
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Induced Right Nostring Breathing : Effect
on Autonomic Functions in Adult Human
Females.
D. Brhmchari, Vanmala Vachani.
K. Ram, S. O. D. Bhatnagar, Jagmohan, Vijay
Kumar and L. Rai
Department of Physiology, Aparna Centre for
Scientific Research in Yoga, Mantalai (J & K),
India
It has been reported (Rai et al 1983) that
induction of uninostril breathing in adult males
produced significant physiological
changes in
many autonomic functions. Further work was done
on 55 adult female volunteers, before and after
induction of right nostril breathing. by adopting left
lateral recumbent posture, within 2 to 5 min of
assumption of lateral posture, an increase in
respiratory amplitude of right nostril occured with
a reciprocal decrease in the left nostril. while
respiration rate remained essentially unchanged.
The other physiological responses demonstrated
different respone pattern depending upon the
initial nostrilar dominance. Those subjects who
breathed initially
predominantly through right
nostril demonstrated a tendency to increase their
blood pressure whereas those having predominant
left nostril showed no significant change. These
subjects exhibited a significant increase in palmar
skin conductance during right nortril breathing at
different time intervals as compared to the control
levels. However, magnitude of increase was more
in subjects showing initial left nostril predominance
as compared to right nostril predominant subjects.
The average values of volar conductance also
showed increase in these subjects irrespective of
initial nostril dominance. Sublingual temperature
remained lowered during right nostrilar breathing.
The local temperature at different sites was however
raised. The main physiological responses 10 right
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Cleansing
Technique
on S#rum Electrolytes.

"Varisara"

:

D. Brahmchari, S. Sahni, K. Ram, S. C. D. Bhat
nagar. Jaomohan, L. Rai and S. C. Jain Department of Physiology, Aparna Centre for Scientific Research in Yoga, Mantalai (J&K), India.
Varisaraalso known as "Shankhaprakhshalana"
is a yogic technique employed for cleansing gastrointestinal tract. This procedure requires intake of
high amount of sodium chloride (average -about
0.9 g/kg.
B.wt.) in warm water (about 500 C)
tollowed by a number of yogic exercises. which
result in repeated defecations, till the last defecation
contains little or no faecal matter. In view of high
intake to sodium chloride and consequent 'repeated
defecations (8-14 times during 3 hr period), a'studv
on effect of this practice on serum electrolytes was
conducted 011 ten young adult male subjects (Mean
age 30 years) Serum Na.+ K +, glucose, urea,
and blood haemoglobin were measured before and
after completion of Varisara and subsequently at 3
and 24 hr of post Varisara. After completion of
Varisara, Serum Na + showed a tendency to rise
from 142.6 ±1.58 to 144.4±
2.72 m mollL,
while there was fall in K+ glucose, urea and
haemoqlobin (Mean fall: 0.168 m mollL, 7.5mg%
2.4mg% and 0.85 mg% respectiveiy). Three hrs
following Varisara these changes were further
accentuated except Na + which decreasedto 141.5
± 5.13 m mol/t., Twenty four hrs after Varisara
however, serum Na+' K + and Hb tended to return to basal values (Mean values: 143.87 + 1.55m
mollL, 4.39 ± 0.50 m mol/L and 12.56± 0.78 mg%
respectively) while glucose and urea still exhibited
a fall of 8.3 and 2.3 mg% respectively from the
basal values.
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Further Naso
of Human De

It has been found that high intake of Sodium
Chlorids did not induce any appreciable change in

Ash;!

Na + levals, the decreasein K+ levels were small
but significant. The fall in blood Hb, glucose and

Department of
Calcutta - 700

Sinha
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ureacould be attributed to some degree of haemodilution caused by intake of saline water (Mean
intake: 5.54 ± 1.81 litre). Only a few sujects fait
muscle fatigue, weakness and lethargy.
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Technique
Electrolytes.

.• Varisara"

:

Sahni, K. Ram, S. C. D. Bhat
L.Rai and S. C. Jain :i%gy, Aparna Centre for ScienIga,Manta/ai (J&K), India.
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Study of Visual and Auditory
in Karate Trainnees.
M. M. Singh,

Reaction

Time

Gomti Devi and N. S. Devi

Departmentof Physiology, Regional Medical
Col/ege,Impha/, Manipur.
Visual and auditory reaction time was determined in 1 chief Instructor and 39 Karate trainees
of varying training durations in both sexes. Their
ages ranged from 15 to 42 years with a mean age
of 21.16 years. Visual and auditory reaction time
were also recorded in 5 boys and 5 girl medical
students having a mean age of 20.7 years. Mean
reaction time values obtained from Karatekas and
medicos were 218 m sec and 255 m sec for visual
stimulus and, 164 m sec and 238 m sec for auditory stimulus respectively.
Reaction time when recorded in 3 groups of
Karatekas of varying trainings durations of below
1 year, 1 to 3 years and above 3 years show that it
is shorter in longer trained Karatekas inspite of their
higher mean ages. The mean age of the above
3 years training group was 29.8 years and mean
values of their visual and auditory reaction time was
192 m sec and 155 m sec respectively. These values
are significantly fester than the medicos who represent non Karatekas. The reaction time of the Karatekas of 1 to 3 years and above 3 years of training
durations may be favourably compared with athletes at National level.
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Further Nasorhythmic
of Human Defection
Ashi!

Study on the Control

Sinha

Department of Physiology, Surendra Nath college,
Calcutta - 700 009.

In continuation of my studies on yogic physiology, the paper reports a follow-up of the question.
naire study reported elsewhere (Proceed. Int. Cong
Physiol. Sci. 15 : 42, 1983). The nasal activity of
7 subjects was experimentally shifted between
nostrils by lateral or axillary pressure (Chronobiologia 6: 158,1979). A change either from left to
to right nostril or in the reverse direction usually
resulted in an Increase of the urge for defecation
- the latent period for the increase being less and
the degree of increase more during a change from
left to right nostril than during a change in the
reverse direction. This augmentation was, however
sometimes preceeded, and sometimes followed. by
a decrease of the urge the decrease being more
frequent (75% cases) durinq shift of activity to the
left nostril. According to my hypothesis that the
right and the left nasal activity respectively indicates
a cholinergic and an adrenergic dominance in the
system (Science and Culture 42(12); 602, 1976),
These facts suggest that (i) each of the cholinergic
and adrergic systems is physiologically capable of
playing a motor or an inhibitory role in the control
of human defecation - the precise response of a
system to a given stimulus being dependant largely
on the state of activity of its counterpart at the
moment; and, (ii) the cholinergic system plays a
dominant motor role in the joint control of hurnan
defecation by both systems.
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Physiological
Changes observed in Practitioners of Siddha Samadhi Yoga Meditation
B.R. Kanchan and T. Desiraju
Department of Neurophysiology National Institute
of Mental Health & Neuro Sciences, 8angalore
- 560029
Three beginners (males), age ranglne from 28
to 35 years, were investigated before initiation and
after one and two months of practice of Siddha
Samadhi Yoga Meditation (S. S. Y.). One senior
meditator (male, 27 vrs) having experience in the
meditation for three years was also investigated.
In this meditation technique, the practitioner
strives to acquire a state of mind of witnessing
ones own self. The practitioner may imeditate a
Mantra word as an aid in acquinns such a state.
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In beginners. two control sessions before initiation and two sessions-one of meditation
and another of non-meditation
- after one month of practice
were conducted.
and these were repeated after two
months of practice. Six sessions. three of meditation type and three of non-meditation
were conducted

on the senior

control

type.

meditator.

The subjects
were
seated in a sound-proof
airconditioned
cabin and observed through closedcircuit television. Their EEG. EOG. EMG. GSR. respiration. plethysmogram
andEEKG were recorded.
Power spectral analysis and quantification
of EEG
data were done on-line with a computer.
In two of the three beginners. there was a
significant decrease in the baseline heart rate levels
by 8·15 beatslmin after one and two months of
practice in comparison to the pre-initiation
levels.
The respiratory rate changes were not significant.
The changes in GSR levels varied across .subiects,
EEG power values did not change
over the period of two months.

significantly

decreased

in all the

the session.

three

subjects.

In the senior subject. there was a significant
increase in alpha EI:C Power in the frontals
and
delota EEG power in the occipitals regions.
The
autonomic changes were nOt significant.

occipitals

and an increase of
in all the subjects.

an increase in alpha
in thete-power
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in all bands, while
only

and T. Oesiraju

beta

Ten subjects (3 females & 7 males) aged 18-52
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and
All the practitioners
of Ujjayi
showed
an increase in frontal alpha-power,
while right occipital
alpha-power

After two months of practice.
GSR tended to
increase during meditation sessions in two of the
three subjects.
During meditaion,
the alpha EEG
power decreased significantly
in both the frontals
and occipitals in two of the three subjects.
Delta
EEG power

ject were seated 'in Sukhasana in an air-conditioned
sound-proof
cabin and their EEG. EOG. EKG. GSR.
respiroqrarn,
plethysmogram
and blood pressure
were monitored with an EEG polygraph.
On-line
computerized
analysis of EEG was used to obtained
EEG power spectral data. Each subject was studied
in three different sessions to obtain. baseline data
before initiation. later in two sessions (one each of
pranayama and non-pranayama)
after two months
of initiation and again in the same manner in another two session after four months of the initiation
and practice of the particular
pranayama. Considering the changes occurring during the pranavama
part of the session in comparison to the pre-pranayama eyes closed
part of the session and also
considering the effects of sitting
in sessions without doing pranayama. the following
effects
were
deduced as to be attributable to pranayama part of
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Somatosensory
and Auditory Middle
Evoked Potentia Is in a TM Meditator

Latency

S. Helekar,
Catherine Joseph, S. N. Nlltarajan
and T. Desiraju
Department of Neurophysiology, National Institute
of Mental Health & Neuro Sciences, Bangalore
560029
Four somatosensory and four auditory evoked
potential recordings were done on a senior TM
practitioner in three sessions ef meditation and
one session of simulating sitting without meditation. Single session recordings were also done on
six non-meditator control subjects. Each of the
recordings consisted of five minutes each of eyes
open (EO) and eyes closed (EC) conditions before
and after a twenty minutes meditation practice
period, or just sitting in the controls. The potentials were averaged on - line with a computer.
The results showed that the latencies of the
somatosensory PZ6. P40 and N34 components in
the pre-meditation EO, EC. conditions were nearly
similar whereas the latencies of the N60 during the
EC state were lower than those of EO state, in the
meditator. In the controls, the NGO latency of the
EC state was longer than the EO state. The postmeditation EO, EC latency values of PZ6, N34 and
P40components were equal to or higher than the
premeditation values. DUring tho first phase of
meditation, the latencies
of all components
were higher than those of the preceeding EC state.
The N60 and N34 being more prominent than the
P26.and P40. In the second phase of meditation, the
PZ6 P40 and N34 latency value were lower than
only the pre-meditation EC value, but equal to the
post-meditation EC value.
In the meditator, the middle latency auditory
evoked potential (AEP) component (N20, PZ6,and
N40,) latencies during the pre- and post- meditation EC conditions were higher than those of the
corresponding EO states. The EO post-meditation
values were also higher than the EO premeditation
values. Further, in the meditator the N20 latencies
of the EC states were longer

than those of the EO

states, whereas this was the reverse in the non-
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meditators. During the second phase of meditation,
the latency values of all three components were
higher than those of the first phase of meditation
and also of the pre- and post- EC states. The N40
component was the most conspicuous in this
respect. In the controls, the corresponding com
-parison values showed an opposite trend.
In conclusion, during the second phase of
meditation, the cortical components (N34 and P40)
of the somatosensory evoked potential tend to
decrease, whereas those of the AEP (N40) tend to
increase in their latencies.

86
Effects of Meditation
on Muscle
Revealed by Changes in Strenght
Curve During Shavasana.*
J.S. Vaidya,
Gogate.

Excitability
- Duration

R.R. Dhume. R.A. Dhume and M. G.

Department of Physiology, Goa Medical Col/age.
Bambolim - GOB.
There are a few reports to suggest that muscle
excitability is decreased during meditation.
It is
known that out of many postures, Shavasana is
to be the best to acquire optimal muscle relaxation.
It is therefore thought to compare the state of consciousness on meditation and level of muscle
excitability by determining strength-duration curve
before, during and after meditation in Shavasana
posture of trained persons in yogic practice.
Total

six subjects were studied.

Of these

4 subjects were medical students of 1st M.B., 6.5.
who were trained to meditate under Shavasana,
whereas two subjects were teachers who has been
practicing meditation for the last 10 years. The
study was conducted for a period of 25 days
with
one hour
session per day. In each
subject strength duration curve was determined
of left hand abductor digiti minimi before, during
and after meditation. The state of consciousness as
well as somatovisceral activities were simultaneously monitored by recording E. E. G., G. S. R.
and E.M.C. except during the period of stimulation due to technical difficulties.
From the results it is evident

that though
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muscle activity (revealed by E. M. G.) was
decreased in Shavasana,this posture did not contribute per se to decrease muscle excitability
and that the later was due to the altered state of
consciousness under meditation.
•• This project was conducted under Short Term
Research Studentship awarded to J. S. Vaidya by
lndtsn Council of Medical Research.
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Correlation
of Muscle Activity
(E.M.G.)
Muscle Excitability
And Autonomic Changes
(G.S.R.) Induced During Meditation
Under
Shavasana

R. R. Dhume, J. S. Vaidya, R. A. Dhume and

dental meditation (T.M.) for the last 10 years.
The results led us to conclude that though
changes of G.S.R., E.M.G., and muscle excitablity take place during meditation, there is no
temporal relationship between these parameters
and as such, one cannot take into account the
increaseof the skin resistance during meditation as
the plausable cause for the failure of the muscle
to respond to otherwise normally electrical effective
stimuli and that the decrease of excitability is the
direct effect of altered state of consciousness on
the muscle during meditation.
•• This project was conducted under Short Term
Research Studentship awarded to R.R Dhume
by Indian Council of Medical Research.

M. G. Gogate.
Department of Physiology, Goa Medical College,
8ambolim- Goa.
The reports published elsewhere as well as the
results of the work conducted in this laboratory
showed that muscle activity (E.M.G.) as well as
muscle excitability is decreased during meditation
as revealed by failure of the muscle to respond to
otherwise normally effective electrical stimuli applied on the muscle through the skin. It is also known
that during meditation there is increase in galvanic
skin resistance (G.S.R.) which is likely to decrease
the excitation current through the skin. This fact
casts doubt as to whether the failure to stimulate
the muscle during meditation is due to decrease of
stimulus intensity because of increased skin resistance during meditation.
The present work is therefore performed correlating the muscle activity (E.M.G.) with simultaneous recording of G.S.R. before, during and
after meditation. The state of meditation was monitored by recording E.E.G.from frontal and occipital
areas.All the parameterswere recorded on 4 channel
ink writing polygraph. Eleven subjects were studied
for a period of 25 days or so with one hour session
per day. Whereas nine subjects were medical students of 1st M.B.,B.S. trained to meditate durinq
Shavasana posture, one subject was a teacher who
has been practicing by Kundalini Yoga for 6-7 years
and another teacher has been practicing Transcen-
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Correletion
of Hypnotizability
with Performance in Examination and with Eye-Roll Score
B. M. Palan and S. Chandwani
Dept. of Physiology, Medical Col/ege, 8lfoda.
Gujaral State.
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Many studies have revealed that better concentration, improved grades in studies and

90

reduction of test anxiety could be achieved
through the use of hypnosis. To work on the same

Predic
Health
Ambaj

line we planned to study the effect of hypnotic
suggestions upon learning, memory and performance in examination in a group of 45 medical
students from a batch of 140 first
students.

M.B.;B.S.

In the first stage of this study we assessed the
hypnotizabillity (Harward Scale) and Eye-roll Score
(spiegel H, ) of all the 45 subjects, to make three
comparable groups of subjects for further study.
From this preliminary work, stastically significant correlation was found between, (i) Hypnotizability and performance in examination by the
subjects (p < 0.05) and (ii) Hypnotizability and
Eye-roll scores (p < 0.01).
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(T.M.) for the last 10 years.
us to conclude that though
R.• E.M.G.• and muscle excitabduring meditation. there is no
hip between these parameters
cannottake into account the
resistanceduring meditation as
sefor the failure of the muscle
rwisenormallyelectricaleffective
he decreaseof excitability is the
red state of consciousness on
meditation.
s conducted under Short Term
ntship awarded to RR Dhume
cil of Medical Research.

ypnotizability with Perforation and with Eye-Roll Score
. Chandwani
College. B"oda.

haverevealedthat better conved grades in studies and
anxiety could be achieved
hypnosis.To work on the same
to study the effect of hypnotic
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A Study of Correlation
of Physical Performance with PEF. Vital Capacity.
Minute
Volume, Maximum Voluntary Ventilation and
Respiratory Reserve in Medical Students.
P.Dev. V.K. Negi. H N Mehrotra. R.K. Gupta and
Vinay Agrawal
Departmpnt of Physiology. LLR M Medical College,
Meerut/
The study is being conducted on medical
students of either sexes between age group 18-21
years. Physical performance is evaluated by indirect vo 2 Max. determination using AstrandRhyming Nomogram after a sub - maximum 6
minutes exercise step test at the rate of 22 ascendsl
minutes (the step height is different for male and
female). The PEF is measured by Wright peak
flow mater. vital capacity. minute volume
and maximum voluntary ventilation by Wright
Respirometer. The difference between maximum
voluntary ventilation and minute volume help determining breathing reserve. An attempt to
correlate these respiratory parameters with physical performance is being made. The results will
be discussed.
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Prediction of some Ventilatory
Norms
Healthy Female Medical Students of
Ambajogai.

in

learning.memory and perfortion in a group of 45 medical
batch of 140 first

Department of Physiology. Swami Ramanand
Teerth Rural Medical College, Ambajogai.
(Maharashtra).

e of this study we assessedthe
arwardScale)and Eye-roll score
the 45 subjects. 10 make three
of subjectsfor further study.
Iminarywork. stastically signifis foundbetween. (i) Hypnotizaance in examination by the
5) and (ii) Hvpnotizabilitv and
< 0.Q1).

formulated to predict these important ventilatorv
norms from height and weight. The prediction
formulae are presented in this paper.
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Effect of Posture on
Tests in Pregnancy.

Pulmonary

Function

M. V. Sangvikar, A. H. Pande, S.O. Kaundinyaand

J. N. Oeshpande.

A. H. Pande, S. D. Kaundinya, M. V. Sangvikar
and J. N. Deshpande.

M.B.;B.S.

1984

The present project is carried out on 100
healthy female medical students of Swami
RamanandTeerth Rural Medical College Ambajogai
in the age of 17 to 22 years. Physical growth
parameters like height. weight and ventilatory
indices like Tidal volume, reserve volume, Expiratory reservevolume. Forced vital capacity, Forced
expiratory volume at the end of first second and
Peakexpiratory flow rate are measured. Multiple
and partial "Trivariate" regression equation were

Department of physiology, Swami Ramanand Treeth
Rural Medical College, Ambajogai Dist. Beed.
Effect of Posture on Pulmonary function tests
such as ERV. IC. VC. PEFR was studied in 105
pregnant women. out of which 30 were from first
trimester, 38 were from second trimester & 40 were
from third mester of pregnancy. Fifty healthy nonpregnant women served as controls. The tests were
carried out in sitting and supine position.
It was observed that the ERV was significantly
decreased in supine position in control subjects as
well as in all trimesters of pregnancy.
The IC was more in supine position in control
as well as pregnant group but the increase was
statistically significant only in third trimester
subjects.
The VC showed statistically significant reduction in supine position in control group and in
second trimester of pregnancy.
There was no effect of posture on PEFR in
control as well as pregnant women.
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Correlation of Peak Expiratory
Flow Rate
With Some Physical Parameters of Growth
In Paediatric Age Group.
S. D. Kaundinya. A. H. Pande, M. V. Sangvikar
& J.N. Deshpande.
Department of Physiology, Swami Ramanand
Teerth Rural Medical College, Ambajogai. Dist.
Beed. (Maharashtra)
Peak expiratory flow rate. weight and stemheight (sitting height or upper segment of body)
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are studied on seven hundred school going children in the age group of 5 to 12 years. All the
parameters increased statistically significantly per
year of age in both boys as well as girls. Highly
significant positive correlation was found to
exist between peak expiratory flow rate and weight
and stem height. In the present study multiple
and partial "Trivariate" regression equations are
formulated to predict peak expiratory flow rate
from these physical growth parameters.

J. Physiol Phamac

Factor I constituted a contellation of test variables :
PER. FM FM, F 25, 50 and 75% whereas Factor
IV was represented by test variables of FRC, ERV,
RV. and IRV. Multiple Regression Analysis to the
test data for variables appearing in Factor I resulted
in the following Normative Regression Equations
( NRE) :

+
+

Expiratory Flow Rate Index + 0.24 (PEFR)
0.12 (FMF) + 0.17 (F25) + 0.22 (Fso)
0.08 (F7S).
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Description
of Expiratory
-A Preliminary
Analysis

Flow

Rate

Factor

D. Brahmchari, S. Sahn;, Jagmohan, Vijay Kumar,
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Ventilatory
Coastal

'Norms'

Districts

in

Healthy

Males

of

of Orissa.

S. C. Jain and L. Rai Department of Physiology, Aparna Centre for
Scientific Research in Yoga, Mantalai (J&K), INDIA.
Pulmonary function test battery consisting of
18 tests viz. vital capacity (VC), forced expiratory
volume in 1 second (FEV1). percent forced expiratory volume
(FEVl %), peak expiratory flow
rate (PFR). forced mid-expiratory flow {FM F). flow
rates at 25. 50 and 75% of exhaled VC. flow volume
units (FVU). flow volume index (FVI). forced vital
capacity (FVC). mean transit time ( MTT), maximum voluntary ventilation (MVV). total lung capacity (TLC). and its subsidiaries of residual volume
(RV). expiratory reserve volume (ERV). inspiratory
reserve volume (lRV) and functional residual capacity (FRC) was studied in 55 healthy adult men
between 20 to 30 years of age. The pulmonary test
data alongwith the data of uncontrolled variables of
age, height. body weight and room temperature was
inter correlated and submitted to factor analysis
(Principal components method) with the purpose of
finding the existance of atleast two hypothesized
factors. one represented by tests that presumably
measure the index of explraterv flow and the other
reflected in tests related to lung ventilatory capacity.
Factor analytic procedure yielded seven orthogonal
factors out of which two factors namely Factor I
and Factor IV were readily interpretable as determinants of flow rates and lung volumes respectively.

Anupama Panda and R, Pattnaik.
N. K. C, G, Medical College, Bcrhampur, Oris».
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Physiological data on some ventilatory'norms'
were obtained on a random sample consisting of
500 normal healthy male subjects with the age
ranging from 20 to 60 years, All these subjects were
clinically examined and found normal, free from any
chest infections, The tests were conducted in the
morning hours between 10-00 A.M. to 1-00 P.M.
in the laboratory. The pulmonary functions such as
Vital Capacity (VC), Forced Expiratory Volumes in
one second (FEV1) Maximum breathing capacity
(MBC), Peak expiratory flow rates (PEFR) were
measured. A low resistance spirometer was used for
VC, FEVl and MBC and Wright's Peak Flow r)ie.ter
was used for measurement of PEFR. The best of
three readings was considered.

S.V. Datar.
V.A. Katti.

The volunteers were grouped into 4 sub-groups
such as into:

Department
College, Mir,

Group- I : : 20-30 years of age, Group-II :: 31-40
years, Group-IJI :: 41-50 years & Group-IV:;
51-60 years.

200 young

The mean values and standard deviations of the
physical measurements and pulmonary functions
were found out and overall significance of each
regression equation was tested by the analysis of
variance technique.
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Effect of Age. Physical Training,
Posture.
Sex and Smoking on Peak Flow Rate. "

"Cardio-respiratory
function
smokers & smokers".

K. D. Pandya ; A. G. Dadlani and S. Chandwani

Pratibha Gupta, V. Dhir, S. Singh and
K. N. Sharma

Dept. of Physiology.
Gujarat State.

Medical

Col/ege,

Baroda,

in healtly

Non-

Department of Physiology. University Col/ege of
Medical Sciences, Ring Road. New Delhi-29

The study embodies 1520 normal subjects
inclusive of 274 females whose Peak Flow Rate
was measured in standing and sitting postures by
Wright's Peak Flow Motor. of 1246 males 572 were
non-smokers. 443 smokers, and 231 atheletes.
The purpose of the study was to study the effect
of age, physical training, posture sex and smoking
of PFR and also to establish normative data.
PFR in males. as well as in females, in sitting
and standing posture was seen to increase upto
25·30 years of age and there after it showed a
decrease as the age advances. This correlation
of PER with age was not observed in atheletes and
in smokers.
PFR is more in standing than in sitting position. This was observed in normal
males,
females as well as in atheletes but in normal males
after 30 years of age and in smokers PFR was seen
to be more in sitting than in standing position.
in both the postures, we have observed less
PERin atheletes, females and smokers than nonatheletes, females and non - smokers respectively.

Sixty Seven healthy non-smokers and smokers
of 18-50 yrs. old subject were included in the
present study. They comprised of Bank employees.
school teacher, medical college and other college
students and domestic servants.
They were
divided into three groups: Gr. I subjects (male
non smokers, av. age 37.2 yrs.), Gr. 11(female
non smokers. av. age 42.6 yrs.) and Gr. III (male
smokers. av. age 42.3 vrs.).
Various lung function tests (FVC, PEFR, FEV"
FEV,%, MVV & MD)
alongwith
the cardiac
efficiency tests were carried out by using Morgan's
Pulmotest alongwith
data Dec. and modified
master stool test (MST) (18" high· with two steps)
respectively. The height, weight, body surface
area. calorie intake per day and smoking history of
the Individuals were worked out.
Majority of lung function tests{PEFR, EEV,
PEV1%. MVV andMTT)
were higher in Gr. I
subjects as compared to Gr. III subjects and were
highly signficant
(P<O.OOl) for
FEV,. MW
and MH.
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Peak Expiratory

Flow Rate in Young

Adults

S.V. Datar. V.V.Kanhere. P. Pradhan. and
V.A. Katti.
Department of Physiology, Government Medical
Col/ege, Miraj.
"Peak expiratory flow rate was measured in
200 young
adult Male and Female, medical
students in the age group of 17 to 19 years with
Mini-wright peak Flow Metar. Vital capacity and
breath holding time was also determined in
these subjects. Mean values, standard and corelation of peak expiratory flow rate with vital capacity
and breath holding time are found out. Presentvalues are also compared with some western
~nd Indian data."

The values of FVC. Hb and calorie
higher in Gr. III subjects.

intake were

On comparision between Gr. , and Gr. /11
subjects through the values of physical parameters,
lung function tests, Hb and calorie intake were
higher in Gr.1subjects. MST scoring showed high
value in Gr. JI Subject.
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tive Pulmonary

Rosette'
Disease

V. Beghunandanan.
Department
Rohtak.

In Chronic

Obstruc-

K.K.Mahajan and B. K. Maini

of Physiology & Medical

Col/ege,
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In 34 patients of Chronic Obstructive pulmonary diseases and 20 normal controls, immunnlogical status was assessed by a study of TLymphocyte
count - percentage and
absolute
number of T-Lymphocytes per cubic mm of blood.
Present series show 33.47±7.05
(early Rosette)
and 44.37±6.40 (fate Rosette) in normal subjects.
In bronchial asthma chronic bronchitis with emphysema ·E' Rosette (late) were 44.78±6.06 and
44.09±6.37 respectively. No significant difference
from control studies suggest;; that only 'T'
Lymphocyte studies can not be used to clearly
establish the etiopathogenesis of these states.
Details will be discussed.
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M.M.E.F.R.
smokers.

& F.E.E.F.R. in Smokers

A. K. Sadhoo,
L. Kalsotra.

and Non-

C. L. Dhar, S. Tandon and

Dep;utment of Physiology, Govt. Medical
ColltJge, Jammu.
Forced End Expiratory Flow Rate ( F. E. F.
76-85% F. E. E. E. F. R.) has lately been used as an
important test for detecting early lung disease. The
present study was undertaken to comparatively
evaluate the importance of F.E.E.F.R. & M.M.E.F.R.
( F.E.F. 25-75% mid-maximum expiratory flow rate)
in detecting early lung changes in smokers.
The study was done on 60 healthy subjects, 30
of vhorn where non-smokers and served as control
whereas the rest were smokers who were graded
into 3 groups of light ( <5 pack years) moderate
(5-10 pack years) and heavy (> 10 pack years)
smokers. (1 pack year =20 cigarettes 1 day for one
year) The average age, height, weight and body
surface area of control subjects were 30. years,
169.6 cm, 57.9 Kgs and 1.65 sq.m and of 9smokers
30.8 vrs, 165.5 cm, 55.3 Kgs and 1.62 sq. m.
respectively.
The F.E.E.F.R. & M.M.E.F.R. were determined
with a spirometer ( Expirograph- Toshniwal & Co. )
and the values converted and expressed at Body
temperature, pressure, saturated with water vapour

( B.T.P.S.). The mean values of M.M.E.F.R. & F.E.
E.F.R. in control gronp were 3.89±0.6 1/sec and
1.28± 0.31 1/sec. respectively whereas in smokers
the values were 3.46± 0.61 1/sec. and 0.94± 0.26
1/sec, respectively. It was observed that among
smokers changes in F.E.E.F.R. occured earlier than
in M.M.E.F.R. & F.E.E.F.R. is therefore a better test
for evaluating early lung changes in smokers.
100
A Short
Latency Response
C02 in Anaesthetised
Cats
H. N. Mallick,
Chhina

to Inhalation

of

K. Khetarpal, P. S. Rao and G. S.

Depaltment of Physiology, A. I. I. M. S., New Delhi
110029.
The aim of the study was to determine the site
of origin of the short latency response to inhalation
of C02. Ventilatory response to a single inhalation
of C02 (10-18% in 28% oxygen) was studied in 11
iats under nembutal anaesthesia. Breathing was
recorded using a pneumotach attached to the trareeostomy cannula. The output of the transducer
was fed to the biowrite.
A single inhalation of C02 provoked an lnstantaneous increase in expiratory fiow rate, the latency of
the response was1 .16 ± 0.2 sec to 2.8 ± 1.4 sec.
in 10 cats, in one cat the latency was 4,19 ± 0.26
sec. Cutting of the aortic nerve in 5 cats did not
change the latency of this response, it was found to
be 1.63 ± 0.67 to 2.23 ± 0.88 sec. in 4 out of 5
cats. Hence aortic body does not contribute to this
response.
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As carotid chemoreceptors respond with a
latency of 3-4 sec. and the central chemoreceptors
with a latency of 7·8 sec., the response described above originates from a site in the thorax itself.
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A Study of Forced
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Expiratory
Spirogram
Spinning Shops

in

S. Singh, H. L. Gupta, U. C. Rai
Depertment of Physiology Lady Haldinge Medical
College & Smt. S.K. Hospital & Kalawati S;uan
Hospital New Delhi.
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Forced expiratory spirograms (FES) & peak
expiratory Flow (PEF) were measured in the male
workers (age 10 to 30 years) of the cotton spinning shops of Paharganj, New Delhi. The workers
were screened clinically by a physician of our
Hospital to rule Out any underlying acute or chronic respiratory disease. Forced vital capacity
(FVC), Forced Expiratory vol. in 1 sec (FEV1 ),
FEV1 expressed as a parcentage of PVC (FEV1 /
FEV%), Peak expiratory flow (PEF), Forced expiratory flow between 80 & 70% (FEF 80-70%),
between 55 and 45% (FEF 55-45), between 30
and 20% GFEF30-20) and between 15 and 5%
(PEF 15-5) of Force vital capacity were determined from the forced expiratory spirograms. The
sub-scripts in the abbreviations for the Forced
Expiratory flows refer to the percentage of the PVC
remaining in the lungs. Changes in Forced expiratory flow were found in most of the workers of
cotton spinning shops and these changes might
serve as a useful tool in detecting early air-way
changes. The results will be presented & discussed in the light of available literature.
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Streptomycin
Induced
An Electrophysiologiesl
B. N. Koley, Anjan

Respiratory
Study.

Sarkar

Changes:

and Juthika Koley.

Electrophysiology Unit, Dept. of Physiology,
University Col/ege of Science, Calcutta-700 009.
Molitor and Graessle (between 1946 and 1950)
were first to demonstrate about the acute intoxication
caused by antibiotics. Acute intoxication by streptomlcln, along with respira~y arrest. at a high dose,
were described by Vital Braozil Corrad and others
(1957). It was already reported by the present authors that antibiotics like streptomycin (Lv.) caused
respiratory depression. Such effects were also
observed during single unit activity recording of the
intercostai nerves at thoracic level. But streptomycin
did not alter any change in receptor's activity of the
pulmonary stretch receptors. In the present series of
experiments it has been showed that the single unit
activities of the Central and peripheral cut end of
the phrenic nerves at cervical level were depressed
with 40 mg/kg. streptomycin. In decerebrate the

same respiratory depression along with decreased
unit activities of the spinal intercostal and phrenic
nerves were also observed with the same dose.
Depression of monosynaptic reflex activities, recorded from spinal cord at C3-C5, were also observed
after application of streptomycin at a dose of
40 mg.1 kg. body weight.
The results indicate that streptomycin induced
respiratory failure is due to its action on the spinal
motorneurones as well as on the muscle receptors
of the diaphragm and intercostal muscle.
103
The Effect

of Nicotine

on Respiration

in Cat

Juthika Koley, Tapan Kumar Ghosh and
B. N. Koley
Electrophysiology Unit,
Department of physiology, Calcutta University,
University College of Science,
Calcutta - 700 009.
Nicotine produces a brief apnoea followed by
hyperventilation in cat (Armltage and Hall, 1969;
Koley et al, 1983). The mechanism involved in
such respiratory changes seems to be very complex
and many factors are involved. Nicotine may also
produce
bronchoconstriction
by
stimulating
ganglion in the vagal fibres (Grollman, 1960).
Since the mechanism of the nicotine induced
respiratory changes is complex, the present study
aims at elucidating tbe actual cause of such
changes in detail.
Experiments were performed on 35 adult cats
anaesthetised
with
sodium
pentObarbitone
(35 mg/kg i. p.), Blood pressure, respiration and
nictitating membrane contraction were recorded
through transducers on Beckman RM Dynograph.
Nicotine (20-60 ug/kg i. v. ) produced brief
apnoea followed by hyperventilation. The apnoea
remained unaltered by physostigmine, atropine,
phentolamine, propranolol or haloperidol. Whereas
guanethidine sulphate antagonised completely the
srpiratory changes, hexamethonium antagonised
only the apnoea. Sectioning of vagus nerve below
the nodose ganglion and also desensitization of the
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nodose ganglion by local application of xyloeaine
antagonised the respiratory changes. The present
study failed to detect any correlation between
pulmonary capillary pressure changes and respiratory changes since the latter remained unaltered
by phentolamine though the former were antagonised.
The results indicate that the peripheral vagal endings carry afferent sensation to the nodose
ganglion which acts as relay centre in producing
reflex espiratory changes. The blockade of the
nicotine response by guanethidine is probably due
to its having a ganglion
blocking
property
(Krantz and cerr, 1965).
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Effect of Fibre on Digestion-Absorption
Everted Sac of Small Intestine.
S. C. Mahapatra,

R. L. Bijlani. U~a

in

Nayar

Depsrtment of Physiology. All-India Institute
Medicsl Sciences. New Delhi-110029
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Evidence Against the Temperature Dependent
Interconversion
of Histamine
Hl -and H2
Receptors in the Ginea-pig Ileum.
J.D.Raval.

G.F. Shah. T.P. Gandhi and M.R. Patel

Department of Pharmacology. R. & D. Cadila
Laboratories. Gbodessr, Maninagsr, Ahmedabad
The phenomenon
of interconversion
of
receptors is well known and was described by
some authors for adrenergic receptors.
Recently
such changes have also been reported between Hl
and Hz receptors in guinea-pig ileum. With a view
to throw new light. we re-investigated the influence of temperature on the sensitivity of histamine
agonists and antagonists in the isolated guinea
-pig ileum. Histamine and 2-pyridyl ethyl amine
dihydrochloride
(PED)
[Ht aqoinst ) produced
dose-dependent contractions of guinea-pig ileum
at 37, 20 and 100 C.

Experiments were performed on 50 adult and
31 weanling hamsters 10 study the digestive-absorptive-absorptive function in evented sacs. The weaniing animals were put on fibre-free (n=15). cellulose containing (n=18)
and isabgoi containing
(n=18) diets for a peried of 2 wks or more before
being sacrificed. Everted intestinal sacs were prepared from proximal. middle and distal parts of small
intestine and the digestion-absorption of sucrose
was studied in presence or absence of cellulosel
isabgol in the mucosal solution.

Oimaprit and 4-methy histamine. specific H2
receptor agonists. did not produce any effect at
37, 20 or 100 C. Suprisingly histamine and PED
responses were potentiated and reduced at 20
and 100 C, respectively. Cimetidine up to 30
mcg/ml did not change the dose-response curve to
histamine and PEO at 37,20 and 100 C.

In both adult and weanling animals. cellulose
as well as isabgol decreased the transfer of monosaccharides, derived from sucrose. from the mucosal
to the serosal side of intestinal Sacs of segments
prepared from proximal and distal regions of the
small intestine. The decrease ranged from-22.3% to
-61.0% (P<0.05).
In experiments on weanling
animals. better absorptive capacity was seen in the
everted sacs obtained from proximal than the distal
small intestine of hamsters on fibre-free diet. whereas in the fibre-fed (both cellulose or isabgol
centainlng) animals. distal segments showed bettar
absoration. The results are compatible with the in
vivo effects of fibre and provide some insight into
the mechanism by which fibre acts.
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Our results allow us to conclude that no temperature- dependent interconversion of histamine
Hr and Hz receptor occurs in the guinea-pig ileum.
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Many abnormalities in calcium metaboiism have
been recognised in the spontaneously hypertensive
(SHR) rat. Howeverthere is no uniformity of opinion
regarding the active intestinal transport of calcium
in these animal. Toraason reported an increase in the
active transport (Am. Physiol. 241 :G,344-G347
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1981) while Schedl et al. found a significant decreasein the calcium transport in vive and in vitro
(Clln. Res.32:502A, 1984). The present investigation was undertaken to reevaluate the active transport
of calcium in SHR rats by the everted gut sac technique. Eleven-week old male SHR rats and their normotensivecontrol Wky rats were housed in individual cages and were given regular pellet diet
(Purina Lab Chow) and tap water for one week.
The blood pressure was measured by using the tail
cuff sphygmomanometer
(Natume
Apparatus,
Tokyo, Japan). Active transport was monitored in
the everted duq.denal sacs from the control and test
groups by deter~nination of serosal/mucosal (S/M)
ratio of 45Ca. Plasma calcium was determined by
atomic absorption spectrophotometry. The results
obtained indicate a significant fall in the active
transport of calcium in the SH R rats when compared
Wky with rats. These observations render support
to the findings of Schedi at al.

Blood pressure, mm Hg
Active transpert, S/M
Plasma Ca, mgldl
\f¥ P L 0.001 & ** P <

Wky
SHR
129 ± 4
184 + 8***
4.1 ± 0.59 1.7 ± 0.18**
10.10 ± 0.26 9.6 + 0.22
0.01 when compa;;d to

Wky group. * Present address. Oept. of Physiology.
CMC, Vellore.
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solate tablets for 15 days, of group 11 were given
Fersolate tablets and Vitamic C for 15 days, of
group III were given Fersolate tablets and Dilute
HCI for 15 days. The Hb. content was again deter mined, A mean rise of 2.4G%, 2.5G%, and
2.1 G% was found in Group /,11 and III respectively.
108
Effect of Biogenic - Stimubtor
Serum Protein"
Cholesterol

on
Levels in Goats

D.C. Shukla and B.B. Mahapatro
Division of Physiology and Climatology, Indian
Veterinary Research Institute, Izatnagar, Uttar
Pradesh
Biogenic stimulators are known to promote grelwth
and body metabolism.
An attempt was made to
assess their effect on serum proteins & cholesterol
levels in Barbari and Black Bengal male kids main
·tained at two nutritional levels. Biostimulator
prepared in power form using buffalo spleen & liver
was fed at the rate of 5g per head, fortnightly.
Total serum protein concentration

was in the

range [of 6.00 to 7.B5(j/1 aGml w(th
6.94 ± 0.01.

protein

Biostimulator

did

an average of
not raise the

levels, Howeva these kidi

ma;nta;ntd

S. P. Saxena and R. Goswami

a very constant
levels of serum proteins
co~pa.red to control kids where it fluctuated
periodically.
The range of serum cholesterol in
these kids was 159.33 to 181. 75mg/1 OOml with
an average of 164.58±2.61 mg/1 OOml. Cholesterollevels did not vary significantly amongst the
different experimental groups.

Department of Physiology, Gandhi Medical College,
Bhopal.
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Effect of Combining
Fersolate with Vitamin
C and HCI on Haemoglobin
Synthesis
in
Anaemic Subjects

Iron deficiency Anaemia is commonly treated
by Fersolated tablets which contain salts of Iron,
Copper, and Manganese. Beneficial effect of
Vitamin C and HCI has been reported on the
absorption of Iron. This study was done in 30
subjects having Iron deficiency Anaemia.
They
were divided into 3 groups 1.11. and /11 of 10 each.
In group I the Hb. content was 10.2±0.75G%, in
gr~up 11 9.9 +0. 72G%, and in group III 10.6±0. 4
G ra. The subjects of group I were given only Fer-

A Comparative Study of the Effect of Acute
E!hanol Administration
and Aspirin on
Platelet Functions.
l. C. Gupta. S. Sudhir, J. Singh & K. N. Garg
Department of Pharmecology & Blood Bank
Medical Col/age, Rohtsk, (Haryana)
. Alter~d platelet function has been associated
With. cardiovascutar diseases of different types including arrvthrnias, congestive heart faiiure and
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thromboembolic disorders. The ingestion of alcohol
has been clinically associated with exacerbation of
CHF, production of arrvthrnia, worsening of coronary
artery disease etc. On the other hand there is considerable evidence that alcohol protects against
atherogenesis in humans. It was in 1968 that an
association between alcohol
intoxication
and
thrombocytopenia was reported first. Inhibition of
platelet aggregation as well as increased formation
of microaggrogates by ethanol has been reported by
different workers ftom time to time. The non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs are also known to impair
platelet functions by inhibit!ng the synthesis of
thromboxanes.

Meter surface area, 2.538 L/Meter height and 7.7%
of the body weight.
b) In 106 estimations in 53
females the mean blood volume was 66ml.lkg.
weight, 2.153 L/Sq. Meter surface area, 1.960
UMeter height and 6.9% of the body weight.

In view of these observation, the platelet functions, i.e. platelet aggregation time and adhesive
index have been studied after administration of a
single does of ethanoi and aspirin alone as well as
both in combinalion in rabbits divided into four
groups. Ethanol potentiated the effect of aspirin
on platelets, thereby suggesting common site of
action for both are agents.

R. E. Mendanha,

110
Prediction

of Blood Volume

A. Bhattacharya
Christian Medical Col/ege, Ludhiana, Punjab
Currently blood volume is most accurately
determined and predicted by estirnatinq the plasma
& red cell volumes using separate radioactive
markers.
However in the clinical situation where the
blood volume of an individual has to be quickly
determined in a small hospital. the less sophisticated approach at esttmatinq the plasma volume
from dye-dilution & venous haematocrit (suitably
corrected for the whole body & plasma trapping)
and compilation of the blood volume from this is
quite useful and as such predicted normals should
also be used which are compiled from these
'indirect' methods.

It is useful to remember that a 16 to 20%
variation from the mean falls within the limits of
normality.

111
A New Technique
Blood Basophil

For the

of

the

and S. Waiter.

Department of Physiology, Christian Medical
College, Vellore-632 002, Tamil Nadu.
A new technique has been developed for the
study and enumeration of the blood basophil. It is a
simple method utilising easily avaifable apparatus
and chemicals, and is of special use in field studies
where a large number of samples may have to be
collected over a short period of time and studied
later. 5 H1 of capillary blood is collected from a
finger prick and smeared on a glass slide over a
circular area (1.5 cm in diametet). The air dried
smear is fixed and red cells lysed in a mixture of
methyl alcohol. glacial acetic acid and chloroform.
The basophils are then stained metachro matically
with toluidine blue and the slide dehydrated,
cleared and coverslipped. In a well stained preparation, the bascphifs appear distinct with reddish
purple metachromatic granules in the cytoplasm,
whereas all other white cells appear pale blue. At a
magnification of X 400, an absolute . count may be
- done with ease by counting all the basophifs in the
smear and dividing by 5. Morphological study and
categorization of these cells can be done at a magnification of X 1000, under oil.
112
Effect of age on Diurnary

In the present series blood volume in healthy
young adults was determined by the latter method:a) In 136 estimations in 69 males the mean
blood volume was 74 ml, I kg weight 2.607 USq.

Study

Excretion

S. V. Joshi and J.D.Pathak
Medical Research Centre, Bombay Hospital,
Bombay 400020.
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t. b) In 106 estimations in 53
blood volume was 66ml.lkg.
q. Meter surface area, 1.960
6.9% of the body weight.
remember that a 16 to 20%
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Volume of urine eliminated in 4 hourly periods
in healthy subjects - 15 young (av. age 26.5 ± 5.4
yrs.) and 40 eiderly (av. age 71.3 ± 54 vrs.),
showed that though the total volumes passed in
24 hrs. by these two groups were similar (young
1760 rnl., elderly 1625 ml), their rhythm of elimination differed.
The young passed more amounts in day and
the elderly in night. This night elimination is
exaggerated in 5 elderly hypertensives studied.
Arteriosclerotic effects on the renal functions
as also the habit of fluid in takes by day or night
appear important factors for such a change.
113
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5. Krishna,

M. J. Allapat, P. S. Kamath and

P. S. Shettv,
Department of Physiology. St. John's Medical
College, Bangalore - 560 034.
Anorexia which is a feature of hepatocellular
damage is often considered to be specific, with
selective aversion to fatty food. This study examined
the changes in energy intake seen in 3 groups of 6
rats each before and after hepatocellular damage on
standard diets and on diets enriched, with fat (10%)
or sucrose (10%). Histomorphological correlations
of the functional changes in energy intake were
made in a further group of 72 rats; 24 each on
standard rat diet, fat enriched and sucrose enriched
diets. All 3 groups of rats showed a significant
reduction in energy intake after carbon-tetra chloride (CCL4) the greatest reduction in cummulative
energy defecit being seen in the suc rose enriched
diet since sucrose enrichment increased the basal
intake prior to CCL4. The energy defecit with fat
enriched and standard diets were similar. Histomorphological examination showed no differences in
the pattern and recovery of liver damage between
fat enriched and standard diets while rats on
sucrose enriched diets seem to suffer least hepatic
damage with early recovery. It may be concluded
that fat enriched diets do not predispose to a greater
hepatocellular damage although a carbohydrate
(sucrose) enriched diet seems to be protective.

Conference 1984
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Effect of
Creatinine

Copper Salts on Blood Urea and
Levels in Albino Rabbits.

D.K. Agrawal.
A. Kumar.

Uma Srivastava, Om Chandra and

Department of Physiology, J.N. Medical
A.M.V. Aligah -(V.P.)

College,

Copper is a trace element which forms an
important constituent of a number of body proteins
including haemocuprein, Erythrocuprein, Hepatocuprein, and Nitochond iocuprein.
Copper also
acts as a eo..factor in several enzymes like cerulospasmin and cytochrome -C oxidase, thus plays an
important role in oxidation reduction system in
the body.
In the present study the effect of copper has
been seen on two important parameters related to
renal functions i.e. Blood urea and S. cretainine
levels. To see the effect of different
anion
combinati two different salts of copper (CU(N03)2
& CUS04) were studied in equivalent elemental
concentrations. Results of study showed marked
impairment of renal function by CU(N03h in
comparison with CUS04.
116
Effect of Copper Salts on Blood
in Alhino Rabbits.
D. K. Agrawal, Uma Srivastava.
and A. Kumar.

Picture

Om Chandra

Department of Physiology. J. N. Medical College,
A. M. V. Aligarh (V. P')
Copper is used for the treatment of anaemia as
a trace element. The higher concentrations of
copper in blood causes loss of weight, Jaundice
and anaemia. Biochemical parameters of copper
toxicity include increase in the serum aspirate
aminotransferase
and Ominithine
carbamyl
transferase activity. The levels of copper required to
produce toxicity on certain biochemical parameters
related to specific system is not known .
In the present study two anion combinations of
different salts of copper were given in equivalent
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elemental concentrations 8 mg.lkg body weight
I. P. for 7 consecutive days). The blood picture
was studied daily for 7 days and after last injection.
Resultswill be discussed.

116
Frontal Cortex and Schedule
Behavior in rats.

Controlled

V. Nalwa and P. S. Rao
Depatment of Phychology, Delhi University
Delhi.
The rat frontal cortex has two subdivisions
which are distinct from each other morphologically
and functionally. The medial frontal region corresponds with the dorsolateral region of the monkey
and the rhinal sulcal region with the orbitolrontal
portion. They receive projections, as in the monkey,
from different parts of the mediodorsal thalamus.
Removalof the medical frontal region in the rat or its
homologue in the monkey produces deficits on
spatial delayed response and other similar tasks.
Eversince Jacobsen (1935) described the deficit in
the monkey as one of short term memory, the latter
has beenthe standard framework for the description
of performance disruption on any task. In a number
of studies timing behavior was observed to be unaffected after medial frontal lesions. For a number
of reasons such a result is surprising. The present
study was undertaken to find out whether timing
behavior on an operant schedule would be disrupted
when reward is uncertain. It was found that timing
behavior was indeed disrupted under these conditions. Implications 01 the finding for medical frontal
cortical function in the rat will be discussed.

Adult male albino rats housed individually were
subjected to 'single bottle tests' for assessing taste
behaviour. The rats were given ad lib food and
water and were exposed to test solutions for one
hour in the morning. During the test period, the
food and water were not available to the rats. The
23-hour food and water intakes and t-hour test
SOlution intake were measured daily. The test
solutions used were 3% sucrose, 0.2% saccharin,
13% glucose, 0.9% sodium chloride, 0.16% citric
acid, 0.001% quinine sulphate and tap water.
After an initial control study, the rats were randomly grouped into two. One group underwent
selective gastric vagotomy (Vgx) and the other
sham vagotomy (SVgx). The study was repeated
in these animals. The SVgx rats did not differ in
any of the intakes from the prs-operative control
values. The 23-hours food and water intakes of
Vgx rats rernainedat a lower level than those of
SVgx rats. The Vgx rats showed a significant reduc
-tion in the intakes of sucrose, saccharin, glucose
and sodium chloride, and an insignificant reduction in that of quinine sulphate. The intakes of
citric acid and water were not affected.
The
results indicate a change in oral behavioural charac
-teristic of rats following gastric vagotomy. Sweet
and salt solutions which are normally preferred by
rats, are less preferred after gastric vagotomy. The
reduced consumption of these solutions cannot
be attributed to the attenuation of drinking response of Vgx rats asthere is no change in 1-hour
water intake. Thus the reduction in the preference
of palatable substances may be the causative factor
in producing an earlier satiation in vagotomized
rats.
118
Seizure Modulation by Electromagnetic Fields
Using A Direct Extraneous Source and Looped
Back EEG Frequencies

117
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V. Radhakrishnan
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Department of Physiology,
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Department of Physiology, M. S. Ramaiah Medical
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Electromagnetic fields have been widely

explored.

Adey has reported good evidence that
impressed gradients that mimic. the the
EEG
frequencies are capable of modifying or entraining
the EEG at the rate of low
frequency field
component.
Several workers have studied this phenomenon
on the seizure activities using extremely low
Electromagnetic fields.
In this study we have attempted to study the
phenomenon of modulation of seizure activity
using Electromagnetic fields produced by two
techniques - a direct extraneous source, and the
looped back EEG pulses.
Twenty Wistar Albino rats were the SUbjectsfor
each of the Electromagnetic exposure models.
Seizures were eiectrically induced. A Custom built
instrument was used to generate the extremely low
frequency electromagnetic radiation modulated by a
very high frequency carrier wave; for looping back
the EEG patterns in the form of Electromagnetic
pulses, the made - to - order Digitek system Electromagnetic chamber was used.
Period of exposure to the Electromagnetic
fields was half an hour before the convulsion.
Electroconvulsive thresholds
after a full half an hour exposure.

were
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B. N. Mallick, G. S. Chhina. B. Singh and
V. Mohan Kumar
Department of Physiology. All-India Institute of
Medical Sciences, New Delhi-110029.

and Sushil ~au Sharma.
ysi%gy,

M. S. RBmaiahMedical
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t dacadestudies concerning the
System interaction with the

simultaneously on cortical EEG and POA unit activity in encephale isoie cats. Stimulation with low
frequency (6HZ) induced stimulus bound EEGsynchonization while high frequency (100 HZ) stimulation of the same region usually induced EEG
desynchronization. low frequency (IF) stlmutation
could affect 32.6% of the studied neurons ( 22.5%
excited and 10.0% inhibited). Similarly, high frequency (H F) stimulation could affect 81.0% of the
neurons ( 19.0% excited and 62.0% inhibited). A
majority of the neurons which were inhibited by HF
stimulation remained unaffected on IF stimulation.
All the neurons which were inhibited on IF stimulation, were inhibited on HF stimulation also. Predominant excitatory influence on POA neurons on
IF stimulation and inhibitory influence on HF stimu
-Iation could be contributing towards the induced
changes in EEG elicited by CBS stimulation.

120
Involvement
of Alpha-Adrenergic
Mechanism
of Medial Preoptic Area (mPOA) for maintenance of Wakefulness
S. Datta, G.S. Chhina, N. Gandhi, B. Singh and
V. Mohan Kumar
Department of PhYSIOlogy, All-Indle
Medical Sciences. New Delhi-110029.

Institute of

assessed

Influence of Caudal Brain Stem Reticular
Formation on Preoptic area Neurons
ion by Electromagnetic Fields
xtraneous Source and Looped
ncies

1984

The functional interaction between caudal brain
stem (CBS) reticular formation and preoptic area
(POA) may be contributing towards EEG synchronization and,sleep. The ascending influence of CBS
on POA neurons which has not yet been reported,
is undertaken in this study. Effects of stimulation of
EEGsynchronizing structures of CBS were observed

Involvement of noradrenergic (NA) receptors
of the medial preoptic area (mPOA) in rat has not
yet been shown to be related to the sleep-wakefulness cycle. The present study was aimed at deter
mining ther ole of NA in POA in sleep-wakefulness
cycle of rat and also determining the specificityof
receptor for the NA mediated arousal mechanism.
In conscious free moving rats bifrontal EEG, dorsal
neck muscle EMG and EDG were recorded through
chronically implanteo electrodes for determining
in periods of sieep-awakefulness.
Bilateral cannulae were implanted in mPOA for microinjection
of NA, phenoxybenzamine (PEZ), and propranotol.
The injection of NA, into the mPOA in sleeping
rats caused injection bound arousal whereas the
alpha-blocker phenoxybenzamlne given in awake
rats induced sleep. The Beta-blocker propranolol
did not produce any change in sleep-awake periods.
Thus alpha - adrenerqic mechanism at mPOA is
tonically active during normal awake state.
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Neurophysiology of FR-30 Operant
Conditioning with Food Reinforcement
S.R. Pandhari and T. Desiraju
Department of Neurophysiology, National
Institute of Mental Health & Neuro Sciences,
Bangalore-560029
EEGpower spectral patterns of olfactory bulb,
lateral hippocampus (LH)
and non-hedonistic
region near substantia nigra (NHSN)
of Wistar
rats (males) have been studied during the emission
of the designated response of pedal pressing (pP)
in the fixed ratio-30 operant conditioning paradigm
(DC). Effects of lesions placed in the NHSN have
also been studied
Significant changes in the EEG power values
were observed during pp in the delta and beta
power values of olfactory bulb, in the delta and
theta (fast and slow) power values of LH, and in
the delta and beta band values of NHSN.
During the consumption of the earned food
reward, significant changes occurred in the delta,
theta, alpha and beta power values of olfactory
bulb; in the slow theta and beta band power values
of LH; and in theta, alpha and beta power values
of the NHSNAfter lesioning of the NHSN, the above EEG
patterns associated with the operant pp changed in
the olfactory bulb in its theta and beta bands, and
in the LH in its theta· (fast and slow) and beta
power values.
After the lesion, the patterns of the EEG
power values associated with the reward consumption also changed in the delta and fast theta
of LH.
In another set of experiments, the rats
previously trained in the Old's self-stimulation
(SS) method were also tested in above operant
conditioning. It W<1S observed that this additional
experience has not altered the normal pedal press
rates respective to the SS and the ~C.
Further, no change was also found in the pp
rate of the operant conditioning, even after lesioning of the identified SS sites of substantia nigra
or of hypothalamus, either one of them or both.

Ind. J. Physiol Phamac
In another
experiment, the effects 01
Amphetamine (racemic) or dextroamphetamine
(3.0mg/kg
I. P.) which are know to augmentthe
catcholamininergic synaptic
transmission, have
been investigated in the FR-30 trained rats and
found that emission of the operant responsefor the
food reward was abolished afther Amphetamine,
but was promoted after the dextroamphetamine.
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EEG Change in the Hypothalamus and
Brainstem Hedonistic Sites and in the
Hippocampus Following Self- Stimulation
Epoches
D. Narsyan Rao and T. Desiraju
Department of Neurophysiology, National Institute
of Mental Health & Neuro Sciences,
Bangalore-560029
Wistar rats were chronically implanted with
multiple stainless steel bipolar electrodes in the
hedonistic areas of the preopticlanterior hvpothalamus and in the perinigral midbrain sites ipsilaterally.
Using the Old's intracranial self-stimulation technlque, the rats were shaped and tested for finding the
self-stimulation pedal f pressing rates.The rate of the
pressing is considered as an indicator of the hedonistic behavior of the rat. Through the same electrodes, the EEG of the tested hedonistic sites was
recorded. Further. the EEGof the dorsal bippocampus was also recorded through implanted bipolar
electrodes.
The power spectral patterns of the depth EEG
of the brainstem and hypothalamic sites hedonistic
and of the dorsal hippocampus recorded before and
after the epoches of self-stimulation received
through the brainstem site were obtained on-line
with the aid of a computer.
It was observed that in the midbrain hedonistic
sites, the deIta and beta band power values changed
significantly following the self-stimulation of the
same site, while in the other hedonistic site located
in the hypothalamus, the theta and alpha power
values changed. In the ipsilateral dorsal hippocampus also, the fast and slow theta and beta power
values changed significantly.

essoci
more
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-ed RII
tested
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ideredas an indicator of the hedonitherat.Through the same electrodthe tested hedonistic sites was
er,the EEG of the dorsal hippocamcordedthrough implanted bipolar
spectralpatterns of the depth EEG
m and hypothalamic sites hedonistic
I hippocampus recorded before and
hes of self-stimulation
received
rainstem site were obtained on-line
a computer.
rvedthat in the midbrain hedonistic
andbetaband power values changed
liowing the self-stimulation of the
in the other hedonistic site located
mus,the theta and alpha power
. In the ipsilateral dorsal hippocamt and slow theta and beta power
significantly.
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Testing the learning
Performance
of the
Undernourished
and the Rehabilitated
Rats
Using the operant Conditioning
Procedure
Carol Mascarenhas,

B, Rajanna & T. Desiraju

Department of Neurophysiology, National Institute
of
Mental
Health
&
Neuro
Sciences,
Banga/ore 560029
Two age groups of Wistar rats, 150 days and
'250 days, were put to operant conditioning in a
programmed skinner box set-up, wherein tne oper
-stlcn of a pedal was reinforced by either a liquid
or a solid food reward.
In each age group, there were 3 groups with
4-6 rats in each. One sub-group was normally fed,
the other rehabilitated after 21 days and the third
undernourished chronically from birth to adulthood.
After a 30 min orentation session, the subjects
association with pedal was shaped through one or
more reinforcements sessions of 30 min duration.
Lateron. they were trained tit they reached the Fix
-ed Ratio performance. At the end they were also
tested in the extinction sessions.
The results showed that in both the 150 and
250 days old group of animals, the malnourished
learnt to associate the solid or the iiquid reinforcement faster than both the normals and the
rehabilitated ones.
The rehabilitated animals
performed almost similar to normals, or slightly
faster than the normals.
The malnourished took less number of sessions
to learn to reach the criteria of performance in the
continuous reinforcement, Fixed Ratio (2) and
Fixed Ratio (5) paradigms than the rehabilitated or
tha normals, the rehabilitated group being in
between.
The pedal pressing rates of the malnourished
are alsO highest among the throe groups, the
lowest rate being in the normal group and the rehabilitated lying in between.
In the extinction test of the liquid reinforcement type, no large differences were found among
the six groups of the two ages. The older three
groups were, however, slightly better in extinction
than the younger groups.
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In the extinction test of the solid food reinforce
-ment type, the younger age malnourished group
showed only 73% of normal level extinction, and
suprisingly the extinction performance of the rehabilitated group was even worse (50% of normal).
The data showed that rehabilitatory feeding
introduced as early as from weaning age would
still not be adequate to change the subjects to
normal in their learning properties. The rehabilitation helped only in restoring the near normal patterns in the intial association of reward, and in the
expression of extinction. but not in restoring the
rats of manipulation of the manlpulandor or in the
trial and error experience related performance
which remains deviant from that of normals, but
better than that of the chronically undernourished
group.

124
Involvement of Ventral Hippocampus
in
Spatial Memory for Execution of Motivational Drive in Rats.
R. A. Dhume, Anne Noronha,
and M. G. Gogate.

Meera D. Nagwekar

Department of Physiology, Goa Medical
Bambolim-Goa.

College,

Recent literature leads to think that hippocsmpus is likely to be involved in spatial memory;
the results however are not conclusive. The inadequate experimental approach to study of memory
deficits may be one of the probable causes of controversial reports. The visual inputs are by far the more
potent and therefore dependent sensory inputs for
recognition memory in space for a goal-oriented
behaviour and as such the spatial memory can be
challenged in vision deprived animals. Our previous
work gave us the evidence that lesion of anteroventral hippocampus produces memory deficits of short
duration. It was thereforo thought to assessthe role
of hippocampus in spatial memory in vision deprived
rats by making discrete lesions in anteroventral
hippocampus.
Twenty adult, female, albino rats were studied
under three groups and each group by its turn under
three schedules viz. normal, enucleated and hippo-
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campally/cortically lesioned. Group I animals were
enucleated before hippocampal lesion. Group"
Animals were enucleated after hippocampal lesion.
Group III was studied as cortical control in which
lesion was done in frontal cortex. Each animal of
this study served as its own control. They were kept
on food -deprivation for 18 hours before the Trial
lession but water was provided ad lib in the cage.

fore designed to block retino-hypothalmic pathway
hy enucleating the eyeballs in 10 male adult albino
rats and study their circadian running activity
before enucleation and after enucleation towards
instinctual cues viz. food. water, male rat (social
cues) and female rat (sexual cue) provided in
activity
cage indigeneously prepared in the
laboratory. .

The animals' goal oriented behaviour was
studied in three dimentional complex maze-cumactivity cage indigenously prepared in this laboratory. Out of 4 compartments of this cage. only one
compartment was provided with Goal compartment. The maze activity was visually monitored
with the help of switch operated pilot bulbs of the
compartments. The number of entries in non-goal
compartments was accounted as error score. The
time in seconds taken by the animal to enter in the
goal compartment was accounted as time score.
The duration of each trial sessionwas five minutes
and 3 trials were taken per day. Each experimental
schedule lasted for a period of 15 days.

Twenty four hour rats' activity was recorded
on smoked paper kymograph continuously for a
period of 15 days or so before enucleation (anional
serving as its own control) and 15 days after
enucleation.

The results of this work elucidate further that
hippocampally lessioned animals learn fast to overcome the spatial memory deficit seen at the onset of
the lesion and that the improvement of recognition
memory in space is still faster in vision deprived
animals as compared to the animals with intact
vision.

The critical analysis of the records revealed
that 8 animals had predominant diurnal rhythm
whereas 2 animals had predominant nocturnal
rhythm and that actIvity of all the animals advanced
towards food and water chamber first and then
activity was observed to shift to remaining nonconsummatory drives. It was further recorded that
after enucleation. all diurnal rats did not show
significant change in the total running activiry
pattern nor any significant change in the goal cornpartments. Contrary to the diurnal rats nocturnal
rats showed gradual shift of activity towards day
time alike diurnal animals. This indicated that
diurnal animals were not entrained by photic cues
but the nocturnal animals were entrained by them.
In the light of the present findings overriding
influence of non-photic entrainers on photic
entrainersis discussed.

125
Study of Photic versus non-Photic Cues as
Entrainers of Circadian Running Activity in
Rats

126
Gustatory Intensity and Hedonicity
in Smokers and Non-Smokers

Patterns

Meera D. Nagwekar. R.A. Dhume and M. G.
Gogate

A. J. Perumpanani and P. S. Shetty

Deparatment of Physiology, Goa Medical College,
Bambolim-Goa

Department of Physiology, St. John's
College, Bangalore-560 034.

There are many works published in the literature
to compare the relative dominance of photic cues
and non-photic cues on the circadian running
activity in rodents. The exclusiverole of non-photic
entrainers in rats with complete deprivation
of photic entrainers is not demonstrated so
far in the literature. The present work is there-

Gustatory responsesboth intensity and hedoni·
city were measured using the rating scale method
in eight males who were non-smokers and ccmpared with that of seven males who were chronic
smokers. The latter group on an average smoked
20 cigarettes per day and had been habituated to
smoking fOr atleast 18 months prior to the study
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Intensity and hedonicity (pleasantness/unpleasantness) of taste responses to increasing concentration of four taste solutions were assessed: sweet
(glucose), salt (NaC!), sour (citric acid) and bitter
(quinine sulphate ). The measurements of intensity
rating done at the same time of the day, atleast four
hours after the last meal showed similar values
for the exponents of the slopes for the taste sensation tasted betweed the two groups. The 20%
lower response for intensity for bitter solution seen
in the smokers did not appear to be statistically
significant. The patterns of hedonic responses
also did not appear too dissimilar. It would appear
that chronic smoking doe'> not seem to alter the
gustatory intensity responses or tne associated
hedonic component in human subjects.
127
Measure of Drive for
Female Rats

Hoarding

Levamisole (20,50, and 100 mg/kg i. p.) did
not preduce any convulsions in rats or mice.
However higher doses{120, 150 and 200 mglkg i.p.)
of levamisole produced convulsions in both. The
mortality rates at these higher doses were 30% 60%
and 100% in each group of animals studied. Trimethadiene f300mg/kg.
i.p.) and Sodium Valpreate
(50 mg/kg i.p.) completely protected rats from
Levamisole induced convulsions. Further, pretreament of rats with Levamisole (20 mg/kg i.p.)
delayed the latent period of Leptazole (60 mg/kg
i.p.) induced convulsions in rats.

in Adult

Abhaya S. Barker, and M. G. Gogate.
Department of Physiology, Goa Medical College,
Bambolim Goa
Any motivated behaviour includes the arousal
of drive, goal directed activity and satiation. The
adult female rats exhibiting four to five days vaginal
cyclesare also known to exhibit highest hoarding
scoreat proestrus and the lowest at diestrus when
kept on food deprivation regime (Ref. Borker A. S.
and M. G. Gogate, IJPP-April-June
1983). This
food deficit apparently acts as arousal mechanism
tor drive for hoarding in these animals. The object
of the present work was to observe whether the
femalerats maintain hoarding score pattern when
allowed to cross the electric grid through which increasingcurrent strengths were passed during the
different vaginal cycles. It was observed that though
the hoarding score went on decreasing with the
increasingcurrent strengths it remained higher at
proestrus. This indicates a stronger motivation
for hoarding at proestrus.
128
Studies of Levamisole Induced
in Rats and Mice
D. P. Joshi and S. M. Mansuri

Levamisole (2,3,4,5, -Tetrahydre - 6 - phenyl
imidazole hydrochloride), a levo isomer of Tetramisole, is a widely used broad spectrum anthelmintic.
However, its toxicity on Central Nervous System is
not studied. The present study was undertaken to
investigate its per se actions in rats and mice.

Convulsions

Departmentof Pharmacology, B. J. Medical
College,Ahmedabad.

Our results suggest that high
doses of
Levamisple can aggravate the convulsions in
patients with Petit Mal type of epilepsy

129
Amygdala Hypothalamic
Connections
Developing Rats-An HRP Study

in

S, L., Karne, Usha Nayar, G. Gopinath, and
S. K. Manchanda,
Department of Physiology, and Anatomy, All-India
Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi
Amygdalohypothalamic connections are phvlogentically old and the pattern of connections
appears to be quite constant from species. Detailed
anatomical studies
of amygdalohypothalamic
projections have been performed, using mostly
classic neuroanatomical techniques in adult rats.
In this study we are reporting these connections, in developing animals using HRP technique,
20 to 35 day old pups (wistar strain) were used in
the present
investigation.
Small quantity of
aqueous solution of HRP was injected into LHA.
Animals were sacrificed after 24 to 36 hours. The
tissue was processed with TMB as chromogen for
better visualization under light microscope accordding to the method of Mesulam (1977).
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Light microscopic examination
revealed
retroqradelv labelled neurons ipsilaterally in
basclateral,bosomedial amygdaloid nucleus and
pyriform cortex. It has not however been possible
to ascertain the pathway of intra-axonal transport
of the enzyme.Significance of these observations
would be discussed.

Evoked Responses From Lateral Hypothalamic Area on Amygdalar
Stimulation
in
Developing Rats
Usha Nayar, S. L. Karne,
S. K. Manchanda,
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Effect of Oral Administration
of Bitter
Gourd (KareJla) in the Treatment of
Diabetes Mellitus.

Potentiation
of Hyd
Activity
by Sintamil
Myeloid Leukaemia

K. S. R. Desai, Bilquis M. A Rasheed and
B. K. Sahey.

S. G. Pradhan, M. P

Superintendent, Fever Hospital, Hyderabad,
Upgraded Department of Physiology, Osmania
Medical Col/ege. Hyderabad.
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G. Gopinath

and

Department of Physiology and Anatomy All-I ndia
Institute of Medical Sciences. New Delhi.
It is well known that amygdala and hypothalamus are closely related anatomically and function
ally by two different pathways for a variety of
functions like food intake, neuroendocrine regulation, aggressive behaviour etc.
It is known in adult rats that lateral and
medial group of amygdaloid nuclei influence the
satiety (VMN) and feeding center (LHA). In the
present investigation evoked potential technique
was employed to study the connections between
amygdala and feeding center (LNA) in weaning
and just weaned rats.
Diphasic evoked potentiaIs were recorded
from LHA after signal pulse stimulation of amygdala. Nagative-positive (NI PI) and positivenegative (PI NI ) type of evoked potentiaIs were
recorded by stimulatlnq lateral and medial groups
of amygdaloid nuclei respectively.
Longer latencies, smaller amplitude and easy
fatigability were characteristics of the evoked responses of developing animals. On giving paired
stimuli the negative wave of NI PI was suppressed till the interstimulus interval of 50 to 60 msec,
while the positive wave was potentiated for intervals as long as 200- 250 rnsec. This indicates that
the dual control and modulating influence of
amygdala on feeding center is functional in developing rats similar to that observed in adult animals.
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It is common belief in India that bitter gourd,
Neem leaves and Jambul are usefutIn the treatment
of diabetes mellitus. There is no mention anywhere
in the Ayurvedic literature to support this folklore
belief Vade (1959) published his experience about
the use of Karella in the management of diabetes
mellitus; however no rational approach was adopted, It is also known that Karella contains bitter gly·
cotide soluble in water but insoluble in ether, an
yellow acid. resin and ash (Patel et al). It is there'
fore planned to investigate its usefulness on the
basis of scientific analysis.
We selected randomly the well know chronic
diabetic cases attending diabetic clinic. The following parameterswere initially recorded: fasting
blood glucose level, post prandial serum glucose,
serum cholesterol, urine sugar content and body
weight. For cardiorespiratory check up, B. P., H. R.
and R. R. were initially recorded. Then patients were
advised to stop all antidiabetic drugs before adrninistering bitter gourd which was given in the form of
capsules containing dried powdered Karella, to
obviate its bitter taste. One capsule containing
500 mg. powdered karella was given thrice a day,
At the end of two weeks therapy the above men'
tioned parameterswere repeated.The karella therapy
was continued for 2 more weeks. At the end of one
month all parameters were checked again. There
were no significant changes in B. P., R. R., serum
cholesterol and fasting blood glucose level. However there was a marked r~duction in post prandial
blood glucose level and also urine sugar content.
Patients expressed satistaction about therapy as
they could carry out their routine work without
exhaustion or fatigue. This study is being continued
to know the long term effects.
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M. P. Chitnis and V. S. Basrur.

Cellular Chemotherapy Unit, Cancer Research
Institute, Tata Memorial Centre, Parel,
Bombay - 400 012 .• India.
The use of biological response modifiers has
opened up a new approach in the successful management of cancer patients. Biological respones
modifiers increase the response of tumours to anticancer drugs. A similar effort was made to enhance
the activity of hydroxyurea in human chronic myeloid leukaemia cells exposed to sintamil. an antidepressant.
Hydroxyurea is the drug of choice used in the
treatment of chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML).
However. using lower doses of hydroxyurea so as to
reducethe host toxicity. at the same time achieving
the maximum effect of the drug is well appreciated.
Slntarnil, an antidepressant was used in non-toxic
concentration to modulate the response of CML
cells to hydroxyurea. It was observed that sintamil
enhanced the activity of hydroxyurea in CML cells.
The results will be discussed,

133
Augmentation
of Anticancer
Activity
of
Hydroxyurea
By Chelating Agents in Murine
Tumour Cell Lines.
K. Satyamoorthy,

M.P. Chitnis and V.S. Basrur

Cellular Chemotherapy Unit., Cancer Research
Institute, Tata Memorial Centre, Psre], Bombay400012, India
Modulation ot tumour cells by
response modifiers is a new found way
the response to antineoplastic agents.
of agents like antidepressants. local
tranquilizers. calcium channel blockers
Inermia have been shown to increase
cell response to anticancer agents.
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We have studied the potentiation of the anticancer activity of hydroxyurea using non-toxic
concentrations of chelating agents desfarol and
bipyridyl in a variety of murine tumour models,
P388 lymphocytic leukaemia. L1210 Iymphoblas
-tic leukaemia, Sarcoma 180 and Ehrlich ascites
tumour. The inhibition of 3H-thymidine incorporation into the cellular DNA was employed as the
method to assess the tumour cell kill. Desfarol.
and bipyridyl were to found to ameliorate the
activity of hydroxyurea to a significant extent.
The results of the present findings will
be
discussed.

134
Modified Combination
Chemotherapy of
Paeidatric Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukaemia:
An Attempt to Circumvent Drug
Resistance.
Vathsala

S. Basrur and P. Chitnis

Cellular Chemotherapy Unit, Cancer Research
Institute, Tata Memorial Centre.
Psrel. Bombay - 400012, India.
Effective chemotherapy of various types of
leukaemia is based on the selective sensitivity of
leukaemic cells to anticancer agents. During the
course of treatment. however, leukaemic cells fail
to respond to a particular drug to which the tumour
cells showed a good response initially. This lack of
response is due to the adquisition of drug
resistance by the the tumour cell to a drug
regimen to which they were previously sensitive.
The acquisition of drug resistance by tumour cells
represents one of the barriers in the prolonged use
of a particular drug in a patient and poses a
perpetual threat to the success of chemotheraphy.
It has been observed in our clinic
that
leukaemic patients do not respond to vincristine
and prednisolone at some stage or the other of the
drug treatmcnt cycle which is invariably due to the
development of drug resistance by the leukaemic
cells. In the present investigations an attempt has
been made to overcome this type of drug resistance
in childhood acute lymphoblastic leukaemia by the
administration of cytosine arabinoside at suitable
times following
vincristine
administration.
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Apparently. vincristine synchronizes the cells at
metaphase when cytosine arabinoside treatment
becomes maximally effective. The results will be
discussed.

135
Effect of Cimetidine and Ranitidine on the
Hypoglycaemic Activity of Glibenclamide
in
Healthy Human Volunteers.
T. P. Gandhi, R. B. PateI, G. F. Shah, P.R. Patel,
R. N. Gilbert and Pallai A. Shridhar
Department of Pharmacology, R &- D. Cadilla
Laboratories
Pvt. Ltd.
Godaser, Maninagr,
Ahmedabad.
Cimetidine inhibits the hepatic cytochrome
P·450 mixed function oxygenase enzyme system
and potentiates the effects of drugs like theophalline, propranolol,
phenytoin,
warfarin
and
diazepam, which are normally inactivated by these
enzymes. The other drugs most frequently subjected to metabolic alteration include Sulphonylureas. So it is possible that cimetidine may
interact and alter their effects.
Ranitidine a newer H2 -receptor antagonist
closely resembles cimetidine in pharmacological
profile. Early reports suggested that it does not
affect hepatic handling of drugs already shown to
be influenced by cimetidine. In view of this we
studied the interaction between cimetidine and
ranitidine with glibenclamide by studing its hypoglycaemic effect, alone and after one and seven
days of cimetidine or ranitidine administration in
healthy human volunteers.
The results of the
study suggest that both acute and chronic (7days)
administration of either cimetidine or ranitidine do
not affect the hypoglycaemic activity
of
glibenclamide.
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The Effect of Cimetidine on Hypoglycaemic
Activity
of Four Commonly used Sulphonyl
urea Drugs in Human Volunteers
G. F. Shah, T. P. Gandhi, R. B. Patel,
M. R. Patel, R. N. Gilbert and Pallavi A. Shridhar
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There are contradictorv reports associating
haemolysis in the etiopathogenesis of sickle cell
crisis. Controversies also exist in (incriminating
red cell G-6-PD deficiency as a precipitating factor
for haemolytic crisis in sickle cell disease. There
-Iore, the present study was undertaken to evaluate
the role of haemolysis in the genesis of sickle cell
crisis and to establish any possible
correlation
between G-6-PD deficiency and haemolytic crisis
in sickle cell anaemia.

K. V. Kuppu Rao, V. K. Vijayan and R. Prabhakar
Cardio-Pulmonary Physiology Unit. ICMR
Tuberculosis Rese8l'ch

Centre.

Mlldrlls

600

031

Short Course Chemotherapy is being increasingly used all over the world to treat pulmonary
tuberculosis. Even after the completion of the
treatment,many of the patients have residual chest
symptoms. It was proposed to study pulmonary
function after the treatment and correlate with
pretreatmentputmonarv lesions assessed radiologica"y. A total of 175 patients were studied. A set
of pulmonary functions such as PVC. FEV,. PFT,
Total Lung Capacity (Single breath), and Single
BreathCarbon Monoxide Diffusion (DLCOSB were
performed 36.48,60 months after the start of
treatment.These parameters were then correlated
with extent of disease and extent of cavitation
which were recorded by independent radiological
assessment.It was found that the patients with
extensivedisease had decreased pulmonary function
comparedto the patients with limited and moderately severeform of disease. It was also found that
pulmonaryfunction was lower in patients who had
extensivecavities. It may be concluded from results
that the pretreatment status of the disease siqnificant~yinfluenced the pulmonary function after
the completion of treatment,
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Observation on the Prevalence of Haemolytic Crisis in Sickle Cell Disease with Special
Reference to G-6-PD Deficiency.
NanditaBehera, A.C. Pradhan and P. K. Behera.
epartmentof Physiology, V. S. S. Medical College,
urla.

26 cases of sickle cell crisis were included in
the study as against 18 healthy controls. Hb.
estimation. total RBC, PCV. reticulocyte count,
osmotic fragility. serum bilirubin. urine urobilinogen. bone marrow study and red cell G-6-PD
screening were carried out in all these cases both
during crisis and steady state.
In 3 cases during crisis. Hb., total RBC count
and PCV were significantly reduced (p<O.001).
whereas reticulocyte count and serum total and
conjugated bilirubin were increased significantly
(p<0.001),
along with urine urobilinogen when
compared with corresponding values during steady
state. Thus there were only 11.53% of haemolytic
crisis in the series. G-6-PD deficiency was noted
in 3 cases of the series Of these 3 cases, 2 belon
-ged to the haemolytic crisis group. Hence 66.66%
of G-6- PO deficient cases had haemolytic crisis.
The present observation shows that. though
haemolytic crisis in sickle cell disease is infrequent,
yet is not a myth.
High statistical correlation of
G-6-PD deficiency with haemolytic crisis suggests
that this deficiency accentuates haemolvsis,
140
Neurological
Correlates
Hypnotic Trance

of Depths

of

H. Jana.
Smt. N. H. L. Municipal Medica/ College &
Sheth Vadilal Sarabha; General Hospital,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat.
Hypnosis is an altered state of perceptual awareness and increased suggestibility,
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Most techniques, employed to induce hypnotic
trance, involve canalisation of attention, monotony
and muscular relaxation, singly or in combination
and thus devices are essentially concerned with
restriction of sensory input.
Light, medium and deep trances are therefore
manifestations of stages of this gradual restriction of
sensory input. Clinical pictures and neurophysiological aspects in all the three stages are described.
141
Use of 'F' Wave Anysis in the Motor
Disorders of Central Origin.
V. Anantharaman
Department of Physiology, Post Graduate
Institute of Basic Medical Sciences, Tersmenl:
Madras-600 113
'F' waves were recorded from the thenar muscle
stimulating antidromically the medium nerve at the
wrist and at the elbow with supramaximal stimuli.
In a series of 16 consecutive trials given in random
fashion but no faster than 0.5 HZ, records were
obtained for latency duration and amplitude measurements. Cross ccrrelation were determined for
latency and duration ( ramp lat-dur ). latency and
amplitude (r let-amp). and amplitude and duration
(r amp-our). Twenty patients with motor disorders
of central origin were compared with controls of
similar age group consisting of 25 individuals having
no neurological signs and symptoms or metabolic
disorders. The results indicate that 'F' waves altered
bv motor disorders of central origin and reveal that
specific patterns of 'F' waves with r values may be
related to specific types of dystunation.

Hyperthermia interacts synergistically
with
certain chemotherapeutic agents and many overcome certain types of drug resistance by a variety
of mechanisms such as increased drug uptake,
inhibition of repair mechanisms, and temperaturedependent increase in drug action. When combined
with anticancer agents it enhances the therapeutic
efficassy in experimental and/or clinical studies.
In the present studies we have investigatedthe
effect of Verapamil, a well-known vasodialator and
biological response modifier along with protein
synthesis inhibitor bouvardin (NSC 259968) and
hyperthermia on Ehrlich carcinoma and Sarcoma'
180 cells. We have studied the cytotoxicity of
the drugs as a function of the exposure dose
and of the exposure time to the drug. Cytotoxicity
was evaluated as the inhibition of the incorporation of (3 H-methyl) - thymidine in the cellular
nucleic acid. It was observed that Verapamil with
hyperthermia (430 C) or bouvardin enhances
cytotoxicity in Sarcoma - 180 cells.(p < 0.001).
When hyperthermia was administered alopg with
bouvardin and verapamil this enhancement in
cytotoxicity was still greater (p < 0.01 ) in these
tumour cells. rhese observations are significant
"in the light of the fact that Sarcoma-180 cellsare
naturally resistant to both bouvardin and hyperthermia". However. in Ehrlich Carcinoma cells
which are sensitive to bouvardin verapamil could not
produce any significant effect by way of enhanced
cytotoxicity. This could be. because Ehrlich carcinoma cells are sensitive to bouvardin and hyperthermia. Results will be discussed.
143
Electromyographic
Evidence of "Lower Motor
Neurone" Involvement in Hemiplegia
B. K. Main;'
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Potentiation of Hyperthermia and Bouvardin
Cytotoxicty by Membrane Interacting Agent
Verapamil in Tumour Cells.
M.P. Chitnis

and M.K.Adwankar

Cellular Chemotherapy Unit. Cancer Research
Institute. Tata Memorial Centre. Parel
Bombay - 400012.
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A. Arora and A. P. Chandran

Department of Physiology & Orthopaedics, Medica
College. Rohtak.
There has been much controversy regardin
the trophic effect of the "upper motor neurone
on the "lower motor neurone". Such a trophi
effect can be expected especially if they ar
separated by one svnapse, as in the cortic
motoneuronal pathway to the distal muscles
the hand.
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With a view to evaluate this Hypotheses we
studied the extent of "lower motor neurone"
involvement, by observing the fibrillation potentials
and positive sharp waves in the distal limb muscles
and motor nerve conduction velocities of ulnar and
lateral popliteal nerves of 20 hemiplegic patients
of different ages (10 to 80 years) with a duration
of hemiplegia varying from 2 weeks to 15 weeks.
The conduction velocities of the ulnar and
lateral popliteal nerves on the affected side were
singnificantly reduced in a\l the hemiplegic patients
(av. 6.5m/s) in comparison with those of the
normal side. No significant relation was found
between the amount of reduction in velocity and the
duration of hemiplegia. Fibrillation potentials were
observed in patients with hemiplegia of 2 weeks
to 20 weeks of duration, more frequently in the
distal muscles of hand.

per minute (p), systollc (S) & diastolic (D) blood
pressure (mm Hg), rectal temperature in Celsius (T)
and Urine (U) output (ml/hour] were recorded
every 4 hours. The data were analysed by single
cosinor procedure on DECSYSTEM 2050.
In conclusion, circadian rythmicity in p, S, D,
T, U and MCC/IV-DR was not observed in eight
hospitalised patients.
This work was supported by Dept. of Atomic
Energy, Govt of India.
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A Study of
Serum
Transaminase
En:tyme
Levels During Hypothermia
in Rabbits
A.N.R. Lakshrer,
Mohan Ram.

V. Parvathi and Kumundini

Kakatya Medical College, Warangal
144
lack of Circadian Rhythm/city
in Pulse
Rate, Systolic & Diastolic
Blood Pressure,
Rectal Temperature,
Urine Output and
Urinary Bladder Function in Hospitalised
Patients.
R. K. Jindal, Kewal Krishan, Kuntal Rao,
M.S. Rao, S. Vaidyanathan, B. Suryaprakash,
A. K. Goel and P. L. Sharma.
Depertment of Urology, Gynecology and
Pharmacology, PGIMER, Chandigarh and
Deplltment of Statistics, Punjab University,
Chandigllrh.
A study was undertaken to investigate the
effect of hospital environment upon circadian biology of patients admitted to general wards. Eight
patients from urological and gynaecological wards
participated. None of them suffered from neurological or urinary bladder disease. These patients were
occupying beds in CUbicles each of which accommodated six. There was activity during night like
wheeling in of portable X-ray machine, transfer of
patients, cleaning of the wards and nursing/medical
intervention on seriously ill patients in the same or
adjacent cubicle. Cystometry was performed 4 hourly with Urolab 11.54 Maximum cystometric capacity
(MCC) or intravesical volume at which detrusor
reflex occurred (IV-OR) was noted (rnl). Pulse rate

The enhanced interest in the field of hypothermia began with its practical applicability of artificaily
lowered body temparature in cardiovascular and
neurosurgical procedures.
This study was carried out to determine the
effect on the plasma levels of serum transamlnases
(viz. Serum alanine transaminase and Serum aspra
-te transaminase) and to compare the results with
the finding of earlier studies reported by other
workers.
Fifteen rabbits weighing between 1 .5 - 1.5kg.
were subjected to moderate hypothermia of one
hour duration, by surface cooling method, after
obtaining control samples of blood for the estimation of Serum alanine transaminase and Serum
aspartate transaminase.
The plasma enzymatic levels were determined
by the method of Mohun and Cook.
The results show a significant rise in the
plasma levels of Serum alanine transaminase and
Serum aspartate transaminase after exposure to
hypothermia. The plausible cause here seems to
be an efflux of the increased intracellular enzymes
into the blood stream down a concentration
gradient accompanied by an increase in the permeability of the membrane under hypothermia.
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Effect of Procaine on Thermoregulatory
Responses Induced by Intrahypothalamic
Norapinephrine and 6-Hydroxytryptamine
Injection
U. Sachdeva. G. S. Chinna and Baldev Singh
Department of Physiology, All-India Institute
Medical Sciences, New Delhi-11 0029.

of

Injection of NE (10ugm) in POAH results in
hypothermia and 5HT injection in hyporthermia in
cats indicating their participation in regulation of
body temperature (Trec). T6 determine whether
this could be influenced by injection of procaine
into POAH, experiments were conducted on anaes
-thetized cats, in which NE and 5HT were injected
through an implanted cannula. Rectal temperature
(Trec). skin temperature (Ts), respiratory rate, heart
rate and blood pres sure were recorded to study
the thermoregulatory responses. Two hours after
the injection of NE or 5HT (10ugm) procaine was
injected in POAH (100 ugm/ml solution - 0.2ul).
The reinjection of NE and 5HT was done again
after 10 minutes. 5HT injection preceding procaine induced hypothermia of 0.8 to 1.5oC along with
rise in blood pressure, increase in heart rate and
slowing of R. R. and NE produced hypothermia
of 0.6-1 0 C associated with fall in blood pressure
and increase in respiratory rate. Injection of 5HT
after procaine showed a decrease in hypothermia
whereas NE application continued to
induce
hypothermia indicati ng a differential effect of
procaine on the aminergic and serotonergic POAH
neurons.

147
Effect of Vitamin
Athletes

C on Phy~ical

Fitness

of

Pratima Chatterjee, Soumitra Mukherjee,
Sukannya Mukherjee and S.. Chatterjee
Department of Physiology, Calcutta University
92, Acharya Prafulla Chandra Road,
Calcutta 700009
Vitamin C suggests a major influence on muscle
metabolism that would logically affect most physical performance. The aim of our study was to ob-

serve whether any beneficial effect of vitamin C increasesthe physical fitness of athletes.
Eight male healthy athletes {footballer, sprinter,
swimmer, etc.} of age· height and weight groups
between 22-26 years, 160-171.5 cm and 54.5 to
67.0 kg respectively were selected for this investigation. They were made familiarized with the
laboratory procedure and techniques. After having
one hour rest their pre-exercise data of heart rate,
blood pressure,oxygen consumption and lactic acid
conc. of blood were noted. Thereafter they were
asked to do exercise with Harvard Step Test for the
determination of physical fitness. After exercise
blood sample was drawn from ante-cubital vein for
lactic acid cone. Other parameters such as cardiac
efficiency, oxygen consumption and physical
fitness were also recorded. On the following day
the samevolunteers were given 500 mg vitamin C
(Redoxon) one hour before the exercise and same
experiment was made upon them.
With the supplementation of vitamin C, increased physical fitness (from 60.17 to 65.62) and
decreased lactic acid conc. (from 24.13 mg% to
19.19 mg%) were observed. It might be suggested,
therefore, that vitamin C may be concerned with the
elimination of lactic acid cone. in blood after exercise. So, intake of vitamin C before starting the
exercise, game or athletic contests might be helpful
for greater physical endurance for longer periods oftime and for improving phvsical fitness.

148
Role of Unabsorbable Dietary Fibers in
Lowering Blood Glucose and Serum lipids
Nawal Kishore, P. K. Wahal and Brej Kishore
Department of Physiology and Postgraduate Deptt.
of Medicine. S. N. Medical College, AGRA. (U.P.)
An experimental study was conducted in
mongrel dogs to evaluate and the effects of dietary
fibres (pectin, guargun, wheatbran and isabphol )
on oral glucose tolerance tests (OGTTS), serum
cholesterol (SC), Serum triglycerides (STG), Fecalfat excretion {FFE} and fecal-weight (FW).
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Juthika Kolay,J.
Electrophysiology
University College
Calcutta - 70000
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Addition of different dietary fibres to control
meals was found to have no significant effect on
OGTTS, SC, STG, on 7th day (p. 05), although FW
was increased in all groups (p.01). On 15th day,
while pectin produced significant alterations in
OGTTS over 15-90 minutes (p.05), and serum
cholesterol (p.05), other dietary fibres still failed to
produced any significant effect in all groups. FFE
(p.o5 and F.W. (p.o1) were however significantly
altered in all groups. This study revealed that
dietary fibres supplementation
reduced carbohydrate and fat absorption and amongst the dietary
fibres used, pectin appears to be most effective.

The increased bladder pressure induced by nicotine
remained unaltered by phentalamine, propranolol,
guanethidine, physostigmine, hemicholinium-3 and
atropine indicating the non-involvement of adrenergic or cholinergic mechanism. But hexamethonium and quinidined abolished the effect of nicotine.
The results indicate that the urinary bladder contraction induced by nicotine is mediated through
purinegic
mechanism and probably
involves
pz -receptor since quinidine antagonised the same.
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Juthika Koley, Asima Das and B.N. Koley

150
PGE z on Rectus Abdomlnis

Nicotine Induced Bladder Contraction:
Role of pz Receptors.
Juthika

Koley, J. K. Saha and B. N. Koley

Electrophysiology Unit, Dept. of Physiology
University College of Science, 92, A. P. C. Road,
Calcutta - 700 009.
Nicotine contracts and then relaxes cat urinary
bladder in situ . The mobility of the bladder is not
mediated by activation of cholinergic, adrenergic
and tryptaminergic receptors. There are reports that
though the bladder is Innervated by hvpoqastrlc
and pelvic nerves, both of them contain nonadrenergic non - cholinergic (NANC)
excitatorv
fibres. The present study investigates the role of
purinergic receptors in nicotine induced urinary
bladder contraction in situ.
Experiments were performed on forty two adult
Cats anaesthetised with chloralose (60-70 mg/kg.
i. v.). Blood pressure, urinary bladder pressure and
nictitating membrane contraction were recorded
through transducers on Bec.kman RM Dynograph.
Nicotine
(20-40
ug;l<g. i. v.)
increased
bladder pressure, then depressed the spontaneous
activity of bladder. The increased pressure was
associated with a rise of blood pressure and
contraction of nictitating membrane. ATP also
increased bladder pressure and was associated
with a fall of blood pressure. This increased
bladder pressure was antagoinsed by quinidine,
however the blood pressure remained unaltered.

Muscle of Toad.

Department of Physiology, University College of
Science, 92, A.P.C. Road, Calcutta -700 009 •
It has been reported that PGEl increases
twitch response of frog skeletal muscle whereas
PGEz and PGI z depress the toad skeletal muscle
contraction and smooth muscle contraction of rat
respectively. In' the present investigation attempts
have been made to study the mechanism of PGE2
action on skeletal muscle contraction in toad.
Experiments were carried out on isolated rectus
abdominis muscle of toad and the effect of CaClz
caffeine or physostigmine on PGEz induced depre
-ssion of Acetylcholine (Ach) induced contraction
of the muscle was studied. This inhibition by
PGEz was completely counteracted by CaCI2
(9+10-7mM
) and caffeine (2+10-5mM),suggeting that the inhibitory role of PGEz at cellular level
of muscle is presumably due to non-availability of
Ca + + which is supplied both by caffeine and
excess calcium.
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The Effect of Esters on the Enzymes
Activity
of Retina.
S. J. Rizvi, Sadic Ali, S. Umar and N. Ahmed.
Deparment of Forensic Medicine J. N. Medical
College, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, U. P.
·Presence of phthalic acid esters (plasticizers)
in human urine specially in the patients of Eales
disease, a disease causing recurrent retinal hae-
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morrhages, predominantly occuring in the young
males have been reported. Diethyl phthalate (DEP),
Dimethyl phthalate (DMP) and Di-n-2,ethylhexyl
phthalate (DEHP) are very close analogue esters of
those detected in human system. These phthalic
acid esters are widely used as plasticizers to impart
flexibility to plastics.
In view of the body synthesizing phthalic acid
esters, it was considered of importance to study the
effect of certain esters on the enzyme activity of
retina and hence the effect of DEP and DMP on the
activity of Aldolase,
Adinosine Triphosphatase
(ATPase), Lactic Dehydrogenase (LDH) and Succinic Dehydrogenase (SOH) enzymes of retina of the
young male buffaloes were seen.
The data have revealed that DEP and DMP both
have inhibitor y effect on all the enzymes of retina
under study barring ATPase where the response is
almost negligible. Mechanism of sudden fall in the
mode of inhibition in case of ATPase, however, at
this stage could not be established.
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Studies on the Effects of an Organophosphate-Malathion
on the Discrete Regions of the
Brain and Spi nal Cord.
*Shameem J. Rizvi, **Nilofer
***Mahdi Hasan.

Hag and

*Department of Forensic Medicine,
J. N. Medical College, Aligarh.
**Depar(ment of Chemistry, A. M. U. Aligarh
.,**Interdisciplinary Brain Research Lsb.,
J. N. Medical Cotteq«. A/igarfi.
Malathion insecticide (O,O-dimethylphosphorodithioate of diethyl mercaptosuccinate ) is an organophosphorus compound which is extensively used
in uqriculture and public health: Its acute neurotoxic
effects were studied on different regions cif rat brain
and spinal cord after giving malathion 150 mg. per
Kg. of body weight intraperitoneally for a period of
seven days. Significant increament was observed in
the rate of lipid peroxidation in all the .areas tested.
Total lipids and cholesterol showed significant
changes in cerebellum and spinal cord while phospholipids showed significant changes in the area of

brain stem. The changes on the brain and the spinal
cord lipids level and rate of lipid peroxidation are
described and discussed.
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Determination
of Total
Ethanol Dilution in Human
Sandhya T. Avadhany

Body Water
Subjects

different contents
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ceratinine phosph
the level of ATPir
the effect of lead(
inorganic phosph

by

and P. S. Shetty

Department of Physiology, St. John's Medical
College, Bangalore
Assessment of body composition is an essential feature of studies related to energy balance
in Man. Determination of Total Body water is one
of the more reliable methods for assessment of
Lean Body Mass (Fat free mass) of an individual.
Many substances have been used to measure Total
Body hater (TBW) in vivo in man by the principle
of dilution
and ethanol seems an ideal choice.
TBW was estimated in 12 male South Indian subjects after the rapid ingestion of 0.6g enthanol per
kg body weight in 20% solution. Urine samples
collected half hourly between 11/2 and 4 hours
after ethanol ingestion was analysed for enthanol
content; estimated spectrophotometrically
using
alcohol dehydrogenase. From the linear decline in
ethanol concentration in the urine, the clearance
of ethanol and its extrapolated concentration at
zero time was calculated.
TBW of the 12 male
subjects was 34'54 ± 5.17L which was 58.64 ±
3.1% of the body weight. Repeat determination
on one subject on 3 different occassions showed
variability of less than 1% validating the reproducia
-billtv of ethanol as an i deal substance for TBW
determination in Man.'
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Changes in Carbo
Malathion Expose
K. Husain and M.

Aspect of Lead Toxicity

Institute of Psychiatry and Humen Behaviour
Panaii-Goa
Acute lead toxicity manifests itself as lead
encephalopathy, the syndrome occurs rarely in
adults but is common in children. Since different
levels of activity in the CNS are associated with
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different contents of energy rich phosphate and
inorganic phosphate, and also the importance of
ceratinine phospho kinase system in maintaining
the level of ATP in the brain has been recognised
the effect of lead on the activity of this enzyme and
inorganic phosphate in the brain was studied.
Acute and chronic study carried out in male
wistar rats. In the acute intraperitoneal injections of
saline (control) or lead acetate solution at the dose
of 5 and 20 umo I1 kg were given for two weeks
and in the chronic group lead acetate at a concentration of 2mM was added to the drinking water.
The concentration of lead were measured by flameless atomic absorption spectrophotometer. The
activity of Creatinine phosphokinase was assayed
by the method of Narayanswami (1953) and
serum phosphate was estimated by the method of
Fisk and Subbarow (1925).
Though in chronically treated rats, lead did not
have any significant effect on the activity of
creatinine phosphokinase, a decrease in the serum
phosphate level was observed. In the acute group
CPK was inhibited.
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The Circadian Rhythm of Serum
and Phospholipid
in Rabbits.

Cholesterol

C. Maitra, H. N. Mehrotra, S. R. Arora and
R. K. Singh.
Department of Physiology, L. L. R, M. Medical
Col/ege, Meerut.
Ten healthy rabbits of either sex, weighing
around 1.5 Kg were maintained under controlled
lighting, at temperature 26±3oC and fed ad libitum.
Estimations of serum levels of cholesterol and phospholipid were done every 4 hours for 24 hours.

Research work carried out in the Department
of Medicine, Western infirmary, Glasgow, Scotland.

A definite circadian pattern in serum cholesterol
and phospholipid was observed with a highly significant difference (P<0.001) between the maximum
values.
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Metabolism

in

K. Husain and M. A. Matin

and Human Behaviour
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In vitro studies on the CPK from human brain
showed that lead of 1mK to 3mM had an activator
effect on the enzyme. Above this concentration
there was marked inhibition unless the incubation
cocktail was supplemented with Ca- + ions.

Changes in Carbohydrate
Malathion
Exposed Rats

ct of Lead Toxicity

content of cerebral and peripheral tissues was
depleted. The activity of glycogen phosphorylase
was significantly increased in both the tissues.
Hexokinase activity was increased in the brain but
no significant change was observed in peripheral
tissues. Increase in the level of blood glucose and
lactate resulted from increased glycogenolysis.
Lactic acid accumulation may be due to increased
glycogenolysis in muscles during tremors and convulsions or due to lack of oxygen in malathion poisoning. Hyperglycaemia and an increase in the
level of glycogenolytic enzyme are perhaps the
compensatory mechanisms to provide extra energy
to tissues during malathion poisoning.

Industrial Toxicology Research Centre,
Lucknow - 226001
Malathion is an organophosphorous compound
(OPC) which produces stimulatory effects, tremors
and convulcions. After administration of Malathion
(500 mglkg, i. p.) in female rats, the level of blood
glucose and lactate was significantly increased
while no significant change occured in the level
of blood pyruvate 1 hr after treatment. The glycogen

Serum cholesterol exhibited a maximum value
of 52.7±1.32 mg% at 0800 hours and a minimum
of 13.71±0.14 mg% at 0000 hours.
Serum phospholipid showed a maximum value
of 204.5±5.83 mg% at 0800 hours and a minimum
of 52.1 ±7.7 mg% at 0000 hours.
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Studies on Serum Iron and Iron-Binding
Capacity at Various Phases. of P. Berghei Malaria Infection
in Rats.
B. K. Tiwari.

and M. Gulatl,

Q.

Z. Hussain
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Biochemistry Division, National Institute of Commu
-nicable
Diseases,
22-Sham
Nath
Marg,
Delhi - 110054
Previous studies carried out in human, simian,
rodent and avain malaria have shown a profound
cationic imbalance existing in the serum/plasma
and erythrocytes of the respective hosts. Iron is
the most vital cation required for red blood cell
(RBC) formation and cytochrome systems. However, the information regarding the serum levels of
iron and iron binding capacity during the various
phases of ·malaria infection is quite scanty. Studies
in serum iron and iron binding capacity during
ascending, peak and decending phases of infection
and post infection of P. berghei
malaria were
performed. It was observed that serum iron and
iron binding capacity increased with the advancement of malaria infection
and resulted in
maximum increase during the peak parasitemia.
Further, with the descending phase of the infection
the increased pattern, noticed during peak parasitemia, was maintained, and the levels came to
normalcy in post infection stage. The increase in
serum iron and iron binding capacity is due to the
destruction of RBC caused by malaria infection.
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Effect of Neonatal Gonadectomy
on the
Male Sexual Behaviour and the Female
Proceptivity
in Rat.

case of gonadectomized rats thereafter. The fall was
progressive and the widest disparity in the body
weights between the normal and the gonadectomized rats was reached around the age of 100 days.
The bod\' weight of the sham operated rats did not
show significant difference from that of the normal
group. When tested through a 10 point scale of the
components of male typical sexual behaviour, the
normal male exhibits most of the components inclu
-ding ejaculation between 67 -69 days whereas the
gonadectomized male exhibits the same sans ejaculation around 78-81 days. The performance score
of the normal was 0.85 whereas the same for the
gonadectomized rat was 0.76.
Female rats in estrus, well habituated to the
special restrainer were used to test their proceptivity
to the sexually experienced normal and gonadectomized male rats. The test was limited to the recording of their heart rates through conventional electrophysiological
methods. The heart rate was
recorded before, during and after the male was
brought in contact with the female. The recording
which lasted over a 15 minute period clearly indicated that the heart rate rises from 430/min.
to
480/min. when the normal male comes in contact,
whereas the rise was only to the extent of 440/min
when a gonadectomized male comes in contact with
the female. The results are significant in the light of
the effects of neonatal gonadectomy on the sexually
dimorphic medial preoptic nucleus and in terms of
possible male sexual attractant chemical (s).

K. N. Balagopalan Kartha and T. Ramakrishna.
Department of Life Sciences, University of
Calicut.
Ontogeny of male sexual behaviour in normal
and neonatally (0 hour) gonadectomized Albino
rat was studied. Using a rat restrainer specially
designed for the purpose, the proceptivity of estrus
female to normal and neonatally gonadectomized
male was tested through monitoring of the female's
heart rate on a polygraph (Nihon Kohden, Japan).
Sham operated controls were also used. The weight
profiles maintained for differentet groups indicated
that although the growth rate was more or less
similar in all the groups until the age of 70 days,
there was a significant fall in the growth rate in the
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The Effect of Argemona Oil Administration
Induced Alterations
in Nucleic Acid Metabo
-lism in Discrete Regions of Rat Brain and
. Spinal Cord.
Bhagwant

Sahai and Mahdi Hasan

Interdisciplinary Brain R.esearch Center,
J. N. Medical College, A. M. U. Aligarh-202001.
Argemona oil (extracted from the seeds of
Argemona maxicana, containing toxic alkaloid
sangunarine) was administered interaperitonially,
5. Omll Kg body weight daily for 4 days to male
albino rats. The significant decrement in the DNA
concentration was observed in all the brain regions.
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This finding was in concordance with the significant
diminution of DNase activity in ail the brain regions.
Remarkable diminution in the RNase activity was
observed in cerebellum and brain stem while increased in cerebrum and spinal cord. Similarly.the level
of RNA was sinificantly eievated in cerebrum and
spinal cord. but its decrement was discernible in the
cerebellum and brain stem.

160
Three Different
Doses of Organophosphate
Pesticide Induced AJiepations in Total Lipids
Phospholipids.
Cholestrol.
and Lipid Peroxidation in Various Regions of Rat Brain and
spinal Cord.
Naseem Ahmad

Khan, and Mahdi Hasan

Interdisciplinary Brain Research Center.Jewshsr Lal
Neharu Medical Col/ege, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh-202001.
Among many chemicals that man encounters
daily, pesticides occupy a rather unique position in
that they are deliberately added to the enviornment
for the purpose of killing some form of life. Their
use is increasing since organophophates relatively
rapidly hydrolyse and hence have less cummulative
and ecologic effects. Moreover. organophosphates
have acute toxic effects and numerous fatalities in
man and domestic animals have been reported.
The effects of the pesticide methyl parathion
( 0.O-dimethyl-O-4-nitro-phenyle-thiophosphate
).
on various lipid fractions and lipid peroxidation in
different doses of methyl parathion (1.0mg. 1.5mg
2.0mg/kg body weight) were injected interaperitonially to male albino rats for a period of 7 days. Significant increment in the level of total lipids, phospholipds, cholesterol and lipid peroxidation
were
observed in cerebral hemisphere. cerebellum. brain
stem and spinal cord. However. the lipid peroxidation was significantly depleted in the cerebellum.
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Organophosphate
Insecticide DichorvosInduced Dose Related Alteration
in Disgrete
Regions of the Fish Brain and Spinal
Cord.
Priti Vadhva and Mahdi Hasan

Conference. 1984

Interdisciplinary Brain Research Center Jawahar.
Lal Nehru Medical College, Aligarh Muslim
University, Aligarh- 202001
The effect of organophosphorus
compound
DOVP (O:O-dimethyl -2.2-dichloriyl
phosphate).
on various lipid fractions in the discrete areas of the
brain and spinal cord were studied in the fresh
water teleost (Heteropneustes
fossilis).
Fishes
were exposed to three different doses (3.0ppm.
6.0ppm. 9.0ppm) of OOVP daily for 7 days. levels
of total lipids, cholestrol. and esterified fatty acids
were significantly increased in the fore hrain, optic
lobes. cerebeJliem medulla oblangata and spinal
cord. However. the levels of phospholipids were
significantly decreased in aforementioned regions
of the central nervous system.
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Overhead
Aid

Project

As A Versatile

Teaching

S. L Malik. and U. Nayar.
Depsrtment of Physiology. All
Medical Sciences. New DelhI.

India Institute of

Overhead projector (OHP) is a very versatile
teaching aid. In addition to heving all the visual
advantages of the slides the OHP technique has
great dynamism and allows for last minute additions or deletions. Some of the Physical advantages
of OHP are;
i) the visual can be projected in a lit room.
ii) the speaker faces the audience all the time so
eye contact is not lost.
iii) the transparencies can be prepared easily.
iv) it can be presented to any size of audience.
Overhead project or makes teaching and learning
an exiciting event in many ways :
i)

the revaaline technique helps
- in introducing large volume of informa
tion step by step.
- to add emphasis at critical points in
discussion.
- in revealing answers to MCQs in a group
discussion stimulating curiosity.
ii) the over-lay technique
allows:
- to build up complex diagrams. tables and
concepts in comprehensible steps.

Nov. 84
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the judicious use of colour for contrasts;
and emphasizing certain facts.
iii) the ability to quickly transfer information
on the transparency by a thermocoupier, may
it be a typescript, illustration or table.
iv) the flexibility to the speaker to trace the
diagram ahead of time and label it on the
spot during the teaching session,
v)

the transparencies can be used over and
over with updated information.

The OHP can thus prove a very useful
teaching aid provided <* the transparencies are
planned and prepared ahead of time with great
care and attention. it is proposed to display some
of of OHP transparenciesfor teaching physiology.
gy.

Cognitive Mapping - a New Approach to Integrated Teaching & Learning

S. L. Malik
Department of
Delhi 110029.

matter from normal to "iseased state. Three maps
are used to representa diseased state.
Cognitive

Map I represents the normal basic
structures, principles and conce
opts, their relationships, which
lead to the understanding of
the normal function of the organ in the body.

Congnitive Map

11 highlights that when any basic
structure is affected by a dise
-ase process, then how it
leads to a change in the relationships (presented in Cognitive Map I) to produce the
abnormal function (pathophysiology of diseased state

Cognitive Map III

163

Physiology, A. I. I. M. S,

New

In the existing traditional discipline based teaching the main draw is that teachers teach disciplines
rather than medicine. The integration and applica
-tion of this fragmented knowledge to diseased
state is left entirely on the shoulders of students.
To maketeaching and learning of physiology more
relevant and meaningful, is to associate it with the
diseasedstate.
A conqnitive Map is a sequential organised,
diagrammatic representation of relevent Subject

J. Physiol Phamac

highlights the aetiology which
affects the basic structure in
concepts of congnitive Mapl,
clinical manifestations as an
abnormality in function (show
in Cognitive Map 11) and the
management, how will it
depend on the evaluation and
treatment which in turn would
depend on the primary cause
and on the symptoms.

The cognitive map thus represent diagrammati
-cally the pathway a disease process takes from
normal to pathogenesis to diseased state. These
pathways are indicated by linkining of concepts,
principles and structures by arrow, magnitude of
of relationship by thickness and the qualifying state
ment along the arrow indicates the nature of
the relationship.
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Clinical Aspects of Parkinson's Syndrome (With Special Reference to Dng
Treatment)
P. Velho-Groneberg
Teaching Hospital of the Ludwig - Maxmilian
Universitact Munchen-Harlaching

Sanatoriumsplatz 2,8 Munchen 90 (W.

Germany).

Parkinson's Syndrome (PS) is a frequent neurological disorder. Being a disease of
the higher age groups, its incidence is expected to increase with growing life expectancy.
The full-blown clinical picture with the leading symptoms rigidity, tremor and akinesia is easily recognized, but in the early stages incorrect diagnosis are frequent. A
thorough
neurological examination is essential to establish the diagnosis, to rule
out similar conditions with different prognosis and treatment and to find out whether or
not there is further damage of central and/or peripheral nervous system (e. g. spasticity, gaze
palsy), indicative of a more widespread disease.
Opinions on incidence, ty pe and cause of accompanying dementia and/or depression
vary to some extent. The etiology
possible

often

remains

etiological factors are reported.

may help to further clarify the role

of

uncertain.

Recent studies

Ongoing regional-cerebral-blood-flow

vascular

factors.

regarding
studies

Positron-emisslon-tomoqraphy

studies seem to provide new insights into brain disturbances in Parkinsonian patients.
Impress ive results of basic research on

the pathophysiology

and biochemistry of

basal ganglia led to the development of rational and highly effective conservative and surgical (stereotaxic) therapeutic measures. L-DOPA was introduced

into drug treatment after

the identification of the dopaminergic nigrostriatal pathway and its malfunction
results of long-term- L- DOPA-treatment,

side effects and a continuous decrease of efficiency
of drugs acting on the dopamine

in PS. The

however, proved to be disappointing because of
after some years. The introduction

recaptor ( e. g. Bromocryptine)

enabled to re-establish

to some satisfactory therapeutic result.
The nigrostriatal dopamine deficiency undoubtedly being central disturbance, PS by
now is regarded to be due to a general imbalance of the neurotransmitter systems of the
basal ganglia.
ones being

Consequently, various centrally acting drugs are in use, the most important
anticholinergic

agents,

adamantines and selective

mono-amino-oxidase

inhibitors. While it is generally agreed that drug treatment must always be accompanied by
proper physiotherapy, opinions regarding the choice, timing and dosage of the drugs are
still a mat ter af controversy and will be discussed in detail.
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NeUl'ophysiogical Correlates of Few Yogic Postures Based on
Electromyographic Study.
Jljit K. Maiti
Centre for Neuroscience, Calcutta University, Calcutta-20.
The neurophysiological correlates of meditation and yoga have been analyzed critically during last two decades by a wide group of investigators with concerted cross-disciplinary activity. Several models have been proposed for explaining the mechanisms of
meditation and yoga-asanas. In 1977, I presented at the 7th Annual Conference of India
Association of Sports Medicine, the report on the neuro-visceral
correlates of Yoga. The
present title is an overview of our research effort based on that speculative theoretical
statement.
The hypothesis stated that while the practice of meditation in yogic asanas developed a hypometabolic
wakeful state with increasing attention but attenuated inwardly
alerting state as revealed through unaltered alpha rhythm during external stimulation the
unconscious autonomic organizing system ( both self-driven and emotionally
driven) is
conditioned in parallel with the compulsory
conscious
integrative
responses mediated
through specific type of neuro-endocrine responses. This gradually leads to re-establish the
reciprocal balances between the ergotropic
and tropotrophic
systems. The practice of
asanas associated with eye-convergence, breathing-frontalis
and tongue muscle exercises
in meditation lead to a constant efferent flow of nerve impulses from the cerebral cortex
( frontal eye-field, basal fore brain areas) to subcortical,
cerebellar-medullary
and spinal
centres. The efferent muscles, as sentient to effector organs of somato-visceral motor nerve
nuclei constantly send proprioceptive informations from the eye, tongue, larynx, frontalis
muscles of the respiration, body and trunk, neck labyrinth and axial structures which modulate the cerebellar inhibitory tone for a cyclic flow of regulated nerve impulses to corticothalamic and diencephalic centres. Strong attentional factor during concentration
practice
acts as a centrifugal control system in the cerebellum which in turn reguletes the release of
necessary neurotransmitters at specific loci for establishing a tendency of dominance of
tropotrophic components over the ergotrophic ones. Any effort tension caused by stimulus
over-load or under-load are modulated by dynamic motor systems for organizing the propioccptive feed back ( neuromuscular welfare responses) during yogic practice.
Based on this conceptual and theoretical orientation, an empirical study was undertaken by measuring few physiological
variables, like changes in the heart rate ( EKG ),
respiration, blood pressure, skin temperature, with simultaneous recording of the electrromyographic changes of seve.al muscles of both side (sacrospinalis, rectus abdominis, thigh
muscles, neck muscles and frontalis) on a group of trained and non-trained
volunteers of
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the same age group during the practice of particular yoga- asanas (Padmasana, Baddha
pabmasana, Mandukasana, Bajrasana anb Sabasana) for a period of 10·15 min each at three
days interval in the laboratory conditions ( sound proof, semi-dark,
airconditioned).
Each
subject was tested for seven experimental sessions for each asana. Parallel experiments were
designed to study the above variables under different postural conditions simulating those
postures (but practicising no meditation)
before and after placing in balance boards,
balance beds, ataxiograph, barpedograph and stabilometer specially designed for simulating
the change of the axis of the body gravity.
An overall analysis of the results reflected that the axis of the body gravity which
shifted or oscillated from side to side in sitting postures had some distinctive influences on
the above physiological parameters; especially the muscle tone, respiratory flow in each
nostri I shifted from one side to other. Such effects differed greatly from individual to
individual in non -trained subjects, but a tcndency of adaptation showing habituation was
gradually developed when the practice continued for more than 15 days consecutively in
contrast, the shifting of such laterality was comparatively less in yogic trained subjects,
especially during meditation, when the axis of the body gravity remained in mid-spinal
line mostly. Curiously, the results of the sabasana and lying posture in the back-swing when
the body gravity passed in the mid-vertical line (assuming floating or weightlessness) in
both the group ran identically parallel, indicating that the uniform balance of both sides in
either direction had some influences on the attentional mechanisms. The fluctuations in the
EMG of the same muscle group of each side, B. P., respiration and respiratory flow from
one side to other side of the nostrial were gradually diminished in regular practice of sabasana and lying posture in the back-swing.
In conclusion, if the yoga be defind as a form of "self-observation",
the man being
the product of both biological and cultural evolution with unique capability
of adapting
himself in changing environment, has developed the attentional
mechanisms by manipulating the balance or equilibrium of the body gravity-which
have been empirically enunciated in yoga-the union of the body and mind. Physiologically, the human body behaves
as a multi-linked pendulum as reflected in shifting of the muscle tension from one side to
other either during quiet standing or walking.
Besides the mystical experiences achieved,
the yogic practices including meditation develop some attentional
mechanisms by manipulating the propioceptive inflow occuring during tonically
contracted
phase of different
groups of postural muscles involved in the maintenance of balance not only in particular
posture aqainst gravitational pull but also in perception, concentration and attention, as well
as in autonomic functions by shifting in ergotrophic to tropotrophic
state. Thus yogic
asanas along with meditation practice may be considered as a major autonomic neural
exercise which efficiently synchronize and integrate the imbalances
either in movement,
postu ral anhomeostasis, metabolism, neurotransmitter release or rest-activity cycle. To those
of us dealing with the physiological
mechanisms accounting
for meditation and yoga's
clinical effects, whether for managing stress, decreasing hyperte nsion, developing attention
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Physiological Basis of Research in Medicine
R. D. Kulkarni.
Department

of Pharmacology,

Grant Medical

Col/ege, Bombay

Functional aberration is far more common accompaniment of disease than gross
structural abncrmalities.
Understanding of these deviations from normal functional state
(Physiology) often helps to reveal the rnachanlsrns underlying the disease and hence leads
to appropriate rational treatment. Similarly understanding the drug influences on physiological processes leads to evolution of methodology for safe evaluation of drugs.
In the
past ten years in the researches in clinical pharmacology we have repeatedly observed that
a close look at the physiological processes leads to rewarding insight into the problem.
Following are some of the striking examples.
1. Plasma expanders in restoring the efficacy of Diuretics in liver cirrhosis.
2. Substitution of isoprenaline by Adrenaline infusion in evalution of effects of Breceptor blockers.
3. Circadian Satiety - Appetite rhythm and evaluation of appetite stimulants.
4. Development of sensitive tests for hepatobiliary
and renal function
using
radio- isotopes.
5. Current researches on fertility modulators.
It will be obvious that all these could be considered as extensions of research in
human physiology. And this realization should spur the physiologists to enter aggressively
in human medical research and contribute their might to this common endeavour.
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Modern Trends and Their Scientific Basis in the Relief of Pain.
P. S. Ramani.
L. T. M. Medical

College,

Bombay

The anatomical pathways to pain have been fairly well defined.
The pharmacological concepts of pain have remained an enigma.
In spite of different types of products
being available it has not been possible to have more general rationality in their use. Either
there are different modes of pain or we have not understood pain properly. We have only
tried to locate it to different parts of the brain depending on its development.
The dilemma
has arisen perhaps because pain is not a disease but an important symptom of varied di se-
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Section of the portio major of the fifth cranial nerve at its entry into the brain stem
appears to be a better anatomical operation leaving touch fibers intact and giving a much
better tactile feeling on the face of those suffering from trigeminal neuralgia. That a blood
vessel can trigger off pain by its pulsations striking against certain unmyelinated spots on
the course of a nerve is a new concept in undestanding
pain. Separation of the blood
vessel from the nerve near the brain stem does appear to relieve pain in this non destructive
operation. The radio frequency current used judiciously can selectively destroy unmyelina
-ted touch fibers intact.
Gate control theory of pain does appear to have rationality as seen clinically by the
relief of pain by using dorsal column stimulators in certain cancer patients. Transcutaneous nerve stimulation theory does not appeal to logic but it does seem to work in the
symptoms of post herpetic neuralgia where
no other method has been effective in the
relief of pain.
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Insulin Therapy in the Management of Diabetes Mellitus
Dr. Subhash S. Kale
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Diabetes Clinic, 'B. J. Medical Col/ege, Pune.
.Insulin therapy is essential in patients of Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus
(lOOM) and also under certain circumstances, in patients of Non-Insulin
Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (NIDDM). The goal of good glycemic control is difficult to achieve with a
single daily dose of intermediate-acting
(N PH or Lente insulin) unless meticulous attention
is paid to the dietary regimen. Diet and exercise remain the mainstays of control of diabetes. Addition of one or more doses of Crystalline insulin, or a combination with oral drugs
such as Phenformin facilitates good control in majority of patients. The frequency, and the
dose of insulin are highly individualised, and have to be decided by frequent urine and
blood monitoring for sugar. Hypoglycemia as well as hyperglycemia
must be avoided by
appropriate adjustments in insulin dose or dietary pattern. Allergic reactions, lipodystrophy
and insulin resistance are quite uncommon. Intensive Conventional Therapy (I.C.T., i.e. three
or more daily doses of crystalline insulin) and Continuous Subcutaneous Insulin Infusion
(CSII) by insulin pumps have been shown to achieve good, near-physiological blood sugar
control. However, the problems associated with them are skin infection, blocking of tubes,
and the cost. Their use is still experimental and reserved for the select few. Single peak,
Monospecies, and Human insulin are less antigenic, and their use is at present restricted to
those Insulin Dependent diabetics who develop allergy or resistance to the conventional

